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PREFACE TO SIXTH EDITION

ALTHOUGH following soon after the fifth edition extensive revisions have been

incorporated in the present text. Three new chapters have been added to

meet general requests, on pH determinations, metabolic cycles and on chemo-

therapeutic agents and antibiotics. Some other chapters on biological aspects of

the subject have been largely re-written.

The early chapters remain an introduction to the study of oxidation-reduction

potentials, but in the later chapters emphasis has gradually shifted in succeeding

editions to the implications and effects of oxidation-reduction conditions in metabolic

processes and living cells. This broadening of scope has been encouraged by widely

scattered correspondents on both sides of the Atlantic, and has necessitated the

epitomising of large subjects in small compass. In view of the cordial reception

afforded to previous editions, however, it appears unnecessary to apologise for the

policy of summarising relevant advances in varied fields.

Apart from considerable internal reconstruction this edition differs from former

ones in its publisher. The author is indebted to Sir Allen Daley and the London

County Council for facihtating the transfer and to Mr. Charles Macmillan of Messrs.

E. & S. Livingstone for his help in the production in this new form. The opportunity

has been taken of improving the binding and it is hoped that the more robust covers

of this edition will meet with approval.

The author's task of revision has again been lightened by the co-operation of

his wife and colleagues and by the encouragement of many other friendly research

workers.

1950 L. F. H.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF OXIDATION-REDUCTION
PROCESSES

Oxidation-reduction systems play so intimate and so essential a part in living

organisms that life itself might be defined as a continuous oxidation-reduction

reaction. It is not surprising, therefore, that theoretical speculations and experi-

mental studies on oxidation and reduction processes in animals and plants have been

actively pursued since the isolation of oxygen over 150 years ago. The dependence

of animal life on the maintenance of an adequate oxygen supply has, rather naturally,

dominated the outlook and led to the assumption that oxygen itself is an essential

reactant in all biological processes, a view which was vigorously criticised by Pasteur.

The attention devoted to oxygen gas has tended to obscure the mechanism of

biological processes, many of which are not dependent upon the direct participation

of oxygen. Biological systems cannot be expected to yield to study unless there is

available a means of measuring their oxidising or reducing properties and of describing

in quantitative terms the stage of oxidation or of reduction reached in an oxidation

reduction reaction. Other methods of study than that of gas analysis and, above
all, a different aspect are necessary in order to proceed to even the faintest under-

standing of the fundamental features of biological processes.

Organisms are constantly faced with the problem of obtaining the energy

necessary for their growth and existence and the problem is solved in different

ways by different organisms. Plants, for example, are able to utilise the energy

obtained from sunlight to effect reductive syntheses such as the classical one of

glucose from carbon dioxide and water,

6 CO2 + 6 H2O = CgHiaOe + 6 Og

Many other organisms reverse this process, oxidising glucose to carbon dioxide

and water, thereby deriving energy essential to themselves. Animals and many
bacteria belong to this latter class. The crude result, as represented by the

equation above is, however, of little value in studying the essential mechanism of

biological processes. The comjilete degradation of glucose to carbon dioxide and
water takes place by a chain of reactions, many of which are unknown or imperfectly

understood. We are particularly interested in those steps in the series of reactions

which are reversible and enable the living cell to store energy which may be utilised

as required. Such a reaction is readily reversed when the energy liberated in the

forward reaction is supplied to the system.

Michaelis (1933) presents analogies between the chain of reactions in the degrada-

tion of glucose and an electrical supply circuit. In the circuit most of the current

is used for heating lamp filaments, etc., but an accumulator may be charged in the

circuit. This provides a reversible mechanism for storing energy. The accumulator

may be used, for example, to drive an electric motor or to obtain other forms of energy

and may be recharged by the main circuit when required. In an analogous manner,

a thermodynamically reversible reaction may be used by living cells to store energy

which is utilised when required—those reactions in the degradation of glucose

which are irreversible cannot be used for this purpose.
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Our problem, then, is to find a method of quantitative study of reversible

oxidation-reduction systems ; and, fortunately, in electrode potential* measurements
we have an exact and useful method. As an example, let us suppose that we have a

solution of iron salts partly oxidised and partly reduced, say a mixture of ferrous and
ferric chlorides. If an unattackable electrode be immersed in the solution an
electrical potential difference will be set up between the electrode and the solution.

This potential difference will depend on the relative proportion of ferric and ferrous

chlorides. In solutions containing the same proportion of the two salts the potential

difference will always be the same ; but if there is more oxidised (ferric) salt the

potential difference will be greater, and if more reduced (ferrous) salt is present the

potential difference will be less. It is easy to see that after a few preUminary
measurements with mixtures of ferric and ferrous chlorides of known composition

we have a method of determining the composition of any unknown mixture of iron

chlorides. This method can, of course, be applied to other reversible oxidation-

reduction systems in the same way, but in order to remove the empirical nature of

the observations and to place the method on a sound theoretical basis we must
define our terms more closely and apply some physico-chemical algebra.

The terms oxidation and reduction themselves are not free from ambiguity.

The term oxidation immediately suggests the addition of oxygen to the oxidisable

substance, for example the oxidation of formaldehyde to formic acid, or ferrous to

ferric oxide :

—

HCHO + -> H.COOH

2 FeO + -^ FeaOj

But such reactions as the conversion of hydroquinone to quinone are obviously

oxidations although the oxidant contains no more oxygen than the reductant.

It is evident therefore that the definition of oxidation must be extended to cover

the removal of hydrogen. This extension, however, does not cover all cases ; for

example, the conversion of ferrous to ferric chloride must be regarded as oxidation

just as much as the conversion of ferrous to ferric oxide, although oxygen and hydro-

gen are not concerned in the reaction.

FeCla -f CI -^ FeClg

To gain a general \dew of oxidation-reduction processes it is necessary to consider

the electronic concept of atomic constitution. Atoms are composed of a nucleus

positively charged with electricity and a number of electrons each bearing a unit

negative charge. The positive charge on the nucleus is numerically equal, although

opposite in sign to the sum of the unit charges on the electrons, so that the atom
taken as a whole is electrically neutral. There is one electron in the hydrogen atom
so that there is a single positive charge on the hydrogen nucleus to neutralise it. The
carbon nucleus possesses six positive charges and the carbon atom contains six

electrons. Chemical reactions involve interchanges and re-arrangements of certain

* The terras oxidation-reduction potential, reduction potential, redox potential and electrode

potential, which are used by diiTerent authors, may be taken generally as being synonymous. As far

as possible, the expression electrode potential, or Eh, is used throughout this text.
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electrons in the atoms. The electrons tend to group themselves in stable arrange-

ments of pairs or octets. The hydrogen atom which contains only one electron tends

to share its electron with another hydrogen atom containing a " lone " electron

—

thus a stable pair of electrons is shared between two hydrogen atoms and a relatively

stable hydrogen molecule is formed. Another possibility is for the hydrogen atom
to share its lone electron with a chlorine atom which has, in its outer orbit, an unstable

arrangement of seven electrons, thus making with the hydrogen atom a stable arrange-

ment of eight electrons. Hydrogen or chlorine atoms cannot, of course, exist by them-

selves but hydrochloric acid with its stable octet of electrons is relatively stable.

In aqueous solution, however, hydrochloric acid does not exist in molecular form

—

it is ionised ; the hydrogen part of the molecule separates from the chlorine portion,

the hydrogen losing its electron temporarily and the chlorine taking it up. The
hydrogen ion, as it is now called, has no electrons, while the chlorine ion has eight, so

that both are relatively stable—neither has an unstable electronic arrangement.

But now the hydrogen ion has a positive charge, namely, the unit positive charge

on the nucleus which was previously balanced out by the single negative charge on
the electron. The chlorine ion has a single negative charge, namely, the charge on

the extra electron it has acquired from the hydrogen atom. The ionisation of

hydrochloric acid may be represented as follows, ® signifying the possession of a single

positive charge and © a unit negative charge :

—

HCl -> H© + CI©

In the same way ferrous chloride is ionised in solution giving a ferrous ion, with

a double positive charge, and two chlorine ions :

—

FeCl2^Fe®©+2C10

and ferric chloride gives a ferric ion, with a treble positive charge, and three chlorine

ions :

—

FeClg -^ Fe®©® + 3C1©

The oxidation of ferrous chloride to ferric chloride :

—

FeCla + CI ^ FeClg

is really a reaction between ions when it takes place in aqueous solution, so that it

should be wxitten :

—

Fe©® -f 2C1© -f CI -> Fe®©© -f 3C1©

If the essential reactants only are considered this equation becomes :

—

Fe©® + CI ^ Fe©®© -f CI©

That is to say the reaction consists essentially of an exchange of an electron

between iron and chlorine. The ferrous ion loses an electron, which is taken up by
€hlorine. If we consider the iron system alone the reaction may be wTitten :

—

Oxidation

Fe©© ^ Fe®®© + e (e represents an electron)

reduction

On oxidation the ferrous ion, with its two positive charges, loses an electron and
becomes a ferric ion with three positive charges. Conversely on reduction the ferric

ion takes up an electron and becomes a ferrous ion. This gives us our general defini-

tions. Oxidation is a process involving the loss of electrons, and reduction one
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involving the taking up of electrons. An academic definition of this sort is isolated

in a mental vacuum until it is accepted and absorbed as an integral part of the

ordinary point-of-view. By itself such a definition, although possibly of strict

accuracy, may appear paradoxical until it is harmonised with every-day laboratory

experience. It is therefore a useful exercise to apply the electronic concept of

oxidation-reduction reactions to processes not usually regarded electronically. For
example, since conversion of metallic silver to silver ion involves loss of an electron

it is an oxidation :

—

oxidation

Ag ~> Ag®

In the light of ordinary experience this does not appear an obvious example of

oxidation. The silver ion in a silver nitrate solution is not obviously in a higher

state of oxidation than metallic silver ; but if the reverse reaction is considered^—for

example, the conversion of an alkaline silver nitrate solution to a metallic mirror of

silver by warming with a sugar solution—the process is quite obviously a reduction :

—

reduction

Ag© > Ag

Further consideration of similar processes serves only to confirm the logical basis of

the electronic concept of oxidation-reduction processes. One further point should

perhaps be emphasised here. It is already clear that oxidation is the reverse of

reduction (and reduction is the reverse of oxidation), but another fact is that every

oxidation is accompanied by a reduction and vice versa. In the case mentioned
above of the ferrous-ferric chloride oxidation-reduction system, the ferrous ion gives

up an electron and is thereby oxidised to the ferric ion :

—

oxidation

-pe®® > Fe®©© + e

but at the same time a chlorine atom takes up that electron and is thereby reduced

to a chlorine ion :

—

reduction

CI + e > CI©

Oxidation cannot proceed unless there is a corresponding reductant to take up the

electrons liberated, and, conversely, a substance cannot be reduced unless there is a

corresponding oxidation to liberate the necessary electrons.

As we have seen, oxidising agents are substances capable of taking up electrons

and reducing agents are those able to part with electrons. The readiness with which

substances take up, or part with, electrons determines the intensity level of their

oxidising or reducing functions. In order to measure the functions quantitatively

it is necessary to find a method of measuring electronic escaping tendency, or " fuga-

city " as Clark (1923, 1) has described it. Since oxidation and reduction reactions

are, by definition, electronic migrations involving exchanges of electric charges, it

becomes clear that the quantitative study of oxidation-reduction processes will be

effected by measurements of electric potential differences.

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS

It is found, in fact, that if an " unattackable electrode " (such as platinum metal)

be immersed in a reversible oxidation-reduction system, a potential difference is set
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up at the electrode and this potential can be measured by the usual potentiometric

methods. It will be shown in the next few pages that a relation can be derived from
simple physico-chemical reasoning which shows that the potential at the electrode

depends on the proportions present of the oxidised and reduced forms of the substance

studied. The more highly oxidised a substance is the higher will be the electrode

potential, and the more reduced, the more negative will the potential be.

Since some readers may find the algebra in the next eight pages unduly wearisome,

it is suggested that, in the first instance, the chapter summary may be sufficient intro-

duction to the later chapters dealing with practical applications and biological problems.

It must be emphasised that we are dealing with truly reversible systems wherein

the reaction can proceed in one way or the other according to the conditions. Such

a reversible system is that of ferrous-ferric ions which we have already considered.

(1) Fe®© ^ Fe®®® -f e

This has the form of an ordinary reaction equation and accordingly the ordinary

mass action equilibrium equation can be applied, namely :

—

[Fe®®®] [ej _
^^'

[Fe®®] ~"

where the square brackets indicate the concentration of the reactants when at

equilibrium, and " k " is a constant. The exceptional feature of this equation is

the significance of the term [eJ which, as it stands, is the concentration offree electrons

in the system. Without making any assumptions as to the validity of the existence

of such concentration it may be stated that [eJ represents the escaping tendency

or " fugacity " of electrons in the system, or some similar electronic function. Its

exact definition is unnecessary since it will be eliminated from the equations at an

early stage.

From these equations it follows that oxidation-reduction conditions of the

system can be controlled by the movement of electrons ; for if [eJ is increased the

reaction will move in the direction of reduction and if [eJ is decreased, oxidation of

Fe®® to Fe®®® will occur to balance the equation. Further the oxidation-reduction

condition of the system can be observed quantitatively by measurement of the

potential at an " unattackable electrode " when electrons tend neither to enter nor

leave the system. An " unattackable electrode " is one which when immersed in

the system will not participate therein but act merely as an inert conductor of

electrons to or from the system when the circuit is suitably arranged.

Let now such an unattackable electrode be immersed in the ferrous-ferric ion

system. The electrode can be looked upon as a reservoir of electrons of fixed

concentration [eJ. The significance of the term electronic concentration is dis-

cussed above. Since the concentration or escaping tendency of the electrons in the

electrode ([eJ) is different from that in the system ([eg]) a potential difference will be

set up at the electrode, and this potential difference (E) can be calculated in accordance

with thermodynamics. The electrical work done in the passage of a faraday of

electricity (F) against this potential difference (E) will be equal to the work done
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in transporting an electron from the solution (at concentration [ej) to the electrode

at concentration [e^,]. That is :

—

Electrical work = EF

r^-^i 1
" Osmotic " work = KT / r-r d [e] = KT In [eJ + HT In^—n

7 e,
fe] "^

' ^ "'
[eJ

(3) Therefore EF - RT hi [eJ + RT In -^

where, R = gas constant ; T = absolute temperature ; In = natm'al logarithms.

Since the concentration of electrons in the electrode ([e„]) is a constant, equation

(3) may be rewritten as :

—

T-. T RT , 1

(4) E = k,+ j^lnj^j

where k^ is a constant.

From equation (2)

[Fe®®]

and substituting this value in equation (4), we obtain ;

—

RT [Fe®®®]
(6) E = ka + ^ In -^e©J

where kg is a constant.

It is not possible to measure a single potential difference at an electrode as this

constitutes only a half-cell ; but if the circuit is completed by including a standard

half-cell the electromotive force of the completed cell may readily be measured.

The second half-cell to which electrode potentials are referred is the normal hydrogen

electrode, which is taken as the standard of reference. Electrode potentials referred

to this standard are measured in volts and designated E^.

E^ = E— potential of normal hydrogen electrode (kg), and substituting the value

for E from equation (6).

RT [Fe®®®]
(7) E^ = kg + ^ In

^-pe®®]
~ ^^

Let kg — kg = Eq = constant for system.

(8) E^ = Eo + -^ In -p^lej

In order to make this equation more general in application, the ferrous-ferric ion

system may be replaced by the general reversible oxidation-reduction system :

—

Reduced form ^ oxidised form -fn electrons.

(9) Red. ^ Ox. + ne.

and applying equation (8) we obtain the important general electrode equation (Peters,

1898).
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(10) ^--=Eo+^lnpg^j

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a systeni at 30°C. and at constant pH,
and let two electrons be concerned in the oxidation process, the equation then
becomes :

—

(11) B, = Eo + 0-03 log |-^j
in which log represents ordinary Briggsian logarithms*

;
[Ox.] and [Red.] are the

concentrations of the oxidised and reduced forms respectively of the substance

studied.

It is evident from this equation that the electrode potential, E^, is dependent
on Eq, a constant for the system, and the proportion of oxidised and reduced forms
of the substance studied. The greater the proportion of oxidised form the higher

will be the potential, and the more reduced the substance the lower, i.e., more
negative, will the potential be. The significance of the constant, Eq, is of interest.

It will be seen that when [Ox.] = [Red.], i.e., when the system is 50 per cent, oxidised,

Ej, = Eq. That is to say Eq is the electrode potential of the 50 per cent, oxidised

system. When the value of Eq of a system is known it is possible to calculate the

electrode potential at any degree of oxidation or reduction of the system ; and,

vice versa, the degree of oxidation can be calculated from the value of the electrode

potential. Furthermore Eq is a measure of the oxidation or reduction intensity

level of the system and enables oxidising and reducing agents to be graded in their

oxidising or reducing eifects. Thus a system of Eq + 0-1 volt will oxidise a system
of Eq say —0-1 volt, but, on the other hand, will itself be oxidised by a system of

Eq + 0'3 volt. Measurement of oxidation-reduction potentials therefore enables us

to study the oxidation-reduction conditions of a system and to grade different

systems in order of their oxidising or reducing tendencies.

It must be emphasised, however, that E^ is a measure of intensity level and not
of capacity. In this E^ resembles temperature and pH, and just as temperature and
pH give no information as to heat capacity and buffering power respectively, so Ej,

is independent of " poising effect," the capacity term in oxidation-reduction systems.

This follows from the derivation of E^ which is dependent on the ratio of oxidised

and reduced forms of the substance studied and not on their absolute quantities.

Thus a 90 per cent, oxidised system will have the same electrode potential no matter
whether the total concentration is 0-01 per cent, or 10 per cent., but the poising

effect will be 1,000 times greater in the latter case. It is particularly important
to bear these facts in mind when dealing with biological systems, many of which
have well-defined electrode potentials but are not well poised.

* Units employed (Clark, 1928).

Eh and Eoare measured in volts.

R = 8315 joules.

T = Absolute temperature.
F = 96,500 couJombs.

In X = 2-303 log x.

At 30°C. : 2-303 RT = 0-0601

F
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EFFECT OF pH

Up to this point we have considered systems of constant pH, but when the
hydrogen ion concentration is allowed to vary a further complication arises, and it

is necessary to take into account ionisation phenomena. In those reversible

oxidation-reduction systems, which are characterised by electron transference, either

the reduced or oxidised form, or both, are ionised. The hydrogen ion concentration

affects oxidation-reduction systems by altering ionic equilibria.

Let us consider the simple case in which the oxidised form is un-ionised but the
reduced form is an anion with one negative charge. The oxidation-reduction reaction

may be represented as :

—

(12) R© ^ Ox. + e

The general electrode equation (10) may be applied to this equilibrium :

—

(13) L, - L, + ^ In j^
The reduced form is ionised in accordance with the formula :

—

(14) HR ^ H® + R©
to which the usual mass action equation may be applied :

—

[H©] [RQ]

[HR]

The total concentration of reduced form ([Red.]) will be equal to the sum of the

concentrations of the ionised ([R©]) and un-ionised ([HR]) portions, i.e.—
(16) [Red.] = [R0] + [HR]

Combining equations (15) and (16) we obtain :

—

(17) [R©] = [Red.]
^^''

(15) '^^ri^' = K

[H®] + k,

and substituting this value in the electrode equation (13) we find

(18) K-K + ^Um-¥^n ''
F '" [Red.] F [H®] + k^

which is the general electrode equation holding at all values of pH. It will be seen

that the electrode potential depends on the hydrogen ion concentration and the

dissociation constant of the reduced form. If both the reduced form and oxidised

form are ionised, and form polyvalent ions, the expression becomes very complicated.*

It is impossible therefore to formulate a general rule as to the effect ofpH on electrode

potential, the effect of alteration of hydrogen ion concentration being different in

different ranges of pH {cf. Clark and Cohen, 1923, 1). With systems that have not

been exhaustively studied it is necessary therefore to quote results in terms of

E^ and pH.

The fact that the effect of pH on E^ is complex does not imply that the effect

is necessarily great. To take a hypothetical example, consider a biological system

in which the E^ : pH curve has "0-03 slope " (a very usual value) in the range

* Ionic concentrations are referred to throughout although, more accurately, ionic activities should
be considered in accordance with modern views. This has been done in order to assist lucidity by the
avoidance of more complicated symbols and expressions which confuse the issue without any propor-

tionate advantage accruing save that of emphasising the complex relationship between Et and pH.
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studied. If at pH 7-1 the E^ is — 0-314 volt, then at pH 7-2 the potential will be
— 0-317 V. This difference of 3 millivolts is within the limits of experimental error

when working with biological material.

It should be noted that, if the hydrogen ion concentration is kept constant,

the last term in equation (18) becomes a constant, so that we get back to the general

electrode equation (10).

The value of E^^ (the electrode potential at 50 per cent, oxidation) varies with

pH.

DERIVATION OF rH

The effect of pH on the electrode potential (Ej,) depends upon a number of

factors as mentioned above. In order to avoid confusion, Clark and Cohen (1923)

introduced the term rH which includes E^ and pH. The term rH is convenient

in theoretical discussions, but it has been used unjustifiably to describe the condition

of biological systems such as the interior of cells. Since these are systems of unknown
constitution and incompletely studied properties, the relation between Ej, and pH
cannot be defined and hence no term containing both factors can be obtained in our

present state of knowledge, whilst the use of rH makes a tacit assumption that there

is a known simple relationship between the Ejj and pH of the system. For this and
other reasons, Clark rightly insists that the use of the term rH, originally introduced

by himself, should be discontinued. The results of a considerable nmnber of

investigators on oxidation-reduction conditions in biology have, however, been

quoted in terms of rH. In order to make the interpretations of such results com-
prehensible to readers the following description of rH is included in this monograph,

but the author does not wish to encourage the further use of the very misleading

term rH.

.

Just as pH is the logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentration

of a system, i.e. :
—

(20) pH = log ^^
so rH is the logarithm of the reciprocal of the partial pressure of hydrogen gas (P)

in equilibrium with the system, that is :

—

1^

P

The value of rH is derived from consideration of the simple reversible oxidation-

reduction system :

—

(22) R© + H® ^ Ox. + H
to which the ordinary mass action equation may be applied, i.e. :

—

[R©] [H®]
^^

(21) rH = log:5-

^-^)
[Ox.] [H] - ^^

The general electrode equation (18) for the system is :

—

(24) E, = K + ^ In [^^
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in which may be substituted the value of [Ox.]/[R0] derived from the mass action
equation (23).

(25) E, = E|] + ^ In ^^
That is to say, the electrode potential may be regarded as being established by the
equilibrium between hydrogen ions and hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen concen-
tration ([H]) is a function of the partial pressure of hydrogen gas (P), and, in fact,

(26) [H] = Ki VP
so that the potential equation (25) becomes :

—

(27) E, = E'i' + ^ In tS

To obtain the value of the constant, E'^', we may consider the normal hydrogen
electrode, which is a special type of oxidation-reduction cell, in which E^ =

;

[H®] = 1 ; and P = 1, and substituting these values in the equation (27) we find

E"' = 0, so that equation (27) becomes :—

(28) E, = ^^ Inm
or, transferring from Naperian to common Briggsian logarithms :

—

RT [H®1
(29) Eh = 2-3026 ^ log "^.J
V / ix F & ^p

Since pH = log rTj®! and rH = log p

(30) E, = 2-30261^ (rH - 2pH)

For simplicity, let the temperature be 30°C., then :

—

(31) Eh = 0-03 (rH - 2pH)

This equation gives the simple relation between E^, rH and pH in the reversible

system considered ; from it rH may be derived when E^ and pH are known, and E^
may be obtained when rH and pH are given. Results quoted in terms of rH may
thus be readily converted to terms of Ej,.

It follows from the equation also that the electrode potential, in a reversible

oxidation-reduction system at constant pH, is a function of the partial pressure of

hydrogen in equilibrium with the system. This gives us a fresh aspect on the

mechanism of establishment of electrode potentials ; hydrogen may be regarded as

being built up at the electrode mitil a partial pressure is reached which is in equili-

brium with the system, and the system is neither reduced nor oxidised.

The hydrogen electrode used for pH measurements is a special form of oxidation-

reduction electrode in which the hydrogen pressure is kept constant (P = 1 atmo-

sphere) by bubbling hydrogen at one atmosphere pressure through the system, the

value of rH is therefore zero and the only variations in potential are due to alterations

in hydrogen ion concentration, i.e., equation (31) becomes (at 30°C.) :

—

(32) K= - 0-06 pH
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The hydrogen electrode is therefore in equilibrium with a partial pressure of
1 atmosphere of hydrogen ; rH = 0, and at pH the electrode potential is 0. A
reversible oxidation-reduction system in equilibrium with a partial pressure of
10~^^ atmospheres of hydrogen has :

—

(33) . rH = log vttV. = 15
10 -15

and at pH 7 the electrode potential will be [equation (31)] at 30°C.

(34) Eh = 0-03 (15 - 2pH) = + 0-03 volt.

That is assuming that one electron only is concerned in the reversible oxidation-

reduction process and that only one dissociation constant is concerned and that

H41

rH30

H20

rHIO

HO

pH
Fig. 1

Electrode potential (Eh) : pH curves

Theoretical curves—continuous lines.

Actual systems (Eq : pH curves)

—

broken lines

this constant is effective at pH 7. With other systems with more complex relation-

ships this simple expression has no significance. It is essential, therefore, especially
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with systems of unknown properties, to avoid the use of the term rH on account of

its spurious effect of apparent simplicity.

With reversible oxidation-reduction systems of the simple type :

—

oxidation

(35) Eed ©^==^ Ox. + e

the E^ varies by 0-06 volt per unit pH, that is the Ej, — pH curve is said to have
0-06 slope (at 30°C.). In such a system as

(36) Ked.e© ^ Ox. + 2e

the variation per unit pH can be 0-03, 0-06 or 0-09 volt. These facts apply only

to ideal systems when hydration may be neglected. The variation of E^ with pH
occurs only in those ranges of pH in which the dissociation constants are effective,

and the systematic study of all the possible cases is outside the scope of this intro-

ductory treatment. A very complete study is reported by Clark and Cohen (1923).

It is shown above that in the simplest case at 30°C. (equation 31) :

—

Eh = 0-03 (rH - 2pH)

where rH is log ^ (P being the partial pressure of hydrogen in equilibrium with the

system). With the hydrogen electrode P = 1 atm. so that rH = at any pH.
The E^ : pH curve is the lowest one in fig. 1, and shows the electrode potential of

an oxidation-reduction system in equilibrium with 1 atmosphere partial pressure

of hydrogen. When the partial pressure of hydrogen is 10 ~^" atmosphere, this

rH is 10, and the E^ : pH curve runs parallel with that of the hydrogen electrode,

and similarly when P = lO"^'' atmospheres, rH = 20. Also included in the figure

are the experimentally obtained curves of the methylene blue system at 50 per cent,

reduction {i.e., the EJ, : pH curve) and of the indigo-carmine system at 50 per cent,

reduction.

Theoretically, curves can be drawn showing the ^^ : pH relationships at various

levels of oxygen partial pressure, or rO ; but as the true oxygen electrode is not

capable of experimental realisation (Richards, 1928), and the oxygen tensions en-

countered in biological systems, as judged from the potentials, are frequently of the

order of 10-**^ atmospheres or less, little advantage accrues from such considerations.

Goard and Rideal (1924) and Hoar (1933) are of interest in this connection.

CONSIDERATIONS OF CHEMICAL AFFINITY

Considerations of chemical affinity lead to the same general electrode equation

as that derived previously (Michaelis, 1933). This treatment is of interest as it

presents a slightly different aspect of oxidation-reduction processes although leading

to the same general conclusion.

To return to the ferrous-ferric ion equilibrium :

—

Oxidation

Fe®® —==^ Ye®®® + e

reduction
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If the system be at equilibrium there will be no tendency for any change. In

this case let the ratio (37) at equilibrium be W-^^ = k (system I, fig. 2).

Now let some other system be considered, not at equilibrium, in which the ratio

V eei ^^ greater than k (system II). In this case there will be a tendency for
[re J

I;[Fer1[Fer] II;LFe, jLFe, J

Fig. 2

Ferrous -ferric ion system

Pe®®© iq change to Fe®®. Since this process would result in electronic equiUbrium

being disturbed the reaction will not proceed but the tendency will exist. Let now
platinum electrodes be placed in the two systems and these electrodes be joined and

the two systems be brought into contact, e.g., by a semi-permeable membrane, to

complete the circuit. The unattackable electrodes will not participate in the systems,

but will act as inert conductors of electrons. The tendency of Fe®®® to be reduced

to Fe®® will now become an actuality in system II, and this reduction in system II

will be accompanied by oxidation in system I, so that electrons will pass through the

electrodes from systems I to II ; this electronic migration will produce an electro-

motive force, say E, between the electrodes.

FTTe ®®®1
The left-hand half-cell (I) is at equilibrium, - ^^-^ ^ « -"so that

]

right-hand half-cell is not at equilibrium and
[Fe^®®®]

[Fei®® ]

[Feo^

is greater than k.

the

The

volumes in the two half-cells are considered to be so large that there will be no

appreciable change in concentrations during the experiment. When the electrodes

are joined, current will flow. Now let it be supposed that the current flows long

enough for one mol of Fe®®® in the right-hand half-cell to be reduced to Fe®®.

At the same time one mol of Fe®® will be oxidised to Fe®®® in the left-hand

half-cell. Thus one mol of Fe®®® will disappear from II and appear in I. The

work done will be equivalent to the isothermal and reversible transportation of

one mol of Fe®®® from concentration [Fci®®®] to concentration [Fco®®®] through

the semi-permeable membrane. The " osmotic " work done in this transportation,

is :

—

[Fei®®®] . rj^e®®®!
ET/ [Fco®®®]

[jTe®®©]
d[Fe®®®] = RT In

[Fco®®®]
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At the same time one mol of Fe®® will disappear from I and appear in II, and
the work done is :

—

The total " osmotic " work done will be the sum of these two, and this total will

be equivalent to the electrical work done in the passage of one faraday of electrons (F)

across the cell with electromotive force E. Therefore :

—

fTTe,®®®! TFe ®®1
(40) EF = RT Iny^\ + ET In

[|^,^j

This may be rearranged as :

—

(41) E = RT [Feo®®] RT [Fe^®®®]

F ^ [Feo®®®] F ^ [Fei®®]
TFe ®®®1

(37) now
[Ji-^-gj]

= k

so that equation (41) becomes :

—

"RT r"Pp ®©©i
(42) E = k. + f ,n EIg-,^1

If the general reaction be considered in place of the iron system :

—

Reduced form ^ Oxidised form + n electrons.

(43) Ked. ^ Ox. + ne

and the potential is referred to the normal hydrogen electrode, used as a standard
of reference, we obtain :

—

^^^^ ^"^ = ^0 + nF ^^ [R^
which is the general electrode equation (10) derived previously from totally different

considerations. That the same result is obtained when working with different

assumptions implies a fundamental unity in the underlying principles involved.

Michaelis (1932) and Elema (1933) have developed mathematically the relevant

equations applying to oxidation-reduction reactions which occur in two consecutive

stages. The relations are complicated owing to the number of factors involved and
the different equilibrium constants of the various reactants. The complex relation-

ships are of some biological interest since certain biological pigments have been
found to undergo reversible " two-step " oxidation-reduction within certain ranges

of pH values.

FREE ENERGY CHANGES AND STANDARD OXIDATION POTENTIALS

The total amount of energy suppUed to a thermodynamic system is not all

recoverable in the form of work. The change in free or available energy (aF) differs

from the change in total energy (aH) by a factor involving the absolute temperature

(T) and the change in entropy of the system (aS) :

—

(45) aF = AH—T. aS

The familiar terms exothermic and endothermic applied to chemical reactions

refer to reactions which give out or take up heat. Exergonic and endergonic were
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terms introduced by Coryell (1940) to describe reactions involving loss or gain of free

energy. When aF is zero the system is in equihbrium and no reaction occurs
;

when aF is positive the reaction cannot occur unless external energy is supphed
;

but if aF is negative a spontaneous reaction is possible on thermodynamic grounds.

Actually, of course, the liberation of free energy is not the only criterion of whether a

reaction can occur under any given conditions since the molecules concerned must be
in a reactive state or made so by the presence of a catalyst or enzyme.

A4

L.

c
UJ

0/

Fig. 3

The function of a catalyst or enzyme

In the diagram although the reaction A->B would result in the liberation of free

energy the reaction does not occur spontaneously because of the hump, but ifa suitable

catalyst is present it will supply a little free energy (X—A) to a small quantity of A so

that it will reach the peak. Having reached the peak there will be spontaneous
conversion to B. In sliding down, the free energy liberated will be X—A and A—B.

The free energy X—A will be given back to the catalyst which will transport more of

A over the hump and so on. The net result will be that the catalyst will have given

up X—A of free energy and received back X—A so that it will be in the same state

finally as at the beginning. During the reaction A-»B the free energy liberated in the

main reaction will be A—B regardless of the humps negotiated with the help of

catalyst or enzyme.

To repeat therefore, the important feature of a chemical reaction is not the total

heat change but the change in free energy. It is possible to calculate the free energy

change (aF) from the equilibrium constant (K) of the reaction :

—

(46) aF = —RT In K
(R being the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature).

When the reactants form part of a galvanic cell the change in free energy is

equal to the electrical work done ; so that :

—

(47) —aF = n F E
where n = number of electrons involved in the reaction

;

F = the Faraday
;

E = the electrode potential.

Incidentally, the temperature coefficient of the electrode potential gives a

measure of the change in entropy of the reaction.

(48) AS nF—
dT
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As given above (expression 45) the change in entropy equals the difference between

the total energy of the reaction and the change in free energy.

The importance of the expressions (46) and (47) is that we are now able to

calculate the change in free energy of a reaction from the equilibrium constant and
also to calculate the standard electrode potential of the system from the change in

free energy. It is important in this connection to note the units in which the various

quantities must be measured in order to get the calculations to agree. The free energy

TABLE 1

STANDARD OXIDATION-REDUCTION POTENTIALS

Referred to normal hydrogen electrode at 25°C (oxidising S3^stems more positive)

System Potential
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there must be a standard of reference, some zero value to which all other potentials

are referred ; this is the normal hydrogen electrode to which the potential volts is

ascribed. The next difficulty is to decide what potentials are to be regarded as positive

and which negative. Here, unfortunately, there is confusion and conflict. In this

work, and in nearly all biochemical investigations, oxidising systems are regarded as

being more positive in potential than any more reducing system. Since oxidising

systems are those which take uj? electrons more readily, i.e., attract negative electricity

they are regarded as being more positive, thus :

—

Fe©®© + € -> Fe®®

so that ferric iron is regarded as more positive than ferrous iron. Unfortunately,

writers on thermodynamics frequently have adopted the opposite convention (Lewis

and Randall, 1923) and regard the potential as the tendency of electricity to pass from

the right to the left of the cell, i.e., from the electrolyte to the electrode.

In Table 1 are given values of the standard oxidation-reduction potentials of a

number of inorganic systems. Potentials are referred to the normal hydrogen elec-

trode as zero and oxidising systems are positive in potential compared with more
reducing systems. The data are derived mainly from Lewis and Randall (1923),

Latimer (1938), De Vries (1947) and Glasstone (1947).

Summary of Chapter I

Oxidation and reduction processes are defined in terms of electron migrations
;

oxidising properties are due to a tendency to take up electrons, and reducing pro-

perties to a tendency to part with electrons. When one substance is oxidised (parts

with electrons) another is always simultaneously reduced (takes up the electrons

liberated). This electronic concept has suggested a method of studying quantita-

tively those reversible oxidation-reduction processes which are of vital importance

to the living cell. The method is the measurement of electrode potentials which

enable the degree of oxidation or reduction of a system to be gauged, and which

render possible the grading of oxidising and reducing systems according to their

intensity levels.

In a reversible oxidation-reduction system the electrode potential depends upon
the relative amounts present of the oxidised and reduced forms of the substance

studied. If a solution contains a mixture of the oxidised and reduced forms Xq
and Xr, the reactants in the reversible oxidation-reduction system :

—

Xr ^ Xq + n electrons

then the electrode potential (E^) at 30°C. will be given by the equation :

—

E, = Eo + --logp^^

where Eo = constant for the system
;

[X^] and [Xr] are the concentrations of

the oxidised and reduced forms respectively.

It follows from this equation that the more oxidising a system is the higher

(more positive) will be the electrode potential and more reducing systems will have

lower (or more negative) potentials. Conversely the potential is dependent solely
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on two factors, (a) the proportions present of the oxidised and reduced forms of the

substance studied and (6) a constant for the system studied, i.e., Eq. The value

of Eq is given by the potential of the system when half oxidised and half reduced
;

that is, when the concentration of the oxidant is equal to that of the reductant.

Hydrogen-ion concentration has definite effects on electrode potentials, so that,

strictly speaking, potentials can only be compared directly with others at the same pH.
The effect of pH on the electrode potential is not constant but varies both with

different systems and at different ranges of pH in the same system. Considerable

use has been made of the term rH, taking into account both electrode potential and
pH, and assuming a simple, fixed relationship between them. This, however, is

fallacious, especially in the case of in completely studied biological systems, so that it is

inadvisable to use the term rH which assumes a simple and constant relationship.

Particularly in the case of incompletely studied biological systems the use of rH is

inadmissible. The relationship between the free energy changes and the electrode

potentials of chemical reactions is discussed and the standard electrode potentials of

some inorganic systems are tabulated.



CHAPTER II

PRACTICAL METHODS OF E^ MEASUREMENT

Naturally the most reliable method of measuring E^ is the direct electrometric

determination of the potential and this will be dealt with in the latter part of this

chapter. The universal application of pH measurements is undoubtedly due in

large measure to the simplicity of indicator methods and the first part of this chapter

will deal with the present position in the use of dyes as oxidation-reduction potential

indicators,

USE OF INDICATORS

Let Xr be the reduced form and Xq the oxidised form of the reversible oxidation-

reduction system,

oxidation

Xr ^ =^ Xo+2 electrons

reduction

The pH is kept constant throughout so that the general electrode potential

equation is

If the temperature throughout is kept constant at 30°C. the expression is simplified

[Xo]
Eh = Eo + 0.03 log

[XJ

If the potential of the 50 per cent, oxidised system {i.e., [Xq] == [XJ) be + 0.1 volt,

then Eo = +0.1 volt, and

Eh = -f 0.1 + 0.03 log^
From this we can calculate directly the potential at different stages of oxidation of X.

Thus, when 98 per cent, oxidised (2 per cent, reduced) the potential will be (in volts)

98
Eh = 0.1 + 0.03 log ^ = + 0.15 volt.

In this way the following table can be constructed :

—

Practically colourless

Percentage Oxidation
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per cent, in the oxidised form and 9 per cent, in the reduced form. Conversely—and

this is of importance at the present stage—given a certain degree of oxidation the

potential corresponding to this can be calculated. If Xq be a coloured dye which is

colourless when reduced, the amount of colour in the dye solution indicates the

percentage of oxidation and hence the potential. Therefore, if the dye is added to

an oxidation-reduction system, and the colour of the dye indicates 50 per cent,

reduction, the system has Eh -f 0.1 volt. Hence, with a series of dyes changing

colour at different ranges of Ejj , a scheme of Eh determination is possible, directly

comparable to pH determination by the use of indicators.

The dyes used have each a range of about 0.1 volt covering the change of the

coloured to the colourless form. Clark and his collaborators (1923-1926) have

studied a considerable number of dyes which behave as oxidation-reduction indicators

in this way. The majority of these dyes are indophenols or derivatives of indigo and

the colour of the oxidised form may be traced to the quinonoid structure of the

benzene ring. To take the simple case of hydroquinone : quinone

ionisation oxidation

CeH^ (0H)2 ^=^ CeH.O^e© ^==^ CsH.O^
Hydroquinone ^ anion ^ quinone.

In the diagram below each single valency bond is represented by a pair of

electrons and the mechanism of the oxidation is represented as involving the

intermediate formation of the secondary anion (single lines in the formulae represent

electrons and not valency bonds) :

—

H
II

II

I I
S

H= c^ C=H H=C^ C=H H=-C, C=H
c "c c
II li (III

m ? f2J ? f3J
^

H
Ftg. 4

Hydroquinone System

(1) Hydroquinone, 34 electrons, colourless

(2) Anion, 34 electrons, colourless

(3) Quinone, 32 electrons, coloured

A similar mechanism may be postulated for the oxidation-reduction indicators
;

in such cases as that of methylene blue nitrogen plays a similar part to that of oxygen
in the above scheme. The theories of the origin of colour and the formulation of

the electronic changes involved in the oxidation and reduction of these dyes are,

however, outside the scope of this treatise, and their application to the determination

of Eh is of greater importance.
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TABLE 3

Vabiation of Potential with Percentage Oxidation, at Constant pH (30° C.) of Dyes

Eh = Ei + k

Per cent.
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The electrode potential equation referring to the oxidation-reduction indicators is

E, = E. + fiT- [0-1
2F

In

so that at any pH and at 30°C. this becomes

Eh = Eo + 0-03 log

[Red.]

[Ox.]

[Red.]

It is obvious therefore that the useful range of a dye will depend on its Eo,

the potential at 50 per cent, reduction at the given pH. The useful range extends

about 0-05 volt above and below this potential. Thus, if the Eo of a dye at a given

pH is -f 0-1 volt, the dye will be about 98 per cent, oxidised at + 0-15 volt and 98 per

cent, reduced at + 0-05 volt.

+ 2 -

^0
<

75% 50%

OXIDATION
Fig. 5

Relation between Ej, and Percentage Oxidation of Various Dyes
AT pH 7-4

I. o—Chlorophenol indophenol V. Methylene blue
II. Thymol indophenol VI. Indigotetrasulphonate
m. 1—Naphthol—2—sulphonate VII. Indigotrisulphonate

indophenol VIII. Indigodisulphonate

IX. IndigomonosulphonateIV. Thionine
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The choice of suitable indicators for any given range of potentials may be made
after consulting tables 3a and 3b, which are drawn up for pH 7-0, but can equally

well be used for other pH values, by using the data given in table 1. The range of

Ej, covered by each dye is about 0-1 v. ; that is, from 98 per cent, oxidation (and

colour (down to about 2 per cent., the greatest sensitivity being in the centre of

the range. Thus in the centre of the range a 10 per cent, difference in oxidation is

effected by a change of 0-006 v., whereas to pass from 89 per cent, to 99 per cent.

oxidation an increase of over 0-031 v. is necessary. Having chosen a dye covering

the required range, however, dyes that are either totally reduced or totally oxidised

are useful checks.

The relation between the percentage oxidation and the electrode potential of

various oxidation-reduction potential indicator dyes is represented graphically in

fig. 5.

It may be noted that the curves relating the percentage oxidation and reduction

of a system to the oxidation-reduction potential is of the same S-type as the

polarographic curves mentioned in Chapter VIII.

In the polarographic curves the electrode potential applied to the dropping

electrode is related to the current flowing in the circuit. In both sets of curves, the

half-way point of inflection corresponds to the electrode potential of the half-oxidised,

half-reduced system, but in the oxidation-reduction potential curves, we are dealing

with the 'proportion of the oxidised and reduced forms, whereas, in polarographic

measurements the total concentration of the system determines the scale of the curve.

TABLE 5

Oxidation-reduction Indicator Dyes

Eo values (potentials of half reduced dyes) at pH 7-0

Dye E
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LIMITATIONS IN THE USE OF OXIDATION-REDUCTION POTENTIAL INDICATORS

With the help of data of the type presented in the foregoing tables, the choice

of dyes of suitable Ei^ range is possible. It is now necessary to apply other criteria.

The dyes chosen should have a distinctive colour readily observable in the presence

of biological fluids, and should not behave, like some of the simpler indophenols,

as pH indicators (Fildes, 1929). Such dyes, although of an intense blue colour in

alkaline solution, may in the biological range of pH near the neutral point have a

dull reddish brown tint, which is barely distinguishable from that of tissue fluids or

culture media. Such dyes are, of course, almost useless to bacteriologists and
biologists generally.

When, however, dyes have been selected of suitable E^ range and which have
a distinct colour at the pH of the experimental system, it is necessary to consider

further possible limitations and fallacies in interpreting the result obtained.

Capacity and Poising Effects

Many biological systems, although having a clear-cut and definite level of

potential, may be of small effective oxidation-reduction capacity, and not be well

poised. (This is equivalent to a solution being not well-buffered in pH determina-

tions.) In these cases, when the oxidised form of th^ dye is added to the system,

the dye is capable of oxidising the system entirely without itself being reduced

appreciably so that the level of potential of the system approximates to that of the

oxidised form of the dye. This, really, follows from consideration of the electrode

potential equation. Let us consider the electrode equations of the biological

system (B) and of the dye (D), and let them both be of the same form, at 30°C.,

and at the same pH.

The system Eh = E^ -f 0-03 log [^
and the dye Eh = E'J + 0-03 log [^^

The level of potential of each is dependent solely on the ratio of the concentrations

of the oxidised and reduced form. That is to say, that at any given degree of

oxidation, solutions of the dye will have the same E h, no matter whether the dye
solution is of 0-001 per cent., 1 per cent, or 10 per cent, concentration, and the same
apphes to the system. But if now the two solutions are mixed, their actual total

concentrations become of importance. Should the dye contain 100 gm. equivalent

per litre and the biological system only 1 gm. equivalent per litre (of the oxidation-

reduction system responsible for the potential) the dye can oxidise the whole of the

biological system and still remain 99 per cent, oxidised, thus proving useless as an
indicator of the condition of the system.

The relative capacities, or poising effects, of the experimental system and of

the oxidation-reduction potential indicator must therefore be taken into account

in the interpretation of results.

Time Factor

A considerable time may elapse before the biological system comes into

equilibrium with the indicator. This is due in part to the method of establishment
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of electrode potentials in biological systems, which behave, not as systems of fixed

capacity or poising effect, but rather like a fountain-pen from which a small quantity

of ink may be withdrawn for long periods at a slow rate. So that although the

effective capacity of the biological system at any time may be very low, an almost

inexhaustible process of reduction may proceed. If therefore a series of dyes be

added to a biological system, they may all at first remain in a highly oxidised

condition, but one after another may be reduced as the system effects its gradual

reducing processes. Very long periods may be necessary therefore to determine

the oxidation-reduction condition of a biological system, and as such a system,

particularly in bacteriology, is itself a constantly changing one, it may be impossible

to determine the electrode potential at different periods by the use of dyes.

Catalytic Effect of Dye

To be useful as an oxidation-reduction potential indicator it is evident that

a dye must behave as an inert indicator of the potential and must not participate

directly or indirectly in the system studied by exerting any catalytic effect. If the

dye has such a catalytic effect the equilibrium of the system may be permanently

disturbed, and no useful results can be expected with such a dye.

Barron and Hoffman (1930) observed the catalytic effect of different dyes on

the oxidation processes taking place in living cells.

As a result of their work on adrenaline, Ball and Chen (1933) find it necessary

to give the following warning :
" It is emphasised that results obtained by means of

oxidation-reduction indicators on unstable systems or on biological material where

such systems are present must be interpreted with great care." Certain oxidation-

reduction potential indicator dyes have been found to promote reactions which

will not proceed in their absence. Schott and Borsook (1933) describe such an effect

in the case of toluene treated B. coli and call the results " coupled reactions." Green,

Stickland and Tarr (1934), however, prefer the term " carrier linked reactions,"

which they apply to the reactions between dehydrogenase systems isolated from the

cell structure. These do not proceed in the absence of appropriate artificial hydrogen

carriers, such as certain oxidation-reduction potential indicator dyes. These dyes

function by being continually reduced by the negative enzyme system and oxidised

by the more positive system. It is very significant that the effect appears to possess

considerable specificity. Of the naturally occurring substances examined only

pyocyanine functioned in this way, and dyes even of similar oxidation-reduction

potential differed greatly in their activity. It is evident that the greatest caution

must be exercised before dyes or even natural pigments are treated as inert indicators

of the potential (see also Meio, Kissin and Barron, 1934 ; Greville and Stern, 1935
;

Lennerstrand and Kunnstrom, 1935 ; Young, 1937).

Toxic Effect of Dye

The dye may damage or even kill the cells in biological studies, and the damaged

or dead cells may have entirely different oxidation-reduction properties, so that no

trustworthy results can be obtained. It must be remembered that either the

oxidised or reduced form alone, or both, may have toxic effects. Chambers, Cohen

and Pollack (1931) have shown that indicator dyes which penetrated echinoderm

ova were toxic and killed the cells. Dyes, particularly basic dyes, have been found
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to have a toxic effect on oxidation enzymes (Quastel and Wheatley, 1931). Perdrau

and Todd (1933) describe the photodynamic oxygen-sensitising effect of methylene

blue on viruses and bacteriophage.

It must not be forgotten that dyes differ not only in the range of potential

in which they change colour, but also in chemical constitution. Dyes containing

a sulphonic acid group have been found to behave differently in respect to living

cells from dyes without that group. The well-known " proteiti " and " salt errors
"

in colorimetric pH determinations may well have their counterpart in indicator

methods of Eh measurement.

Thus, although dye experiments may yield valuable results, particularly in

comparative experiments, data obtained by this means must be accepted with

caution. Perhaps negative results, i.e., when the dye is not reduced, should be

examined more critically. The ideal to be aimed at in selecting a dye for the

determination of oxidation-reduction potential should therefore be one :

—

(1) Becoming reduced at a suitable range of E^.

(2) Of distinctive colour, preferably blue, to avoid confusion with the

natural colour of the system studied.

(3) Not changing colour with pH changes.

(4) Of intense colour so that very low concentrations may be used, thus

not over-poising the system studied.

(5) With no direct participation in the system studied, i.e., it should not

catalyse biological oxidations or have toxic effects on cells or tissues, and

should not combine with components of the system.

Unfortunately no approach to ideal oxidation-reduction potential indicators

has been made. Despite the careful and continued work of Clark and his collaborators,

no simple reliable indicator method has been worked out which will bear comparison

with the colorimetric methods of pH determination. Electrometric methods must

remain, at present at all events, of much greater importance in the study of

oxidation-reduction processes than in the case of hydrogen ion studies.

DIRECT POTENTIOMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF E^

The precautions in technique and interpretation of electrode potential measure-

ments, when using dyes as indicators, make the direct potentiometric method of

measurement very necessary for dependable results. It appears doubtful if colori-

metric methods can ever attain the dependability and accuracy attained in colori-

metric methods of pH determination.

It is remarkable how comparatively simple the direct potentiometric method

of E,, measurement can be made with suitable equipment. To measure the potential

of the half-cell—unattackable electrode/oxidation-reduction system (X)—the

cell must be completed by another half-cell (St.). According to definition, the E^

is the potential referred to the normal hydrogen electrode, but as this half-cell is

not a practical possibility any convenient standard half-cell, of known potential

referred to the normal hydrogen electrode, may be used. The theoretical circuit used
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is represented diagrammatically in fig. 6. By means of the potentiometer (P) the

E.M.F, (El) tapped off is varied until the galvanometer (G) shows no deflection. At
this point the E.M.F. (EJ must just balance the E.M.F. of the complete cell E^-E.t

P

Fig. 6

POTENTIOMETRIC Ejj MEASUREMENT. TqEORETICAI, CiROUIT

(the negative sign is included since the two half-cells are in opposition). So that at

potentiometric balance

Ei = Ei, -E,t or Eh = E^ -f E3t

(The salt bridge [S.B.] ensures electrical contact without introducing errors due to

liquid : liquid interface potentials, etc.)

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The author's methods (Hewitt, 1930, 1) are described in detail, particularly

their application to the study of bacterial cultures. The methods described have

been found to function reliably, and their description may assist other workers to

establish the best conditions for application to their own problems. In working

with cultures of pathogenic bacteria it was necessary to work with sterilised glass

apparatus, assembled with aseptic precautions, and to sterilise the apparatus after

use. The apparatus described was designed with these special objects in view but its

simplicity makes it suitable for other biological investigations.

The Electrode

The electrode must be, for all practical purposes, unattackable, and must not

participate in the oxidation-reduction system in any way, except as an inert carrier

of electrons. Although this is possibly an ideal definition, working approximations

to it may be obtained in most cases. Electrodes used by different workers are

as follows :

—

(1) Platinum.—Plain bright platinum foil or wire has been used by nearly

all workers in this field. The author has found bright platinum electrodes

the most reliable of those used, and for most purposes uses a platinum wire

spiral (s.w.g.26) sealed into glass tubing. The glass tubing is, of course, filled

with mercury, and an amalgamated copper wire is dipped into the mercury
to connect to the rest of the apparatus. Care must be taken that there are no

cracks or defects in the glass tubing. Irregular results may be obtained with a
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cracked or faulty seal probably due to direct electrical contact of mercury witb.

the solution studied. Cannan, Cohen and Clark (1926) in one case used platinised

platinum electrodes in biological work, but there is no apparent advantage
in this for electrode potential studies, except in unstable systems (Ball and Chen,

1933).

(2) Gold.—Gold-plated electrodes have been used, but other workers

claim that solid gold is of greater value (Dixon and Quastel, 1923). The author

used gold foil and gold wire electrodes, but in neither case did he obtain the

reliable, reproducible values observed with platinum. Gold has been recom-

mended for use with the quinhydrone half-cell but platinum seems very satis-

factory. The chemical inertness of platinum should make it preferable for an
imattackable electrode. Lepper and Martin (1931) found that gold did not

give the low potential observed with iridium in the presence of hydrogen gas.

Longsworth and Maclnnes (1935, 1936) are exceptional in preferring gold to

platinum electrodes for the investigation of bacterial cultures.

(3) Iridium.—Lepper and Martin (1930) used electrodes of iridium, which

is a very inert metal similar in many respects to platinum.

(4) Tungsten.—Tungsten electrodes were found unsuitable by Flexner

and Barron (1930).

(5) Graphite.—Impure graphite electrodes were found to be quite useless,

and pure graphite electrodes had to be replaced after each experiment (Flexner

and Barron, 1930), but Tuttle and Huddleson (1934) used special Acheson
graphite electrodes successfully.

(6) MercMry.—Dropping mercury electrodes, in which the surface can

be constantly renewed (Clark, Cohen and Gibbs, 1925), have been used, but

mercury appears to participate readily in many biological systems (Michaelis

and Flexner, 1928). Mercury electrodes give different results from platinum in

many cases and probably do not behave as " unattackable " electrodes. If a

platinum electrode in a culture be cracked and the mercury come into direct

contact with the culture medium the potential is entirely different from that

of the platinum electrode (Hewitt, 1930, i.). The dropping mercury electrode

is used largely in the polarograph (Chapter V).

(7) Hakamori (1931), investigating hydrogen peroxide solutions, preferred

palladium electrodes to gold or platinum.

(8) Various.—Clark and Cohen (1923, 2) mention the use of rhotanium alloy,

burnt-on platinum, and amalgamated burnt-on platinum electrodes in dye

systems, and found general agreement with other electrodes.

It is concluded therefore that no more suitable electrode than bright platinum

has been described, and these are readily prepared and cleaned, and yield steady,

reproducible readings. After use, the author immerses the electrodes in hot nitric

acid. Platinum wire electrodes sealed into glass tubing of about 3 mm. internal bore

may be held in test-tubes with cotton-wool plugs for hot-air sterilisation, and trans-

ferred from the test-tube to the apparatus when required. It is convenient to

select test-tubes for this purpose of the same bore as the orifice in the apparatus

into which the electrode is eventually to be placed. When an air-tight apparatus is

to be used, the electrode, etc., must be placed in a varnished rubber bung.
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Salt Bridges

A salt bridge is used in order to connect the experimental half-cell with the

standard half-cell. A convenient bridge consists of an inverted glass U-tube of

internal bore about 3 mm. One limb of the bridge is turned up at the tip, in order

to minimise downward diffusion of KCl from the agar to the culture, and this limb is

plugged into a test-tube with cotton wool. The tip of the other limb is provided

with a temporary cotton-wool plug during hot-air sterilisation. Sterile 2 per cent,

agar saturated with potassium chloride is melted in a steamer, and the agar is then

drawn into the bridge by suction until it is nearly full. Bubbles in the turned-up

tip are expelled by momentary immersion in boiling water, and the tip of the other

limb is filled with saturated potassium chloride. In use the agar-filled limb with

the turned-up tip is immersed in the oxidation-reduction system studied, and the

other limb makes contact with a vessel containing saturated KCl solution. The

standard half-cell also is connected to the KCl reservoir. It would appear that the

use of sintered glass tips for agar bridges would be useful.

Electrode Vessel

The design of the vessel containing the oxidation-reduction system studied

depends, of course, on the purpose and conditions of the experiment. If it is desired

to maintain anaerobic conditions by bubbling purified nitrogen through the systems

a vessel provided with a rubber bung, such as that described by Clark and Cohen

Connection to
\ Ridley's apparatus

Fig. 7

Eh OF Bacterial Culttjhes
(Arrangement of apparatus in incubator)

(1923, 2), may be used. In the author's experiments aerobic bacterial culture,

have been studied, and for this purpose glass double-limbed cells of 12 mm. internal

bore proved most satisfactory (see fig. 7). These are hot-air sterilised and, when

the culture medium has been pipetted in and inoculated, the cotton-wool plugs are

replaced by the sterilised electrode in one limb and the salt bridge in the other.

Hollow wooden blocks, preferably provided with masts, support the cells. In some

experiments the cultures are kept aerated and agitated by Ridley's apparatus (1928)
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In these cases a triple-limbed cell is used, the extra central limb being plugged with

cotton wool and connected by rubber tubing to the aeration apparatus. Vacuum
vessels have been described for special purposes (Lehmann, 1930 ; Baimiberger,

1933).

When investigating unstable systems Ball and Chen (1933) used an electrode

vessel through which reacting fluids were allowed to flow. By variation of the rate

of flow, the electrode potential could be measured at different intervals after mixing.

Standard Half-Cell

Any convenient standard half-cell may be used to complete the cell. The

potential of the calomel electrode, a common form of standard half-cell, depends

on the concentration of KCl used in setting up, the half-cell being :

—

Mercury : mercurous chloride, KCl solution : KCl solution

Various concentrations of KCl have been employed, including tenth-normal,

normal, 3-5 normal and saturated KCl calomel electrodes. The author finds the

3-5 N. KCl electrode very satisfactory, since it has the low temperature coefficient

of the N/10 electrode, and alteration in concentration of KCl has only a slight effect,

as with the saturated KCl electrode. The following may be taken as the values of

the half-cells referred to the normal hydrogen electrodes :—
TABLE 6

Temp.
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Therefore, using the quinhydrone electrode with buffer solution, the appropriate

values given in the table are to be added to the observed potential to obtain E,,.

Quinhydrone electrodes should be re-assembled with fresh buffer solution daily.

A combined vacuum electrode and half-cell is described by Lehmann (1930).

The quinhydrone electrode is not a permanent standard and an electrode coming
into very common use is the silver : silver chloride electrode which has a potential

45 millivolts more negative than the calomel electrode.

Potentiometer

The potentiometer to be used should be calibrated to ^ 1 volt, reading to the

nearest millivolt. Greater accuracy than this is unnecessary in biological systems.

The Cambridge Instrument Company supply a portable instrument which is cali-

brated as above and does not require the use of a standard cell.

Galvanometer

The choice of a suitable null-point instrument for detecting the point of potentio-

metric balance is of the greatest importance in this work. Biological systems are

not well poised and measurements are most sensitive to errors due to polarisation.

Even a minute current flowing through the cell will seriously disturb the results.

Clark and Cohen (1923, 2) use a sensitive high resistance galvanometer for the

purpose.

The author has found the Lindemann electrometer (1924) an excellent null

point instrument with which polarisation effects were not observed. The needle

can be kept charged whilst potentiometric balance is being obtained, which saves

-i
ELECTRODESi

EARTH
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POTENTIOMETER
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Fig. 8

Thermionic valve electrometer circuit

(Block lent by Cambridge Instrument Company)

a great deal of time. Some trouble has to be expended in both the maintenance

and use of this electrometer, but the results obtained with it have been of considerable

value.

The rapid development of the thermionic vaRe during recent years has led to

the increased use of valve circuits for electrometric purposes. Wurmser (1930)

describes a suitable circuit for the measurement of potentials, and Knight (1930)

used a Harris (1928) circuit. Modern improved electrometer valves have become
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available, and as a result improved methods are now possible. Reference may be

made to Harrison (1930), Morton (1931), Elema (1932) and others.

In fig. 8 is shown the circuit of a convenient instrument, incorporating an
electrometer valve, which is constructed by the Cambridge Instrument Company.
By simple adjustment the instrument may be used for the direct measurement of

potentials or of pH.

Further consideration is given to the choice of instruments in the next chapter.

Arrangement of Apparatus

In studying bacterial cultures the cells (1-8) containing the cultures (the author

finds eight cultures a convenient number for simultaneous investigation), the KCl
reservoir and the standard cell (S) are placed in the incubator (I) and leads from

these run to a series of single-pole double-throw knife switches which enable each

7 8

/

H^'~~^

^^ Earth

^

Fig. 9

Eh of bacterial cultures

Diagram of circuit

culture-cell to be switched into circuit in turn. These single knife switches are

outside the incubator and the centre terminals are joined to a double-pole double-

throw switch which enables the connections to the potentiometer (P) to be reversed.

The arrangement is represented in fig. 9. These simple switching devices serve

to avoid the risk of earthing and polarising the electrodes involved in touching bare

leads. The lead from the standard half-cell runs to the electrometer needle E. The
completed arrangement therefore, beginning in the reverse order, is as follows :

—

electrometer needle, standard half-cell, agar bridge, KCl reservoir, agar bridge, culture,

platinum electrode, single-pole switch, double-pole switch, potentiometer, joined
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finally to earth. With this simple arrangement the potentials of eight cultm-es may
be read in four minutes. With rapidly growing cultures during the logarithmic

phase of proliferation, half-hourly readings of the potential should be taken, but in

cultures which are continued for several days readings every few hours may be

sufl&cient.

It is frequently desirable to obtain a record of the changes in electrode potential

throughout the life history of a culture. Unfortunately the active life of a culture

is rarely limited to the length of a normal working day so that an automatic recording

apparatus would be of considerable advantage to the investigator. Bacterial cultures

are, however, very susceptible to polarisation effects, so that such an automatic

apparatus requires careful design. Automatic recording was described by Cannan,

Cohen and Clark (1926), but might be improved by the use of modern apparatus.

Summary of Chapter II

The general principles and methods of application of dyes to the study of

electrode potentials are described together with the relevant data of a number of

dyes suitable for use as oxidation-reduction indicators. The serious difficulties

attending the use of dyes are mentioned, and the methods and apparatus for the

direct potentiometric determination of electrode potentials are given with full

experimental details.



CHAPTER III

MEASUREMENT OF pH

A detailed account of the theory and practice of hydrogen ion determinations is

outside the scope of this book, but in view of the analogies and relationships with
oxidation-reduction potentials a brief discussion of pH determinations is desirable.

HYDROGEN ELECTRODE

The hydrogen electrode was once the main basis for pH determinations and is a
special example of an oxidation-reduction electrode. Instead of measuring the

oxidation-reduction condition of the system, this is held constant by maintaining an
atmosphere of hydrogen in presence of a platinised platinum electrode and then the

electrode potential depends upon the concentration of hydrogen ions. The reaction

studied is :—

-

H ^ H® + e

Applying the general electrode equation (10) we obtain at 30°C :

—

E, = E„ -f 0-06 log^

Since pH = —log [H®] and [H] is held constant by bubbUng hydrogen at one
atmospheric pressure, the expression can be simplified to :

—

E^ = ki — 06 pH

so that there is a linear relationship between the potential and pH, the higher the

pH the lower the potential.

In practice pH measurements are not determined by absolute potential measure-
ments but by measuring the difference between the potentials of a standard buffer

solution and the unknown solution. As with oxidation-reduction potential measure-
ments a standard reference half-cell is needed to complete the cell and the half-cells are

joined by a suitable liquid junction.

The experimental arrangement having been set up the pH of the test solution is

given by the expression :

—

'pH of standard solution — difference of voltage of cells of test solution and
standard buffer respectively -t-0-06.

The factor 0-06 depends on temperature and values are given on page 40.

The hydrogen electrode is not commonly used for biological pH measurements,
firstly because more convenient methods not necessitating the use of hydrogen are

available now, secondly because bubbling of hydrogen introduces difficulties due to

frothing and to the removal of carbon dioxide which alters pH values, and thirdly

because hydrogen may reduce components of the system
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QUINHYDRONE ELECTRODE

In solutions more acid than pH 7-5-8 the quinone : hydroquinone oxidation-

reduction system can be used for pH determinations. The oxidant and reductant
form a compound or resonance complex which automatically maintains a 50 per cent,

oxidised and reduced system. The E„ : pH curve has "0-06 slope "
; that is to say

that for every increase of 1 in pH value there is a decrease in potential of 0-06 volt

and the electrode potential equation is :

—

Eh = 0-695 — 0-06 pH

O H---

O—H—-

O

Quinhydrone Resonance Complex

The value 0-06 applies to 30°C and values for other temperatures are given in Table 8.

The concentration of quinhydrone has little effect on the potential so that to

measure the pH of a solution a little quinhydrone is shaken into it, a platinum (or

gold) electrode is inserted and the half-cell is joined by an agar salt bridge to any
standard reference half-cell such as calomel or silver chloride electrode. Again, in

this case there is no need to attempt absolute potential measurements; it is sufficient

to measure the difference in potential of cells containing a standard buffer and the

unknown solution. The difference of potentials in the two cases divided by 0-06

(at 30°) gives the difference in pH.

Other quinone systems have been used for pH measurements ; for example

chloranil (tetrachloroquinone) has the electrode potential equation :

—

Eh = 0-664 — 0-06 pH

Although basically simple there are limitations in the use of the quinhydrone

electrode for pH determinations. Quinhydrone is unstable at pH values above 7-5

to 8-0 so that the electrode cannot be used in alkaline solutions. Also, of course,

other oxidising or reducing substances present will interfere with the quinone-

hydroquinone oxidation-reduction system and hence will alter the potential indepen-

dently of pH changes.

GLASS ELECTRODE

The glass electrode has come to be used almost exclusively for electrometric

pH measurements in biological work. Essentially this consists, of a thin glass mem-
brane which for all practical purposes is permeable only to hydrogen ions so that the

difference of potential of electrodes immersed in the solutions on either side of the
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membrane is governed by the difference in pH of the solutions. In practice the glass

electrode is generally a thin glass bulb blown on the end of a tube. Inside the bulb

is placed a solution of constant pH and a silver or platinum wire dips into it. When
the bulb is immersed in a solution the potential difference across the membrane will

be (at 30°C) :—

Eb = ki — 0-06 (pHi — pHJ

The significance of the constant kj is that although theoretically there should be

zero potential difference across the membrane when the internal and external pH is

the same, yet in practice an asymmetry potential is frequently observed. So that

experimentally the glass electrode is used as in the cases of other electrodes, by first

immersing it in a buffer solution of known pH and then in the test solution when

J)!!
= pH of buffer—Potential difference -^ 0-06

A diagrammatic explanation of the glass electrode circuit is given in Fig. 10.

^^-<Z>^
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^tl_, Potentiometer
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orPt\
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\

\ Constant
j

\
pH

y

Test solution pH x

Fig. 10

Diagram of Glass Electrode Circuit

In very alkaHne solutions the ordinary glass electrode cannot be used so that at

pH values above 10 electrodes made of special glass must be used. Although many
pH meters have scales reading from pH to 14 readings at the extremes should be

examined most critically. The thin glass membranes do not last forever, and it is

advisable to renew the electrode periodically if there is a suspicion of ageing. In

addition the thin glass is likely to absorb denatured proteins so that careful cleansing

is necessary when the electrodes are used for varying purposes. Although infrequently
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required in biological work glass electrodes are stated to be usable up to a temperature

of 70°C.

Temperature Effect and Equation Constant

In many of the electrode potential equations the term 2-303 RT -— F occurs and
at 30°C this approximates to 0-06. The change of potential with pH varies, however,

with temperature and for convenience in calculations the values of this term for

other temperatures are given in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Values of 2-303 RT -^ F fob Various Tempbratttrhs

Temp. °C
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(2) Degree of accuracy required.—Only rarely in biological work is an accuracy

greater than pH 0-02 required, and for many routine purposes such as media produc-

tion the changes produced by heat sterilisation, loss of carbon dioxide, etc., are so

great that an accuracy of pH 0-05 is ample. For economy automatic temperature

regulation may be omitted when accuracy greater than pH±0-2 is not required.

(3) Power supply.—If the convenience of being able to plug in directly to electric

power mains as sole power supply is required, it is necessary to have in the meter or

externally a constant voltage transformer to eUminate the effect of variation in the

mains voltage and also frequency stabilisers to avoid difficulties due to variations in

the supply frequency, which occur when there are heavy demands on the electricity

mains. The use of certain electrical apparatus in neighbouring laboratories has been

reported as troublesome. As an alternative, chargeable accumulators may be used,

high capacity car accumulators being satisfactory. Care in the maintenance and
charging of the batteries is necessary and drifts in potential may occur if they are

not kept in a state of constant charge. With the low-consumption thermionic valves

available to-day it is possible to use dry batteries of the electric bell or deaf-aid type

in many meters. These may last for months and meters can thus be made self-

contained and light in weight for portability. It is advisable to keep a replacement

battery in stock and to replace the meter battery when potential drift is noted.

(4) pH readings.—In some instruments a null-point balance method is employed,

a dial is rotated to bring the galvanometer needle back to zero and the pH value is

read from the calibrated dial. A " magic eye " cathode tube can be used instead of a

galvanometer for obtaining null-point balance. In other instruments the throw on the

galvanometer needle is proportional' to pH differences and the galvanometer dial

is caHbrated in pH units. In some instruments the whole pH range can be covered

on one dial, but in instruments reading to greater accuracy it may be necessary

to have a range-change switch to cover the whole pH scale. This is particularly

annoying when the scale-change is in the neighbourhood of pH 7-0, which is about

half way along the pH range, but is also in the middle of the biologically impor-

tant range, and constant switching in the middle of readings may be necessary.

(5) Glass electrode and cell.—The glass electrode is generally in the form of a

thin bulb blown in the end of a glass tube. The electrical resistance of the glass

membrane is high (5-500 megohms), requiring specially designed electrometers,

precautions against short circuits, and shielded leads. In the early days of the glass

electrode both the capillary electrometer and Lindemann electrometer were used as

null-point instruments, but the development of thermionic electrometer valves has

made possible the use of relatively simple galvanometer milliammeters. Sometimes

a long capillary tube of glass is used instead of the thin bulb membrane. To complete

the cell any half-cell may be employed ; this used to be a calomel electrode, but now
the silver : silver chloride electrode is gaining popularity. Usually the half-cell is

filled with saturated potassium chloride solution which also serves to minimise

liquid : liquid junction potentials.

(6) Special biological proble7ns.^The conventional glass electrodes may be found

unsuitable for some purposes and special modifications may be necessary. The usual

apparatus is difficult to sterilise after use with cultures of pathogenic bacteria and the
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use of saturated potassium chloride as a liquid junction may be undesirable. To avoid

these difficulties the author has used a special arrangement, shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 11.

to NaC!
haif-celi

Fig. 11

Unconventional Micro-biological Electrode

The usual small-bulbed glass electrode is protected by being sheathed with a

piece of glass tubing of sHghtly larger diameter than the bulb. The sheath tube is

chipped away one side or perforated higher up to give access to fluid. The connection

with the standard half-cell is by means of a capillary pipette opening just above the

bulb and also encased in the sheath tube. The standard half-cell may be the usual

simple calomel or silver-chloride type, but the fluid is physiological saHne instead of

saturated potassium chloride, so that the saUne can be used to flush and clean the

glass electrode. The theoretical objection to this is that liquid : liquid junction poten-

tials are not as low as with saturated potassium chloride solution, but in practice, by
using for the initial calibration of the meter a solution similar to that of the test

solution, difficulties have not been encountered. The advantages of this theoretically

indefensible electrode are :

—

(1) A very small amount of test solution is required.

(2) The sheathing tube eliminates bulb breakage.

(3) By using saUne in the half-cell much time is saved in flushing and cleaning

the electrode and KCl does not contaminate the sample.

(4) The apparatus is readily sterilised after use with cultures.

(5) The set-up is simple, cheap and robust.

COLORIMETRIC pH METHODS

The technique of colorimetric pH measurements is so general that little needs to

be said. The greatly extended availabiUty of photoelectric colorimeters and
spectrophotometers may lead to their use in pH determinations especially by those

who are colour-blind and have difficulty in colour matching. Fig. 12 gives the

absorption curves of phenol red in acid and alkaline solution measured with 5 cc. of

solution in a diffraction grating spectrometer (Unicam) and, for comparison, in a

photoelectric colorimeter with Ilford colour filters.
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The curve with colour filters (Ilford 601-608 series) is closely similar to the grating

spectrum.

It will be seen that if a suitable wave band is selected to suit the indicator (550 m//.

in the case of phenol red) it is as simple and rapid, and less liable to personal errors, to

400 480 560
Wave length

640

400 480
Wave

560
length

640

Fig. 12

Absorption spectra of Phenol Red

measure the pH by instrument as by eye, but it is first necessary to plot the extinction

coefficient of the dye at different pH values. Once done there is no longer danger of

matching against faded buffer standards. The instrument is first adjusted to 100

per cent, transmission at the selected wave band with the solution without indicator.

The indicator is added and the reading again taken, and from the calibration curve

the pH can be obtained directly.
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In Fig. 13 are plotted the extinction coefficients for A = 550 m/x. of a series of

buffers of different pH containing phenol red.

It is extremely simple to measure pH spectrophotometrically even at the extreme
end of the range where matching by eye is often difficult.

Fig. 13

Extinction coefficients (A. 550 m/x) of phenol red bufifer tubes

For measuring pH values of drops of fluid, e.g., cultures, the use of stronger

indicator solutions than usual enables colour matching by eye to be carried out in

capillary tubes.

Indicator papers (other than the familiar litmus paper) are coming into increased

use, but, of course, great accuracy is difficult to attain especially with mixed indicators

owing to " chromatographic absorption " effects and the development of bands of

colour.

The " protein error " of indicators is well known and a word of caution should be

given regarding the interpretation of colorimetric pH determinations, especially in

very acid solution. On the acid side of the isoelectric point protein-dye compounds
are formed (Hewitt, 1927) which do not change colour at the same pH as the dyes

alone.

Summary of Chapter III

The applications of various oxidation-reduction potential systems to pH deter-

minations are commented upon and some practical aspects of the selection of glass

electrode apparatus and colorimetric pH methods are discussed briefly.
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SYSTEMS OF SPECIAL BIOLOGICAL INTEREST

The wide variety of biological processes which are either oxidation-reduction

systems or are affected by oxidation-reduction conditions makes a complete discussion

of all of them impossible but the main purpose of this chapter is to discuss a number of

systems of biological interest and a selection of the components of various metabohc
processes. In later chapters the integration and interrelationships of some of these

oxidation-reduction reactions will be dealt with as parts of more complete cycles.

Despite their complexity a parallehsm and similarity frequently become apparent
among materials from widely divergent biological sources.

SULPHYDRYL SYSTEMS

Compounds containing a sulphydryl (SH) group are widely distributed in

biological systems and are intimately concerned in many vital processes. Sulphydryl
compounds give a characteristic colouration with nitroprusside. On oxidation

they yield disulphides which, in turn, are reducible to SH compounds :

2 K.SH ^ K.S.S.R + H2

A familiar sulphydryl system is that of cysteine, which is oxidised to cystine :

2 CH2SH.CHNH2.COOH -^ COOH.CHNH2.CH2.S.S.CH2.CHNH2.COOH -f H,
2 cysteine -> cystine

Hopkins (1921, 1929) isolated a tripeptide containing cysteine from yeast and
many tissues. This tripeptide, glutathione, differs from cystine in that the oxidised

form as well as the reduced sulphydryl compound is soluble in water and hence
can continue to take part in oxidation-reduction processes when oxidised.

Apart from the important part sulphydryl compounds play in enzyme activation,

which will be dealt with in a later paragraph, they possess direct oxygen carrying

activities themselves. Thus the " thermostable residue " of muscle and the oxidised

form of glutathione are separately each incapable of reducing dyes such as methylene
blue. When mixed, however, oxidised glutathione is reduced by muscle " ther-

mostable residue " :

—

G.S.S.G. -f TH2^2 G.SH + T

oxidised glutathione + thermostable residue = reduced glutathione!

The reduced glutathione reduces methylene blue to the colourless form, and in the

same way a mixture of glutathione and " thermostable residue " will absorb oxygen
by the following mechanism which continues until all the hydrogen donating power of

the " residue " is exhausted :

—

4 G.SH + 02 = 2 G.S.S.G + 2 HgO

2 G.S.S.G + 2 TH2 = 4 G.SH + 2 T

4 G.SH + O2 = 2 G.S.S.G + 2 H2O
and so on. It is unknown to what extent these reactions take place in vivo.

In acid solution fats may be oxidised in the presence of oxygen, the fat taking the

place of " thermostable residue " in the above scheme.
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The oxidation of carbohydrates appears not to be affected by the presence of

glutathione, but the oxidation of proteins apparently occurs in neutral or alkaline

solution by a slightly different mechanism, the protein and glutathione being

oxidised simultaneously according to Hopkins and his collaborators.

Protein Denaturation

In many cases, proteins give tests for the presence of SH groups only when
denatured although they contain cysteine in the protein molecule. The reason for

this is still under discussion (Hewitt, 1943 ; Anderson, 1945), and arguments have

been advanced to contradict the various explanations put forward. The SH group

of cysteine present in proteins may be chemically combined and denaturation may
liberate the free SH groups. The SH groups may not be chemically combined,

but may be rendered inaccessible by the folding of the polypeptide chains in the

protein, and the chains are unfolded during denaturation rendering the SH groups

accessible. Finally, the SH groups may be inactive in native proteins owing to the

binding together of the peptide chains by the hydrogen bonds and the rupture of

these bonds on denaturation may increase the reactivity of neighbouring SH groups.

Some proteins do not give tests for SH groups even w^hen denatured since the cystine

is present in the oxidised form.

Enzyme Activation

The enzyme glyoxalase is necessary for the conversion of methyl glyoxal to

lactic acid :

+glyoxalase

CH3.CO.CHO + H2O ^ CH3.CHOH.COOH

It has been shown that SH groups are necessary for the activation of the enzyme
and that iodoacetic acid inhibits lactic acid production by inactivation of SH groups

(Lundsgaard, 1930 ; Lohmann, 1932 ; Bersin, 1932). Reduced thiol compounds have

been shown to be necessary for the functioning of urease and papain (Hellerman,

Perkins and Clark, 1933) and for bacterial hsemolysins (Schwachman, Hellerman and
Cohen, 1934). Iodoacetic acid, iodoacetamide and p-chloromercuribenzoate inactivate

enzymes by attacking SH groups, but the inactivation of bacterial hsemolysins by
dilute cholesterol suspensions is probably due to a different mechanism (Hewitt and

Todd, 1930). On the other hand, reduced SH compounds inactivate the hsemolytic

activity of diphtheria cultures which require conditions of aeration. (Hewitt, 1947).

A proteinase of haemolytic streptococci has been shown to require SH activation

(S. D. Elliott, 1945.)

K. A. C. Elliott (1946) gives the following list of enzymes requiring sulphydryl

activation :

—

Systems responsible for pyruvate oxidation, dismutation, decarboxylation

and acetoacetate and acetylmethyl carbinol formation ; hexosemonophosphate,

phosphoglyceraldehyde, glycerol, a-ketoglutaric, succinic, malic, and alcohol

(yeast) dehydrogenases ; synthesis of a-ketoglutarate ; adenosinetriphosphatase ;

phosphoglucomutase
;

phosphorylase ; hexokinase
;

pancreatic amylase

;

/i-amylase of barley ; stearate, oleate (bacteria) and acetate oxidases ;
/8-hydroxy-

butyric dehydrogenase
;

pancreatic lipase and esterase ; cerebrosidase ;
d-amino
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acid oxidase ; mono-amine oxidase ; 1-glutamic dehydrogenase ; transaminase
;

urease ; cathepsins
;
papain ; bromelin ; hsemolysins ; lysozyme ; choline oxidase

;

cholinesterase ; and choline acetylase.

The activity of the following enzymes is thought not to depend upon free

sylphydryl groups :

—

Cytochrome oxidase ; catalase ; heart flavoprotein ; alcohol (liver), lactic and
isocitric dehydrogenases ; uricase ; diamine oxidase

;
polyphenol oxidase ; oleic

oxidase (peanuts) ; carbonic anhydrase ; acid phosphatase ; arginase
;

pepsin
;

and trypsin.

p-Chloromercuribenzoate has a strong affinity for SH groups and combines with

them in low concentrations even when they are masked by oxidising agents. The
combination is specific for SH groups and no other group present in proteins and it is

reversed by addition of excess of simple mercaptans. This is not the case with certain

vesicants which will be dealt with in more detail in the chapter on chemotherapy.

When enzyme systems are inactivated by arsenic compounds the inhibition is, however,

reversed by dithiols which form a stable five-membered ring with the arsenic as shown
below,

CHj-SH CH-S.
I -hOAsR \ I >AsR
CH-SH ^ CH-S-^

CH2OH CH2OH

Electrode Potentials

The electrode potentials established in sulphydryl systems do not yield to the

conventional theoretical treatment accorded to perfectly reversible systems. In

the case of the equilibrium of the truly reversible system :—

2 R.SH -> R.SS.R + Ha
the fundamental electrode equation defines the potential obtained in such a system,

at constant pH, as :

—

ET [RSH£K-K- 9F^^[RSSR]

but in practice it is found that the potential observed is dependent only on the

concentration of the reduced form [RSH] and is independent of the concentration

of the oxidised form [RSSR]. Several explanations of this phenomenon have been
advanced. It was originally suggested that the real reversible equilibrium is not

between RSSR and RSH but between a hypothetical, intermediate oxidation product
say RS, and RSH.

Thus : RSH ^ RS + H
RS, directly it is formed, is transformed irreversibly into RSSR, so that significant

quantities of RS are never present (Dixon and Quastel, 1923). There are many
objections to this explanation. One is that RS concentration, although small,

must be proportional to RSSR concentration, so that the concentration of RSSR
ought to appear in the equation.
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In view of tlie high bond strength of the S.S covalent bond Waters (1948) considers

the existence of a stable RS radical is unlikely. Pauling attributes to the SH bond
the energy of 87,000 calories.

Michaelis and Flexner (1928) sought for an explanation of the anomalies of the

thiol electrode in the catalytic effect of iron and other metals on oxidation of thiol

compounds. It is possible therefore that the discrepancies in results might be due

to the electrodes being not " unattackable " but participating in the system. For

a discussion on thiol-metal complexes Mchaelis (1933) should be consulted.

On kinetic evidence Preisler (1930) concludes that the reduction of cysteine

resembles a reaction of the second order and is not truly reversible. Other papers

on the electrode potential of the sulphydryl system are :—Kendall and Ort (1926),

Kendall and Nord (1926), Nord (1927), Dixon and Tunnicliffe (1927), Kendall and
Loewen (1928, 1, 2), Harrison and Quastel (1928), Williams and Drissen (1930),

Ghosh, Raychandhm-i, and Ganguli (1932), Ghosh and Ganguli (1933, 1935), Green

(1933), Larsson (1933).

It seems therefore that the sulphydryl systems do not fall readily into line with

classical examples of reversible oxidation-reduction reactions.

On the basis of thermal data Borsook, Ellis and Hoffman (1937), deduce a rather

lower potential than other workers. (— 0-39 v. at pH 7-0.)

The oxidation-reduction potentials of cysteine and related compounds have been

studied by Ryklan and Schmidt (1944). For molar aqueous solutions they arrive at

the following values for the normal oxidation-reduction potentials :

Thioglycollic acid 0-27 volt

Cysteine 0-27 ,,

Thiolhistidine 0-32 „
Monothioethyleneglycol ... 0-35

,,

Ergothioneine ... ... ... 0-36
;,,

Glutathione ... ... ... 0-45
,,

and in 70 per cent, ethanol

:

Thiophenol 0-11 „
o-Thiocresol 0-30

,,

The catalytic waves observed with the polarograph in the case of cysteine and

proteins containing cysteine are described in the chapter on Polarography.

HAEMOGLOBIN SYSTEMS

The hsemoglobin-oxyhsemoglobin system is not a true oxidation-reduction

process, but merely an addition of molecular oxygen to haemoglobin. The system,

therefore, cannot be studied potentiometrically (Conant, 1923). The hsemoglobin-

methsemoglobin system has been studied electrometrically (Conant and Fieser, 1925).

Difficulties are encoimtered in that high concentrations of the components have to be

employed and the potentials are obtained only sluggishly. Between pH 6-8 and 8*5,

the system is independent of alterations in hydrogen ion concentration and the

electrode potentials obtained may be defined approximately by the equation

^ , RT
,

[MetHb]
E,= +0.1 + -^lnLj^J
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More recently, however, Conant and Pappenheimer (1932) find that the electrode

potential of the 50 per cent, oxidised system is + 0-152 v. at pH 7, and that the

number of electrons concerned in the reaction varies between 1 and 2-5. Unless
auxiliary assumptions are made this is not in agreement with the requirements of the

simple reaction :

—

Hb4 — 4 electrons -> MHb4

Havemann and Wolff (1937) found the potentials were reached rather slowly,

but that they could be accounted for by the equation :

—

^ .o. I^T ^^ RT
,

[MetHb]
E = + 0-526--jr X pH + -^r In

'^^jbT

In this equation again a single electron appears to participate in the Haemoglobin-

Methsemoglobin reaction.

Conant and Tongberg (1930) have studied the system parahaematin-hsemo-

chromogen and conclude that at pH 7 -5 the electrode potential of the 50 per cent,

oxidised system {i.e., Eq) is — 0-1 volt.

Hsemochromogen systems have been studied also by Barron (1937). Cyan-

haimochromogen was found to give rapid potentiometric equilibrium, the results

being independent of pH and referable to a univalent system. With pyridine-

hsemochromogen the potentials varied with pH from those of a univalent to a
divalent system, and alkaline hsemin was found to be dimeric.

Taylor and Hastings (1939) have reported on the oxidation-reduction potential

of the hsemoglobin-methsemoglobin system and Taylor and Morgan (1942) on the

myoglobin-methsemoglobin system.

Barron (1940) has studied SpirograpJiis hsemin (1:3:5:8 -tetramethyl -2-

formyl-4-vinylporphine-6 : 7-dipropionic acid iron chloride) and finds the E^^

values at 30° to be—0-089 v. at pH 7-22 and— 0-230 v. at 9-63. The potentials of the

hsemochromogens are: cyanide— 0-113 v. at pH 9-95; pilocarpine—0-067 v.;

a-picoline—0-01 v. at pH 9-63.

Lepper and Martin (1929, 1930) have examined t?ie meat medium used for

cultivation of anaerobes and find an electrode potential of about Ej^— 0-2 volt. They
conclude that the potential is established by the following mechanism : lipins

absorb oxygen from the culture medium by virtue of the unsaturated acids they con-

tain, the presence of haematin being necessary to catalyse the autoxidation. In

addition to this reduction process there is diffusion of the parahsematin-hsemochro-

mogen system from the cooked meat. They point out that a potential of—0-18 volt

would indicate 95 per cent, reduction and— 0-22 volt, 99 per cent, reduction of the

parahaematin system. The potentials they obtained agreed with the extent of

reduction inferred from the bright pinlc colour observed in the bottom of meat media

tubes where the medium is furthest removed from contact with air.

In considering the chain of reactions by which foodstuffs in the body are oxidised,

haemoglobin comes at the very end of the chain (or the beginning according to the

point of view). It provides the transport by which air is carried by the lungs to the

cells and tissues which require it. One of the penultimate links is provided by

cytochrome which is dealt with in the next section. Both haemoglobin and the cyto-
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chromes are protein compounds of an iron porphyrin. The general skeleton of iron

porphyrin is shown below. By varying the substituents in the four pyrole rings the

different porphyrins are derived.

Chlorophyll is a magnesium porphyrin and catalase and peroxidase are iron-

porphyrin compounds. In haemoglobin the iron is divalent and the protein com-
ponent, globin is, therefore, combined with hsem ; the trivalent iron porphyrin is

bsematin, which is present in peroxidase. In the cytochromes, on the other hand, the

enzymic properties are attributable to the alternate oxidation and reduction of the

iron. The pigment turacin in feathers of the touraco is a copper-porphyrin compound,
presumably without respiratory significance.

CYTOCHROME
MacMunn's observation in 1886 of a pigment probably of respiratory significance

in tissues had to remain for nearly forty years before its fruitful development by
Keilin (1925). The presence of the cytochromes can be detected by virtue of the

characteristic absorption spectra possessed by the reduced pigments. The cyto-

chrome absorption bands in a yeast suspension, for example, disappear when oxygen
is bubbled through and they reappear during reduction on standing. There are

systems in cells which can oxidise cytochromes aerobically and reduce them when
air is excluded. The oxidised and reduced forms are now generally known as ferri-

and ferro-cytochrome respectively.

The reaction

Fe®® ^ Fe®®® + electron

in the case of cytochrome does not occur spontaneously and appropriate enzyme
systems have to be present for the reactions to proceed. Dehydrogenases effect

reduction and cytochrome oxidase (or indophenol oxidase) effects oxidation.

succinate

Succinate + Ferricytochrome > Fumarate + Ferrocytochrome

dehydrogenase

Cytochrome
Ferrocytochrome + Og > Ferricytochrome + H2O

Oxidase

Study of this system, the details of which are still the subject of controversy, has

been aided by the use of chemical compounds which act as differential inhibitors of
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one or other of the various reactions making up the whole system. The re-oxidation

of cytochrome is inhibited by cyanide, carbon monoxide, azide, etc., all of which

combine with the cytochrome iron. It is noteworthy that the inhibition by carbon

monoxide is reversed by exposure to Ught. The dehydrogenase system is inhibited

by narcotics.

It should be noted that oxidation of some substrates in the presence ofcytochrome

requires not only dehydrogenase but also coenzyme I or II.

The identity of cytochrome oxidase is the subject of some discussion. It has

been found to be identical with the indophenol oxidase present in many cells, which

catalyses the oxidative coupling of a-naphthol and p-phenylene diamine (the " Nadi

"

reagent) yielding indophenol blue. Warburg's iron-containing respiratory pigment or

Atmungsferment has a similar distribution and absorption spectrum and it is now
commonly thought to be identical with one of the cytochrome components (a 3).

Largely on the basis of differences in absorption spectra cytochrome has been

•diiferentiated into a number of components (ai, ag, b, c, etc.).

Fig. 14

A new observation cell for the micro-spectroscopic examination of bacteria, etc.

It may be mentioned incidentally that in order to overcome the difficulties

associated with the spectroscopic examination of pathogenic bacteria, the simple

apparatus shown in fig. 14 was devised by the author and has proved very effective.

The apparatus is used with the ordinary microspectroscope (which is mounted, in place

of the eye-piece, on a microscope). The device is made in two parts, the observation

cell and an attachment to the microscope objective. The observation cell is mounted
on a miscroscope slide and consists of an inner chamber to contain the suspension

of organisms and an outer annular space to hold mercury and provide an air-tight

seal, with the double advantage of preventing both evaporation and accidental

scattering of organisms during the manipulation. The cell is constructed of two short

lengths of glass tubing of internal diameter 8 mm. and 18 mm. respectively. One
end of each of the tubes is ground flat and sealed to the slide with Canada balsam.

This easily renewable method of sealing is of great advantage since the apparatus

can be sterilised in boiling water after use, and then can be re-assembled readily,

rapidly and cheaply. The other part of the apparatus is attached to the microscope

objective by means of a rubber bung, the upper half of which is bored to fit over

the objective. The lower half of the bung is bored to take a glass rod 5-5 mm.
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in diameter. Both ends of this short glass rod are ground and polished, one end

is held in close proximity to the objective lens and the other dips into the cell

suspension. The bung is jS.tted into a piece of glass tubing 15 mm. in bore. When
the glass rod is lowered into the cell suspension this outer tube dips into the annulus

of mercury and forms an air-tight seal. If a slide 1| in. wide, instead of the usual

1 in., be used, more ample clearance between the overlapping glass tubes can be

allowed, and by means of side-tubes any desired gas may be circulated through the

inner chamber.

The inexpensive apparatus described has the following advantages :

—

(1) The glass tube dipping into the suspension avoids the serious loss of

illumination inevitable at an air-suspension interface, and brings the objective

optically close to the suspension whilst actually separating it.

(2) The ordinary focussing arrangement of the microscope, by raising or

lowering the glass rod attached to the objective, provides an effective method of

varying the depth of suspension through which the light passes.

(3) The mercury seal prevents drying up of the suspension during observations

and effectively prevents accidental scattering of organisms, a desirable precaution

in the case of pathogenic bacteria.

(4) The objective of the microscope is protected and all parts of the apparatus

coming in contact with bacteria may be sterilised in boiling water, the simple Canada
balsam seals, being readily renewed after use.

Cytochrome occurs in aerobic bacteria but not in strict anserobes, and to its

presence has been attributed the heat-stable peroxidase of bacteria, but successful

isolation of cytochromes makes possible the direct testing of this point. (Yaoi and
Tamiya, 1928). Facultative angerobes may be deficient in one or more of the

cytochrome constituents. It is not, however, possible to obtain a close relation

between the type of metabolism of a bacterium and its cytochrome composition

since a number of alternative respiratory enzymes may be present.

As with some other biologically interesting systems the determination of the

oxidation-reduction potentials of the cytochromes has presented some difficulties.

Wurmser and Filitti-Wurmser (1938) found that the potential of cytochrome -C
reached an equilibrium only after several hours but the value obtained (E^„+0'253 v.)

was confirmed by studying the equilibrium between cytochrome and reductinic

acid. The oxidation-reduction potential was constant between pH 5 and 8. The
usual potential equation was found to be obeyed :

—

T? —TT 1 ^"^
1

[K'educed cytochrome]
° F [Oxidised cytochrome]

By studying spectrophotometrically the equilibria between cytochrome and
oxidation-reduction dyes Stotz, Sidwell and Hogness (1938), obtained the value

Eq^ + 0*262 V. Using quinhydrone and cytochrome -C in washed muscle Laki

(1938) found Eo^ + 0-28 v. at pH 7-4, and Ball (1938) gives the value + 0-27 at pH
7-4. Green (1934) previously reported Eq^ + 0-127 v. with yeast cytochrome -C.

Working with heart muscle Ball (1938) has given figures for the E^^ values of three

cytochrome components :

—

Cytochrome-a, -f 0-29 v. ; b, — 0-04 v., ; c, -{- 0-27 v.

The oxidation-reduction potential behaviour of cytochrome-C has been studied

by Paul (1947) and Rodkey and Ball (1947) who find an E„ value of about +0-26 v.
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Between pH 4 and 7 the value remains constant, but there is a break at pH 6 -86 and
the potential falls by 0-06 v. per 1 pH unit.

In the chapter on Polarography mention is made of the work of Carruthers on
the catalytic waves of cytochrome-C and other enzymes.

PEROXIDASE AND CATALASE
Before leaving the subject of iron-porphyrin compounds the two enzymes

peroxidase and catalase should be mentioned.

Peroxidase from horse-radish has been crystallised and separated into ferri-

protoporphyrin (hsematin) and protein. In the presence of hydrogen peroxide

peroxidase effects oxidation by the following mechanism :

—

Peroxidase + HgOg ^ Peroxidase HgOg
Peroxidase HgOa + A ^ Peroxidase + AO + HgO

In these reactions the iron in the peroxidase remains in the ferric state but

dihydroxymaleic acid may be oxidised by peroxidase functioning as an aerobic

peroxidase ; in this case carbon monoxide inhibits the reaction.

The characteristic oxidation-reduction potential of the reactants seems not to

be the crucial factor since in the case of hydroquinone and pyrogallol, despite a

similar E^ value, the reaction rate differs tenfold. By special methods of observation

of rapid colour changes, three colours of peroxidase-HgOa compounds, green, pale red

and deep red, are described by Chance (1949) and Roughton.

Catalase from liver, erythrocytes and bacteria has been crystallised ; it is a

protohaematin-protein compound. It remains a puzzle why organisms such as

Micrococcus lysodeikticus should produce such large amounts of catalase, far in excess

of the need to break down peroxide (Herbert). The mechanism by which catalase

decomposes hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and water is still disputed, the reactions

suggested by Keilin and Hartree (1938) being :

4 Fe®®© + 2H2O2 ^ 4 Fe®® + 4H® -f 20^
4 Fe®© -f O2 -f 4H® ^ 4 Fe®©© -f 2H2O

It is suggested that catalase can function as a secondary oxidation catalyst

(Theorell, 1947).

A catalytic peroxidation which proceeds in vitro but has not been detected in vivo

proceeds as follows (Albert and Falk, 1949). Cytochrome-C and methaemoglobin

catalyse the oxidation by hydrogen peroxide of amino- and hydroxy-acridines and
quinolines. Quinonimines and quinones are formed and these act as hydrogen carriers

which oxidise ascorbic acid and cysteine autocatalytically.

J
Dehydro-ascorblc Acid

'^'^^^-^
Ascorbic Acid

I
OH \^0

NH2 >^ >^ .NH

yy-
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The need of Hasmophilus influenzce for protoporphyrin for growth (the X factor,

of Lwoff and Lwoff) depends upon the inabihty of the organisms to synthesise the

necessary cytochrome etc., enzymes without the porphyrin into which iron may be
incorporated ; other porphyrins could not replace protoporphyrin (Granick and
Gilder, 1946.)

COPPER PROTEIN OXIDASES
Several plant proteins containing copper have been found to function as oxidases :

they include tyrosinase, laccase and ascorbic acid oxidase. In general the proteins

are blue and catalyse the direct oxidation of their substrates by molecular oxygen
but not by methylene blue and other dyes under anaerobic conditions and no hydro-

gen peroxide formation has been detected as has been done in the case of other

dehydrogenases. Cyanide inhibits their action. (For a review see Dawson and

Mallette, 1945.)

Laccase, obtained from the latex of lacquer trees, oxidases polyhydric phenols

e.g., hydroquinone and guaiacum (Keilin and Mann, 1940 ; Kubowdtz, 1937, 1938.)

Tyrosinase occurs in mushrooms, potatoes, tea and tobacco as well as in insects and
invertebrates. Under aerobic conditions it oxidises monophenols and 0-dihydric

phenols, among the substrates oxidised being phenol, p-cresol, catechol, tyrosine and
adrenaline (Kubowitz, 1937 ; Raper, 1928 ; Keilin and Mann, 1938 ; Nelson and
Dawson, 1944), and the darkening of injured tissues has been ascribed to tyrosinase

activity. The meal-worm is a useful source of the pro-enzyme. Figge (1940) finds

that melanin production by tyrosinase is subject to an oxidation-reduction potential

optimum range for maximum activity.

Ascorbic acid oxidase oxidises ascorbic acid and is found in cabbages and many
other plants. (Szent-Gyorgi ; Zilva ; Barron, de Meio and Klemperer, 1936 ; Stotz

;

Meikeljohn and Stewart, 1941.)

Hsemocyanin is a complex copper protein occuring in the blood of invertebrates

such as crabs and snails ; it is blue when oxygenated and nearly colourless when
de-oxygenated and it plays a role in respiration similar to that of haemoglobin.

Hsemocuprein is a blue copper protein found in mammalian blood, containing 0-34%
of copper with a molecular weight of 35,000 having two atoms of copper in the

protein molecule.

The dropping mercury electrode has been used (Ames and Dawson, 1945) for

the determination of copper in copper proteins.

COBALT COMPLEXES—ANTI-PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA FACTOR

The anti-pernicious anaemia factor of liver which is required, in addition to folic

acid, for prevention of sj)inal degeneration has been isolated and found to be a deep

red cobalt complex (Rickes et al, 1948, Smith and Parker, 1948) which is active in

minute doses.

The power of cobalt complexes to unite reversibly with oxygen has been studied

by Calvin and Barkelew (1946). The observation of Burk, Hearon, Caroline and
Schade (1946) that cobalt inhibits the growth and respiration of micro-organisms,

tissues and tumours led to the investigation of the chelate cobalt complexes of histi-

dine. Purple complexes of trivalent cobalt were observed by Laland and Closs (1945)

in the case of all amino acids except tryptophane, and with protein hydrolysates.

The casein cobalt complex was not attacked by papain but was partly digested by
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trypsin liberating the complex into solution. Some reticulocyte response was elicited

by these cobalt complexes suggesting the possibility of synthesising an anti-pernicious

anaemia factor. The catalytic waves of cysteine in the presence of cobalt are mentioned

in the Polarography chapter. Coloured cobalt : histidine complexes have been

investigated by Michaehs (1947).

FLAVOPROTEINS, VITAMIN Bg

The yellow oxidation enzyme, flavoprotein, obtained from yeast by Warburg

and Christian (1932), was the fore-runner of a number of flavoproteins, with the

properties of oxidation enzymes, that have since been described. By suitable methods

these flavoproteins may be split into a prosthetic group, flavin or flavin phosphoric

ester, and a protein carrier. The nature of this protein carrier may confer different

properties on the flavoprotein. The prosthetic group is dimethyl alloxazine com-

bined with ribose phosphoric ester and the properties of Vitamin Bg have been traced

to riboflavin.

Flavoprotein effects oxidation not directly but through the intermediary of

coenzymes I and II as suggested in the following scheme :

Coenzyme -f dehydrogenase -\- substrate -> Reduced coenzyme + oxidised

substrate.

Reduced coenzyme -f flavoprotein -> Coenzyme -f reduced flavoprotein.

Reduced flavoprotein + Og -> Flavoprotein.

The oxidation-reduction reaction of flavin and the intermediate form may be

represented as follows (Waters) :

—

Ribityl

CH3

Ri bof lavin

Ribityl

It has been calculated that one molecule of flavin catalyses the oxidation of

8,500 molecules of reduced coenzyme per minute at body temperature.
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As would be expected from its participation in oxidation-reduction reactions,

riboflavin, the prosthetic group of the yellow enzymes, is subject to reversible

oxidation-reduction reactions. The potential of the half reduced pigment at pH 7*0

having been given as — 0-22 v. Reduction of the pigment, however, occurs in two
stages, and in acid solution an intermediate red form, a semi-quinone can be observed,

whilst in neutral solution the intermediate form is green (Michaelis, Schubert and
Smythe, Kuhn and Waguer-Jauregg, 1934 ; Klemperer, Bessey and Hastings, 1937).

Haas has found that when the flavin is combined with its carrier protein the inter-

mediate red form is seen even in neutral solution.

The electrode potential of the fla^^n is not affected by phosphorylation but com-

bination with the carrier protein does affect the potential (Kuhn and Boulanger,

1936) ; Eq of the flavinphosphates is 0-187 v. and of the flavoprotein 0*373 v.

Among the many flavoproteins described is diaphorase from heart muscle,

a flavin adenine dinucleotide. (Straub, 1939 ; Euler and Hasse, 1938 ; Dewan
and Green, 1938).

AMINO-ACID OXIDASE

d-Amino-acid oxidase has been isolated from animal liver, kidney, etc., and is a

flavoprotein containing adenine-flavine dinucleotide as prothetic group. It oxidises

only d-amino acids and since natural amino acids are of 1-configuration its significance

is doubtful, but a relatively feeble 1-amino-acid oxidase has been found. d-Aniino-

acid oxidase oxidises most d-amino acids with the notable exception of glutamic acid,

but 1-amino-acid oxidase attacks only mono-amino-monocarboxylic acids and not

glycine or 1-amino-acids containing the hydroxyl group. The oxidation proceeds as

follows :

—

R.CH (C00H).NH2 -> R.C (COOH) : NH + 2H
and the imino-acid is hydrolysed spontaneously to the keto acid and ammonia.

R.C (COOH) : NH + H^O -^ R.CO.COOH + NH3

XANTHINE OXIDASE

Xanthine oxidase preparations contain adenine flavine dinucleotide so that it is

probably a flavo-protein but other prosthetic groups may be present. The oxidase

occurs in milk and catalyses the oxidation of hy|Doxanthine to xanthine, and of

xanthine to uric acid.

—CH = N— + H2O -> —CHOH.NH > —CO.NH— -fH^Oa

In both cases a hydrate is an intermediate and hydrogen peroxide is formed.

The system itself does not give rise to an electrode potential although the peroxide

formed does so in the presence of oxygen. If methylene blue is added it is reduced

and the characteristic potential of the dye is observed. With alloxan the potential

characteristic of the alloxan : dialuric system is established.

ALDEHYDE DEHYDROGENASE

In animal tissues the dismutation

Acetaldehyde -^ Ethyl alcohol + acetic acid

occurs independently of the xanthine oxidase system. This was originally thought to

be caused by a " mutase " enzyme activating a Cannizaro reaction, but it is now shown
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to be two reactions catalysed by separate enzymes, alcohol dehydrogenase and

aldehyde dehydrogenase
alcohol dehydrogenase

CH,CHO CH,CH,OH
aldehyde dehydrogenase

CH3CHO > CH3COOH
The aldehyde dehydrogenase is a diphosphopyridine-nucleotide-Hnked enzyme

(Racker, 1949). The apparent absence of alcohol dehydrogenase previously reported

was due to the accidental removal of the coenzyme diaphorase during the purification.

COENZYMES
Yeast juice when dialysed no longer ferments glucose and from the dialysate

coenzyme I can be isolated. This is a compound of nicotinamide, ribose, pyro-

phosphoric acid and adenine. Coenzyme II, isolated from erythrocytes has a similar

structure to Coenzyme I, but it contains two phosphate residues. The Coenzymes I

and II ow^e their biological function to reversible oxidation-reduction of the pyridine

ring. A transient intermediate form in the reduction has been deduced and might be

represented as follows (Waters, 1948) :
—

CONH2 ^^^^ONH2

R

Co-enzyme

Not only is Coenzyme I essential for yeast fermentation as mentioned above, but

it is also necessary for the glycolysis of sugars in muscle, etc. The coenzyme is

reduced when diphosphoglyceraldehyde is oxidised to diphosphoglyceric acid in the

presence of triosephosphate dehydrogenase and reoxidised when pyruvic acid is

reduced to lactic acid later on in the glycolytic cycle, or when acetaldehyde is reduced

to ethyl alcohol during alcoholic fermentation (as described in the next chapter).

In the following table (from Ochoa, 1946) are summarised the oxidation-reduction

potentials of a number of dehydrogenase systems in which coenzymes I and II

co-operate.

TABLE 10

Pyridine Nucleotide Dehydrogenases

System
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The oxidation of reduced coenzyme by cytochrome is stated to be catalysed

always by flavoprotein but Dickens and Mcllwain have shown that phenazine dyes

react directly with coenzymes in the hexose monophosphate system and are active

oxygen catalysts in the absence of fiavoproteins. It is perhaps significant that

phenazines and quinones share with flavoprotein the property of forming semi-

quinones. In a later section, a fuller description of semiquinone pigments is given.

By indirect comparison with the ^-hydroxybutyric acid system the normal
potential of cozymase I has been estimated to be —0-28 v. at pH 7 (Borsook, 1940

;

Dewan and Green, 1937) ; direct potentiometric determination of the potential

was not found to be possible. Comparison with the lactate-pyruvate system gives a

value of —0-325 v. at pH 7-4 (Clark, 1938).

Hemophilus influenzce cannot synthesise the Coenzyme I necessary for growth

processes and the coenzyme must be supj)lied (V factor of Lwoff and Lwoff ). On the

other hand some micro-organisms can synthesise it so that symbiotic growth of

H. influenzw with some other organisms can occur in culture medium not containing

any of the coenzyme.

ANEURINE, THIAMINE, VITAMIN B^, COCARBOXYLASE

Cocarboxylase is the pyrophosphoric ester of Vitamin B^ (Aneurin or Thiamin).

It functions as coenzyme for carboxylase which catalyses the conversion of pyruvic

acid to acetaldehyde in the final stages of alcoholic fermentation (see next chapter) :

—

CH3CO.COOH -> CH3CHO -f CO2

When dried yeast is washed with phosphate it loses its power of decarboxylation

owing to the removal of cocarboxylase, which has been isolated also from blood, liver,

kidney, etc. Aneurin contains a thiazole ring, but appears to behave as a thiol

compound capable of reversible oxidation-reduction to the disulphide.

NH2 HO

Thiazole N—CH

N=iC tH-S

CH3C /C-CHj-r

N-CH

Thiol N—CH C=C-C2H40H
CH,'3

Thiamin
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Normally aneurin exists chiefly in the reduced (thiol) form milike coenzymes I

and II. Its polarographic behaviour is described in Chapter VIII.

The enzyme carboxylase is probably a compound of aneurin pyrophosphate

.

magnesium and protein (Green, Herbert and Subrahmanyan, 1940). In bacterial

cultures pyruvic acid breakdown appears to follow a different course, but propionic

acid bacteria, etc., have been found to synthesise aneurin in deficient media.

In normal brain tissue carbohydrate is completely oxidised, but Peters has found
that in thiamine-deficient pigeons carbohydrate breakdown proceeds only as far as

pyruvic acid. These pigeons show convulsive symptoms which are reheved rapidly

by administration of thiamine. By tissue phosphorylation thiamine is converted to

cocarboxylase and the pyruvic acid accumulation diminishes. Aerobically the

pyruvic acid is completely oxidised, but anaerobically it is decarboxylated oxidatively

to acetic acid whilst a second molecule is reduced to lactic acid, coenzyme I carrying

out the necessary hydrogen carrying :

—

Pyruvic acid + HgO + Col -> Acetic acid + COg + CoI.2H

Pyruvic acid + CoI.2H -> Lactic Acid + Col.

The use of the pyruvate oxidase system in the investigation of vesicants is

described in Chapter VII.

The mechanism of oxidative decarboxylation by B. delbruckii has been studied

by Lipmann, who traced the intermediate formation of acetyl phosphate. A fuller

discussion of energy-rich phosphate bonds is reserved for the next Chapter, but it is

sufficient to mention here that in acetyl phosphate, adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) the pyrophosphate groups are in a peculiarly

reactive state indicated by the sign r--'ph. The reaction proceeds :

—

Pyruvic acid + phosphate -> Acetylphosphate + COg

CH COOr^ph + ADP -> CH3COOH + ATP
The w^hole process is evidently complicated and cocarboxylase, coenzyme I,.

adenosinediphosphate in addition to inorganic phosphate and magnesium ions are all

participants in oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvic acid.

VITAMIN Be, PYRIDOXAL PHOSPHATE

Vitamin Bg, an antidermatitis vitamin, is pyridoxine and the related compounds-
pyridoxal and pyridoxal phosphate play most important roles in amino acid decar-

boxylation and in transamination.

The structure of pyridoxal phosphate is probably :

—

CHO

^N

'3^2

Pyridoxal phosphate

Related compounds function as coenzymes in the decarboxylation of a-amino-

acids as the prosthetic group of transaminases, occasionally pyridoxamine phosphate
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being the active compound ; and in the synthesis and breakdown of tryptophan.

In some cases these coenzymes apparently function as carriers of amino groups and
in others as hydrogen acceptors.

ASCORBIC ACID (VITAMIN C)

It is established that vitamin C is ascorbic acid (3-keto-l-gulofuranolactone),

a substance with reducing properties. The vitamin-C content of foodstuffs may be

determined by titration with oxidation-reduction potential indicators, such as

2 : 6-dichlorophenol-indophenol (Georgescu, 1932 ; Tillmans, Hirsch and Hirsch,

1932 ; Tillmans, Hirsch and Dick, 1932) or prune (Melville and Richardson, 1934).

The reducing properties of the vitamin suggested that potentiometric study could

be made of the reversible oxidation-reduction system concerned. Unfortunately,

the oxidant is unstable and is irreversibly oxidised so that at an electrode the potential

difference set up is due only to the reduced form—a result superficially similar to

that observed in the case of sulphydryl compounds. The instability of the oxidised

form in any but very acid solutions makes it difficult to understand how the vitamin

remains undestroyed in tissues which have an oxidising level of potential higher

than that of ascorbic acid. It is possible that some stabilising substance is present.

Laki (1933) found difficulties with electrode potential determinations as did Green

(1933), who derives the following equation for ascorbic acid (in volts) :

—

Eh = + 0-375— 0-06 pH

Borsook and Keighley (1933) found difficulties in solutions less acid than pH 5-75,

whilst Wurmser and de Loureiro (1933) suggest that two reducing groups in ascorbic

-acid behave normally whilst a third alcohol grouping is responsible for the irregular

potential behaviour. Other papers dealing with this subject include Szent-Gvorgi

(1928), Birch, Harris and Ray (1933), Herbert, et alios (1933) and Zilva (1934).

'

Borsook and his co-workers (1937) find that dehydroscorbic acid is rapidly

reduced by sulphydryl compounds and observe the oxidation-reduction potentials

of three separate steps in the oxidation of ascorbic acid. These conclusions are

disputed by Ball (1937) who finds that in the presence of " mediators " (generally

oxidation-reduction indicator dyes) the electrode potentials of the ascorbic acid

system could be measured and has obtained the following figures foi Eq^ values at

different pH levels (30 °C.).

1-05

2-16

3-04

4-00

5-19

6-32

7-24

8-57

E,

... +
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The normal potential (Eq) was found to be + 0-3895 v., and the slope of the

EflYpH curve was found to change from 0-06 to 0-03 at pH 4 and to remain at " 0-03^

slope " as far as pH 8-6. It was concluded that dehydroscorbic acid does not exist

in tissues.

Ascorbic acid has been determined potentiometrically by Becker and Digleria

(1937), Gillam (1945), and by Kirk and Tressler (1939).

Ascorbic acid is widely distributed through the plant kingdom increasing during

germination and apart from being useful to animals who eat the plant products it

probably has biological significance to the plant. Like other compounds themselves

subject to oxidation-reduction reactions such as catechol, ascorbic acid acts as an
anti-oxidant and protects susceptible compounds from oxidation. Some recent work
by Virtanen and Hansen (1949), throws light on the possible importance of ascorbic

acid to plants. The cotyledons of pea seedlings are rich in vitamin C and removal of

the cotyledons stunts growth. Addition of ascorbic acid to the cotyledon-less

seedlings improves growth and it has been found to lower the oxidation-reduction

potential of the plant. Other reducing substances such as reductone, cysteine and
glutathione had the same beneficial effect. Administration of vitamin C to plants

already having a normal supply can restrict growth due to the development of too

low an oxidation-reduction potential. It is concluded that the function of ascorbic

acid in the plant is to regulate the oxidation-reduction potential at an optimum level.

Improper cooking of vegetables results in destruction of vitamin C, traces of

copper markedly accelerating the oxidation to dehydro-ascorbic acid :

—

CO—COH CO—CO

6 jcoH i /CO

iHOH CHOH
iHzOH CH2OH

Ascorbic Dehydro-ascorbic

acid acid

A number of enzyme systems oxidise ascorbic acid ; these include catecJiol

oxidase, cytochrome, peroxidase and a specific ascorbic acid oxidase, which is a

copper protein complex (see page 54) inhibited by copper precipitants.

FOLIC ACID ; PTEROYLGLUTAMIC ACID

Administration of folic acid improves blood regeneration in pernicious anaemia

(the cobalt complex already mentioned being necessary for prevention of spinal cord

degeneration). It has been found that the factor necessary for the growth of

Lactobacillus casei, for the growth of chicks and Vitamin M from liver and yeast used

to alleviate pregnancy anaemia in India are all identical with folic acid, which i&

pteroyl-glutamic acid with the following structure:

—
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rljv;^^/d ^-CH2-NH—< >-CO-NH-C-CH?CH2<:OOH

4h
^ COOH

Pterin p-Aminpbenzoic
^ acid

Glutamic
acid

-^
PteroyI

Pt eroylg iutamic Acid (Folic Ac! d)

The combination of pterin, p-amino benzoic acid and glutamic acid suggests some
of the functions of the vitamin. The similarity of the pterin portion of the molecule

to riboflavin is evident. p-Amino benzoic acid appears to be a growth factor for some
micro-organisms and the chemotherapeutic effect of sulphanilamides may be due to

antagonism to this jjortion of the molecule. The great importance of glutamic acid

in the nutrition of micro-organisms is being increasingly realised. It is interesting to

note that xanthopterin occurring as a yellow pigment in the wings of butterfl.ies is

apparently without metabolic significance and the distribution of the pigment when
ingested by guinea-pigs is of interest. The inhibition of mammary tumours by
pteroyl-triglutamic acid may prove of importance.

TOCOPHEROL, VITAMIN E

Vitamin E or tocopherol, the antisterility factor for female rodents, is also an
anti-oxidant and the question arises w^hether the physiological activity is associated

with oxidation-reduction changes. Unlike anti-oxidants such as hydroquinone,

tocopherol (I) contains only one unsubstituted phenol group and the first oxidant

isolated (II) has the ring structure ruptured so that the oxidation is not reversible.

The possibility still remains, however, that reversible oxidation-reduction with an
intermediate radical might occur, the semiquinone differing from tocopherol by one

•electron.

HO

C

CH3 ^^ CH3

Hsk.Ao/<^M~^^3lO% Jh ^'^ "33

CH. ^^ ^'6^33 CH3 ^ ^"

Tocophero l

Evidence for such a radical has been lacking, but Michaelis and Wollman (1949)

dissolved tocopherol in organic solvents, froze the solution in liquid air, forming a

glassy film and this was irradiated with ultra-violet light. The radiation supplied

energy locally to remove an electron and an orange-coloured free radical accumulated.

The low temperature prevented thermodynamic equilibrium being established homo-
genously through the film and local accumulation of the radical was possible.

Immediately the temperature was raised, homogenous equilibrium occurred and the
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colour faded. It is suggested that in the body the activity of tocopherol may be

associated with the formation of the free radical under physiological conditions.

HERMIDINE AND ECHINOCHROME

Cannan (1926, 1927) has successfully applied the study of electrode potentials

to the biological pigments—hermidine and echinochrome. Crude extracts of gr en

shoots of Mercurialis perennis were used in the work on hermidine. These are

colourless but when exposed to air become first blue and then yellow. The reactions

may be represented as (Haas and Hill, 1925) :

—

Hermidine ^ cyanohermidine + 2H ^ oxidant -> chrysohermidine

colourless blue yellow

The first two stages are completely reversible but the last is not. The electrode

potential equation of the first stage was found to be, at pH 7-61, approximately

E, = _ 0-05 + 0-03 log
[fy^^ohermidme]

[hermidinej

and the second, at pH 7-61,

[oxidant]
El, = + 0-01 + 0-03 log

[cyanohermidine]

It is possible that such pigments, subject to reversible oxidation-reduction

processes, may play an important role in cellular respiration. In the plant, hermidine

occurs in a condition of at least 95 per cent, reduction, i.e., the rH is 10 or less, and

the Eb less than — 0-09 v. at pH 7-6.

Echinochrome, obtained from a number of echinoderms, is also subject to

reversible oxidation-reduction processes and the potentials observed agree with the

electrode equation, at pH 7-69

Eh = — 0-263 + 0-03 log
'^^^^

[Red.]

Wallenfels and Mobile (1943) consider this potential to apply to an impure

specimen from the shell.

It is probable that the pigment is mainly in the oxidised condition in the cell

and its respiratory function is doubtful.

PIGMENT OF CHROMODORIS ZEBRA

The blue-purple pigment occurring in the blood and tissues of the nudibranch

Chromodoris zebra has been studied chemically by Crozier (1916) and potentiometri-

cally by Preisler (1930). It is capable of reversible oxidation-reduction, the reduced
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form being yellow, and one electron only is concerned in the reaction. The potential

of the 50 per cent, oxidised system (Eq) at pH 7-0 is — 0-102 v.

It is unusual in an organic oxidation-reduction system for one electron only to

be concerned. In the organism the pigment appears always to be in the oxidised

form and it is considered likely that its oxygen carrying function is of significance in

respiration.

PYOCYANINE AND OTHER PIGMENTS

Pyocyanine is the blue pigment of B. pyocyaneus and has been studied poten-

tiometrically by Friedheim and Michaelis (1931), whose results were confirmed

independently by Elema (1931). Pyocyanine is oxymethyl phenazine (Wrede and

Strack, 1929). At pH values greater than 6 the pigment undergoes reversible

reduction to a colourless leuco-compound, two electrons being concerned as with

ordinary quinonoid dyes. The potential of the half-oxidised pigment at pH 7-4

is about — 0-06 v. At pH values below 6 {i.e., in acid solutions) the pigment

behaves in a different way. In these acid solutions, the pigment is red, and its

reduction is effected in two consecutive stages, each one involving one electron

—

during the first stage of reduction a green compound is formed and in the second

stage a colourless leuco-compound. The midway reduction product appears to be a

free radical rather than a meriquinone.

The alternative possibilities for the course of a reduction involving two electrons

are as follows :

—

(1) Complete reduction in one stage.

Oxidant + 2 electrons -> Reductant.

This applies to the reduction of blue pyocyanine to colourless leuco-compound at pH
values over 6.

(2) Half reduction and formation of mixed or meriquinone :

—

Oxidant + 1 electron -> ^ (Oxidant Reductant)

^ (Oxidant Reductant) + 1 electron -> Reductant.

As an example, one might consider the half oxidation of hydroquinone to quinone

when quinhydrone crystalhses out.

(3) Reduction in two stages :

—

Oxidant + 1 electron -> Semireductant

Semireductant -f 1 electron -^ Reductant.

This last case is observed with pyocyanine in solutions of pH less than 6. The
oxidant is red, the semireductant green and the reductant is the colourless form.

Michaelis and Elema independently have developed mathematical treatments of

two-step reactions of the last-mentioned type.
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Oxidant

Semlquinone

Reductant

H OH

Pyocygnine

The list of reversible two-step oxidation-reduction systems is now formidable

and, in addition to those already mentioned, includes /3-hydroxyphenazine, N-
methyl-/3-oxyphenazine, diphenyl benzidine sulphuric acid, phenanthraquinone-3-

sulphonate, lactoflavin, homogentisic acid, thiamin, lapachol, lomatiol, benzoin and

various coenzymes.

It would appear that the intermediate radical in two-stage oxidations occurs

in so many biological oxidation-reduction reactions that this type of compound is an

essential factor in many dehydrogenase and oxidase systems.

Evidence for the existence of semiquinone radicals is found not only in potentio-

metric and polarographic measurements but also in measurements of magnetic

susceptibility, since the radicals should contain an odd number of electrons and be

paramagnetic. In the case of phenanthraquinone-3-sulphonate reduction in alkahne

solution yielded a transient paramagnetic form but not in acid solution, in agreement

with potentiometric results.

Pyocyanine is probably of respiratory significance, and increased oxygen

consumption was noted by Friedheim w^hen the pigment was added to suspensions of

red blood corpuscles or washed suspensions of living bacteria {B. pijocyaneus, Staphy-

lococcus aureus and pneumococcus, type III). Reed and Boyd (1932) also comment

on the respiratory significance of pyocyanine in B. pyocyaneus cultures, and its

effect on sea urchin eggs is described by Runnstrom (1935).

Young (1937) describes the initial acceleration followed by inhibition produced

by pyocyanine on the metabolism of cerebral cortex.
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Friedheim (1933) has described a similar pigment (hallochrome) obtained

from Halla parthenopea.

TABLE 11

Semiqutnone pigments

(After Stern, 1934)

Pigment
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bacteriostatic effects and consideration to these is given in the chapter on Chemo-
therapy and Antibiotics. The polarographic method of study has been applied to a

number of these compounds and these are dealt with in the chapter on Polarography.

Citrinin is a yellow quinone isolated from Penicillium citrinium and has anti-

bacterial properties (Raistrick and Smith, 1941). Fumigatin, obtained from

Aspergillusfumigatin is purple in colour, being 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy-2 : 5-toluquinone

(Anslow and Raistrick, 1938) and spinulosin, also purple, is 3 : 6-dihydroxy-4-

methoxy-2 : 5-ditoluquinone and is obtained from Penicillium spinulosum. The half-

wave potentials of these are given in the polarographic section.

The structure and interrelations of a number of mould pigments have been studied

largely by Raistrick and his colleagues. These are substituted methyl anthraquinones

and the most recently described is 1:4: 5-trihydroxy-2-methyl anthraquinone, a

dark red pigment from Penicillium islandicum, which on oxidation yields cynodon-

tin, the 8-hydroxy derivative previously obtained from three helminthosporia. On
reduction and oxidation of the anthranol, chrysophanic acid is formed. Related

mould pigments are Helminthosporin, Catenarin, Erythroglaucin, Frangula emodin

and Ravenelin (Howard and Raistrick, 1949).

Lugg, Macbeth and Winzor (1936) determined the normal electrode potentials of

a number of naphthaquinones by adding graded amounts of an oxidant to the reduced

quinones in the presence of a platinum catalyst and measuring the e.m.f. The

results are given in Table 12. The primary interest of these workers was the colouring

matters present in a sundew, Drosera Whittakeri.

TABLE 12

Normal Electrode Potentl4.ls of Naphthaquinones, etc.

1 : 4 Naphthaquinone
Methyhiaphthaquinone
Lawsone
Juglone
Phthiocol

isoNaphthazarin

Methylnaphthazarin
Naphthazarin
Hydroxyjuglone
Naphthapurpurin
Hydroxydroserone (natural)

Hydroxydroserone (synthetic)

Lomatiol
p-Benzoquinone
Tetrabromo-o-benzoqumone
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and the pigment may be of value as an oxidation-reduction potential indicator (Ball,

1934).

Friedheim (1934) has investigated the pigments obtained from walnut husks

and henna leaves ; they are juglon and lawson and the Eq^ values at pH 7-0 are

-f 0-033 V. and —0-139 v. respectively.

Phoenicin, a pigment isolated from Penicillnmi plweniceum by Friedheim (1933)

has an Eq^ value at pH 7 of -j- 0-047 v. An intermediate product in melanin forma-

tion, 5 : 6-diketohydroindole-2-carboxylic acid, has also been studied by Friedheim

(1935). This compound, red in the oxidised form, gains two electrons on reduction

and at 17°C. the Eq^ value at pH 4-62 is + 0-171 v.

Posternak (1938) identifies phoenecin as 2 : 2-dihydroxy-4 : 4'-ditoluquinone.

Other 2-alkyl-3 hydroxynaphthaquinones have also been studied by Ball

(1936). Lapachol is a yellow pigment present in the wood of many trees, and
lomatiol is obtained from the seeds of Lomatio ilicifolia. In alkaline solution the

yellow pigments become red and when reduced they are colourless. The normal
potentials at 30° are closely similar as shown in the table.

TABLE 13

Normal Potentials of 1!-alkyl-3 hydroxy-1 : 4-Naphthaquinones

Pigment
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their similarity. There is here apparently a competitive inhibition, the dicoumarol
ousting the vitamin from its place in the prothrombin formation cycle and a Vitamin
K deficiency is simulated.

I
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pyocyanine). The system has been studied by Biihnann and Lund (1923), Richard-

son and Cannan (1929), and Biihnann and Berg (1930). At 30°C. and pH 7-0 the

electrode potentials of the system are expressed (in volts) by the formula :

—

E, = 0-06 + 0-03 f^^^^'^^,[Dialuric acidj

Hence two electrons are concerned in the reaction in accordance with theoretical

requirements. Richardson (1932) rejects the view that the system is of biological

significance. Hill and Michaelis (1933) find that iron is of importance in the estab-

lishment of the potential.

CARBOHYDRATES

An inert electrode immersed in a sugar solution slowly assumes a negative

potential difference with respect to the solution. This potential difference is regarded

as being due to an unknown reversible oxidation-reduction system present in the

solution. The potential is said to be independent of the nature of the sugar and
reaches a value of — 0-21 v. at pH 7-0 and at 40° C. (Goard and Rideal, 1924 ; Aubel
Genevois and Wurmser, 1927 ; Preisler, 1927 ; Wurmser and Geloso, 1928, 1929,

1931 ; Mayer, 1929.)

SUCCINATE-FUMARATE

The system succinate-fumarate appears to be reversible in the presence of the

appropriate enzyme (occurring in muscle and B. coli.).

COOH.CH : CH.COOH + H^ ^ COOH.CH^.CHa.COOH.

The system may be readily studied by the methylene blue technique in Thunberg

(1921) vacumn tubes. The possible importance of the system depends on the fact

that fumarate may act as hydrogen acceptor in bacterial systems and this accounts

for some bacterial respiration processes. The constant for the system is stated to

be, Eo -= + 0-005 V. (Thunberg, 1925). Lehmann (1930) could obtain a readily

reproducible electrode potential in the succinate-fumarate-succinic dehydrogenase

system only in the presence of oxidation-reduction indicators, the potential observed

being the same as that obtained by Thunberg. Wurmser and de Boe (1932) investi-

gated the lactic acid-pyruvic acid system (in the presence of a bacterial autolysate)

and observed a normal potential of — 0-2 v. (See also Barron and Hastings, 1934
;

Baumberger, Jiirgensen and Bardwell, 1932).

Laid (1937) finds the oxidation-reduction potential of the malic-oxaloacctic acid

system to be — 0-1G9 v. at pH 7 which approximates to that of the lactic-pyruvic

acid system and much lower than the succinate-fumarate level. Nevertheless,

in muscle oxaloacetic acid is reduced more rapidly than fumaric acid.

The /^-hydroxybutyric : acetoacetic acid system has been found to be a

reversible oxidation-reduction system in the presence of tissue preparations and the

normal potential at pH 7 is given as 0-282 v. by Green, Dewan and Leloir (1937)

and - 0-293 v. by Hoff-Jorgensen (1938).
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Tissues also catalyse the a-hydroxyglutaric : a-ketoglutaric acid reaction

giving a reversible system with a normal potential of — 0-07 v. at pH 7.

The alanine : ammonium pyruvate system in the presence of kidney d-amino

oxidase and Nile blue (as a carrier) has Eo^ — 0-066 v. at pH 7-3 (Wurmser and Filitti-

Wurmser, 1938).

ADRENALINE

Ball and Clark (1931) have investigated the adrenaline system ; they plotted

potential-time curves of mixtures of oxidant and reductant and by extrapolation

obtained a value for the potential at zero time. The potentials characteristic of the

system are closely similar to those of the closely related pyrocatechol system, but the

stability is lessened by the presence of the side chain. It is suggested that the

reduction potential of tissues is such as to protect the adrenaline from oxidation and

rapid destruction.

Ball and Chen (1933) emphasise the instability of the oxidant of adrenaline and

related compounds and give as the potential of the half-oxidised system (Eo') at

pH 7-0 a value of -f0-38v.

These workers measured the instability of a number of substances by observing

the alteration of the electrode potential with time. Table 14 shows the alteration

in potential (given in millivolts per second) of catechol and adrenaline in solutions

of different pH. The more unstal3le the system, of course, the greater is the change,

dE,.

dt

TABLE 14

e' Values and Instability Factors of Catechol and Adrenaline at different pH (30°C.>

pH
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TABLE 15

Eo Values and Instability Factors of Various Compounds (pH 1-3; 30°C.)

Reductant
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In order to explain these facts, Gulland and Randall put forward a very inter-

esting suggestion which is not claimed to be fully proved but which is nevertheless

supported by much of the experimental evidence. It is suggested that the oxytocic

hormone contains two reversible oxidation-reduction groups, at least one of which

may be a disulphide group. On this view the hormone is fully active when both

groups are oxidised ; when one group is reduced the activity is decreased to one half

;

and, most surprising of all, when both groups are reduced full activity is restored.

It is to be hoped that further evidence will accumulate to test this interesting

hy])othesis. (See also Sealock and du Vigneaud, 1935.)

CHORIONIC GONADOTROPIC HORMONE
The activity of the hormone is lowered by oxidation and restored by reduction.

One electron is concerned in the oxidation-reduction reaction, which has the E^

value at pH 5-9 of +0-354v. (Bowman, 1941).

STARCH IODINE POTENTIALS

Starch can be separated into two fractions by treatment of hot solutions with

alcohols (Schoch, 1945). Amylose, which crystallises from the solution, is the long-

chained fraction which gives a blue colour with iodine, whilst amylopectin, which

remains dissolved, has a branched chain structure and with iodine yields a reddish

purple colouration. It is possible to determine the amount of amylose in starch by a

Water
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Starch Iodine Potentials

potentiometric method. (Bates, French and Rundle, 1943.) This depends upon the

effect of starches on the electrode potential of the iodine : iodide cell. Two effects are

shown by the results ; an absorption of iodine by amylopectin fractions and some

more firmer form of linking with amylose. When iodine solution is added stepwise to a

dilute iodide solution containing amylopectin there is a gradual rise in potential, the

curve differing little from that observed in the absence of starch ; but with amylose
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the first additions of iodine have little effect on the potential, but there is a point of
inflection when further iodine produces an abrupt rise, the curve afterwards smoothing
out asymptotically with the amylopectin curve. The difference in behaviour of the

two fractions is great enough to enable the potentiometric titration to be used for the

determination of the amount of the fractions in starch samples. Measurement of the

colours produced with iodine by the two fractions by photometric methods is less

sensitive.

BIO-LUMINESCENCE

In the presence of the enzyme, luciferase, luciferin is slowly oxidised ^dth develop-

ment of luminescence, but since the reaction appears not to be thermodynamically
reversible electrode potential measurements cannot be applied to its investigation in

a direct manner (Harvey, 1926). Korr (1936) concludes that the reaction is rever-

sible but that oxyluciferin is unstable, and that the potential reached in the system.

is close to that of quinhydrone.

Anderson (1936) has studied the reversible reaction of luciferin with oxidising

agents, and Harvey (1940) the oxidation-reduction reactions of luciferin in the

presence of dehydrogenases and luciferase. Cyanide was found to inhibit the

luminescence of symbiotic bacteria but not the self luminosity of animals.

McElroy and Ballentine (1944) find that purified luciferin contains acid-labile

phosphate which is converted to inorganic phosphate during luminescence. Bio-

luminescence is suggested to be almost a reversed photosynthesis whereby the

group E, • CO • CHgOH is oxidised in four steps to K. • COOH. The luminescence of

PJiotohacterium phospJioreum is inhibited by blue light (Kluyver, van der Kirk and
van der Burg, 1942) probably due to photochemical inactivation of dehydroluciferin.

It is suggested that this may be a vitamin K derivative and not of the coenzyme-

flavin type as suggested by McElroy and Ballentine (1944) and Johnson and Eyring,

(1944). Quinine inhibits bacterial luminescence. (Johnson and Schneyer, 1944.)

For reviews on bioluminescence, see Harvey (1941) and Johnson and others (1945).

POTENTIALS OF CELLULAR CONTENTS

A number of attempts have been made to determine the oxidation-reduction

condition in the interior of cells by micro-injection of dyes and by diffusion of dyes

into the interior of the cell. These experiments, naturally, are subject to the errors

involved in the use of oxidation-reduction indicators, amongst which the following

seem pertinent :

—

(i) Damage to the cell by the dye or by injection. Although the cell may
survive, the injury may have altered the electrode potential. Either the

oxidised or reduced form of the dye, or both, may be toxic.

(ii) The dye may catalyse biological oxidations (or act as oxygen carrier)

and hence alter equilibrium.

(iii) The capacity of the dye system may be so large, compared with the

system, that equilibrium may be disturbed, and the time involved for the

reattainment of equilibrium may be very long.

(iv) The properties of the dye may be altered by combination with cellular

contents, etc.
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Attempts to override some of these difficulties have been made by using a series

of different dyes, both in the oxidised and reduced form, and by observation of the

cells for considerable periods. Nevertheless considerable discrepancies still remain

to be explained.

There is a considerable body of opinion that the electrode potential of the cell

interior has little significance. It is certainly difficult to consider the conditions of

the cell interior without taking account of the medium surrounding the cell.

Many of the results obtained with cells have been quoted in terms of rH, which,

as shown in a previous chapter, involves imjustifiable assumptions concerning the

effect of pH on the electrode potential.

The Needhams (1925, 1926) and Rapkine and Wurmser (1926, 1927) working

with various cells, including eggs of Parencentrotus lividus, Asterias glacialis, Ascidia

mentala, and Sabellaria alveolata ; and Amceba proteus, Nyctotherus conliformis, and

salivary gland cells of larvae, observed, under aerobic conditions, rH of 19-22 at pH
6-6 to 7-6. Cohen, Chambers and Reznikoff (1928), Chambers, Pollack and Cohen

(1929) and Chambers, Cohen and Pollack (1931) observed in cells under aerobic

conditions an rH as low as 12 ( —0-06 v.). The Needhams state that aerobic Amcebae

have well poised potentials not lowered under anaerobic conditions. This is disputed

by Chambers, Pollack and Cohen who find that the rH is lowered under anaerobic

conditions. Rapkine and Wurmser (1926) claim that the nucleus has the same rH
as protoplasm, but Chambers, Pollack and Cohen (1929), using the immature starfish

egg, comment on the difficulties of this work. They found that many dyes stained

the nucleus and all proved toxic, and they could draw no conclusions from the results..

Chambers, Cohen and Pollack (1931) note the toxicity of dyes to echinoderm ova.

Dixon (1926) emphasises the difficulties in the use of dyes and points out that

non-sulphonated dyes may be reduced by cells but not the sulphonic dyestufis so

that the chemical constitution of the indicator dye affects the results. He further

underlines the time factor in the use of dyes so that unless the time of observation is.

very long, equilibrium will not have been reached by the end of the experiment, since

the dye will still remain partially in its original oxidised condition.

Turning to green cells. Brooks (1926) with the marine Alga valonia found the-

cell juice to have rH 16 to 18, whilst that of the protoplasm was rather undefined.

Rapkine and Wurmser (1926) found that spirogyra cells were of rH 14 to 16 at pH 6.

Cohen and Chen (1933) injected oxidised and reduced dyes into Amceba dubia,

kept under anaerobic conditions, with the following results :

—

TABLE 16

Indicator
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which penetrate into the cell interior of starfish eggs (CO2 and NHg) affect tlie pH
and hence the E^^ of the cell whilst HCl and NaOH which are non-penetrating do not.

Machlis and Green (1933) using starfish sperm concluded that many of the more
highly reducing dyes were reduced by enzyme action and that the anaerobic poten-

tials investigated may be amenable to thermodynamic treatment but that aerobic

potentials as measured in dye experiments did not correspond to an intrinsic property

of the cell.

It is evident that the results obtained by different workers by introducing

artificial dyes into cells are somewhat confused and contradictory. Evidence as

to the oxidation-reduction conditions of the cell interior may be obtained by observa-

tion of the behaviour of naturally occurring pigments which are normal constituents

of the cell. Some of the disadvantages inherent in the use of dyes are not encoun-

tered when considering natural pigments in their native cells, but other difficulties,

due to the abnormal behaviour of pigments in the presence of other cellular con-

stituents may arise.

Hermidine occurs in green shoots, etc., of Mercurial is perennis and is at least

95 per cent, reduced, so that at pH 7-6 the E^ of the cells must be —0-09 volt, or

more negative than this (Cannan, 1926).

Echinochrome, on the other hand, which occurs in many echinoderms is mainly

in the oxidised condition. So that, assuming the pH to be 7-7, the Ei, of cells con-

taining echinochrome must be less negative than —0-2 v. if the pigment is at least

99 per cent, oxidised (Cannan, 1927).

In the nudibranch Chromodoris zebra, the pigment is mainly in the oxidised form

so that the potential must be less negative than —0-1 v. (Preisler, 1930).

TABLE 17

Approximate Electrode Potentials of Biological Systems

(In the case of pigments, etc., the potential of the half reduced

system, E^,' at pH 7-0 is given. All the results are quoted in volts.)

Oxygen electrode (1 atm. pn
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of these vital-staining methods is somewhat ambiguous. Investigations of the
oxidation-reduction conditions of tissues have been reported by Aubel, Aubertin,
Deloyer, Mauriac, Pincussen, Redslob, Reiss, Roclie, Seitz, VeUinger, Vies, Wurmser.
and others.

Suspensions of tissues reduce many oxidation-reduction dyes but Harden and
Norris (1914, 1915) found that yeast cells and muscle tissue no longer reduced methy-
lene blue when they had been thoroughly washed ; the reducing ability was restored

by adding various organic compounds. Harden and Zilva (1915) extended the
observation to B. coli. Thunberg's (1921) vacuum-tube technique depends on these

observations. Washed tissues or cells are incubated in an evacuated tube with
methylene blue. If the washing has been effective there is no reduction of the

methylene blue, but when a suitable " metabolite " is added, the methylene blue

becomes colourless showing reduction. The methylene blue, in the presence of
appropriate enzyme systems of the cells and tissues, effects oxidation or dehydro-
genation of the metabolite by acting as hydrogen acceptor. Thus succinic acid

may be oxidised to fumaric acid by methylene blue in the presence of washed tissues

or cells :

—

Succinic acid + methylene blue -j- enzyme -^ Fumaric acid -|- leuco-methylene blue.

A considerable volume of work on these lines has been published by Quastel,

Stephenson, Whetham, Wooldridge and others using suspensions of washed B. coli.

These washed bacteria were originally described as " resting bacteria " but the

variable damage caused by the washing process led Kendall, Friedemann and Ishikawa

(1930) to the conclusion :

—
" Finally it must be admitted that the procedure for

obtaining ' resting ' bacteria is not quantitative. Attempts to correlate chemical

activity with density of suspension were not successful." This and the tendency of

the organism to proliferate (Sandiford and Wooldridge, 1931) has led to caution

in use of the term " resting " bacteria. The toxic effect of basic dyes on enzymes
(Quastel and Wheatley, 1931) also affects the conclusions reached.

In many of the experiments quoted above the extraneous and unknown effect

of methylene blue or other dye is included and Clark and his collaborators (1926)

have performed similar experiments in the absence of dyes and observed the

oxidation-reduction potentials established. In this way the capacity-effect of the

dye and other possible effects are ob\dated.

When pieces of fresh tissue, such as minced liver, or cell suspensions, e.g., yeast

cells, were transferred to buffer solutions kept under anaerobic conditions the oxida-

tion-reduction potential fell to a level of about E^ —0-2 volt, which indicates an
intense reducing condition. In the presence of a dye, such as methylene blue, the

fall in potential was slower as the oxidised form of the dye had first to be reduced

to the leuco-form before the potential could fall below the potential corresponding

to the oxidised form of the dye.

When the tissue or cells had been repeatedly washed before suspension in buffer

solutions the electrode potential became ill-defined, and the more complete the

washing the more indefinite was the potential, but when " metabolites " such as

sodium succinate were added the characteristic drift of potential towards a negative

(reducing) level was observed. In this case again the addition of dyes, such as

methylene blue, in the oxidised condition, retarded the establishment of reducing
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conditions, as would be expected. Kesults pointing in the same direction are obtained

by both potential measurements and dye methods but effects are complicated in the

latter case by the poising action and capacity factor of the dyes.

Methylene blue is a thiazine dye of the following formula :

—

Methylene Blue

(C"4Ny^\/S^^^s^N(CH^^

N(CH^

H
leuco-Methylene Blue

Tetrathionate has been added to culture media to assist in the isolation of

Salmonella. A number of cohform organisms possess an enzyme tetrathionase

catalysing the interconversion of thiosulphate and tetrathionate in the presence of

hydrogen donators or acceptors.

H2S4O6 + 2H ^ 2H2S2O3

Jebb (1949) has found that when a coliform organism with tetrathionase activity

was added to reduced nile blue in a Thunberg tube the nile blue regained its colour

due to transference of hydrogen to the tetrathionate. Nile blue is one of the oxazine

dyes which are similar in constitution to thiazine dyes like methylene blue, but in

which the sulphur atom in the ring is replaced by oxygen. Nile blue is reduced at a

lower oxidation-reduction potential than methylene blue.

A variation of the dye decolourisation technique has been used by Kun and
Abood (1949). Triphenyltetrazonium chloride is reducible to a red insoluble dye, so

that when it is added to a dehydrogenase system the red precipitate can be separated,

dissolved in an organic solvent and determined colorimetrically and photometric

determinations directly on the reduced system, in the Thunberg tube as in the

methylene blue technique, are unnecessary for quantitative results.

Some experiments on passing nitrogen through suspensions of washed bacteria

have been described by Yudkin (1935). He found, as would be expected, slow

drifts of potential and the greater the damage to the cells by storage the more definite

were the potentials observed. Moribund bacteria in the absence of an appropriate

culture medium cannot estabhsh an electrode potential, but a certain amount of

lysis of dead bacteria occurs during storage. The autolysed cells liberate sufficient

nutrient material for the cells to develop, and manifest some of their normal metabolic

activities. The mechanism of establishment of reducing conditions in growing

bacterial cultures is discussed in the next chapter.

Reiss and Vellinger report experiments on the effect of the electrode potential

-of the medium on the development of fertilised eggs of the sea-urchin {Paracentrotus
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lividus) and of Sabellaria alveolata. The eggs did not develop when the potential

was below about + 0-15 v. or above + 0-65 to 0*7 v. Ordinary sea-water had a

potential of + 0-25 v. Below E,j + 0-15 v. the development of the eggs was reversibly

arrested but above + 0-65 v. the cells were irreversibly damaged.

Reiss (1931) has observed the slowing down of the cardiac rhythm of a marine

ascidian {Clavelina lepadifonnis Miill.) when the rH of the medium was reduced

below 20.

Activation of eggs without sperm fertilisation leading to the initial stages of

artificial parthenogenesis has been reported by Brooks (1947) who finds that various

oxidation-reduction potential indicator dyes activated eggs of UrecJds cando and
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus in sea-water and suggests that there is a relationship

between the activating effect and oxidation-reduction potential of the dye.

TUMOURS AND TISSUE CULTURES

In an investigation of tissue cultures it was found that the growth of embryonic

chick heart tissue was, in general, the poorer the lower the electrode potential of

the culture medium. Mitosis and migration of cells had almost entirely ceased at

Ej, — 0-03 V. (Havard and Kendal, 1934). A regression of transplantable tumours
in rats and mice has been observed when methylene blue was injected into the tumour,

but not with certain other oxidation-reduction potential indicator dyes (Brooks,

1934.) Some observations have been made upon the effect of certain oxidation-

reduction potential indicators on the respiration and glycolysis of tumour and normal
tissues (Elliott and Baker, 1935). In low concentrations (1 in 100,000) the dyes

generally are able to stimulate respiration by virtue of their catalytic oxygen-carrying

effect. In higher concentrations (1 in 1,000) there is a distinction between the

behaviour of normal and tumour tissues. These stronger solutions of dyes inhibit

the oxygen uptake of slices of brain, testis, kidney and retina both in the presence

and absence of glucose. In the case of tumour tissue the dyes inhibit oxygen uptake

in the absence of glucose, but in the presence of glucose the oxygen uptake is

accelerated. With liver slices the oxygen uptake is accelerated in either the presence

or absence of glucose. Certain of the dyes investigated increase the aerobic glyco-

lysis of tumour slices and to a less extent of tissue slices. The electrode potential

and the chemical constitution of the dye are of importance in this respect.

Among papers on the oxidation-reduction potential relationships of tissues are

the effect of dyes on tumour respiration, (Dickens) the potential in muscle, (Uchimura,

1937) the effect on neural growth (Waddington, Needham and Brachet, 1936) and
on skin (Kelley and Williams).

YEAST PREPARATIONS

It has already been stated in the previous section that yeast cells which have

been washed free from " metabolites " are no longer able to reduce dyes (Harden

and Norris, 1914) or effect the usual fall in electrode potential (Cannan, Cohen and
Clark, 1926). Addition of a suitable metabolite restores these activities of yeast

cells. Boyland (1930) found that addition of dyes, e.g., methylene blue, which

have an Eq^ value at pH 6-0 of — 0-05 v. to + 0-10 v. may accelerate yeast fermenta-

tion by acting as oxygen carriers. Lipmann (1934) found that in the presence of
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dyes the potential during rapid fermentation fell to + 0-03 v. or + 0-04 v. at pH 6-4^

various phosphorus compounds accelerating the fall in potential. Phospho-glyceric

acid was found to be most effective. When the phosphorus compound was used up

the potential rose, but in the case of arsenates, which also accelerated the potential

fall, there was no rise in potential as long as any glucose remained unfermented.

Some interesting observations on the electrode potentials in cultures of different

yeasts have been made by Kluyver and Hoogerheide (1934). They inserted an

electrode in a AVarburg manometer and investigated the potentials reached under

aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In the case of nearly all yeasts the potentials

established under anaerobic conditions were from + 0-08 v. to + 0-10 v. at pH 5-4.

irrespective of conditions in the culture. In aerobic cultures the potential did not

fall to as low a level and differences in conditions of fermentation and in different

species of yeast were reflected in the potentials reached, as shown in table 17.

Fromageot and Desnuelle (1935) made some observations by means of indicators

on the potential reached in top yeast fermentations carried out anaerobically, and

found at pH 6-4 potentials ranging from — 0-145 v. to — 0-185 v. Certain reduction

reactions which are thermodynamically possible at this Ej, level were found to occur.

The keeping qualities of beer have been stated to be dependent upon the

electrode potential (Clerck, 1934 ; Hartong, 1934 ; Mendlik, 1934 ; Pozen, 1935).

TABLE 18

Lowest Potentials reached in Aerobic Cultures of Different Yeasts, etc.

Yeast
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and Warburg give a basis for further study. Two monographs on the subject are by

Dixon and Umbreit, Burris and Stauffer. In the constant volume apparatus of the

Warburg type a flask containing the cell and substrate is attached to a manometer,

one end of which is open to the air, whereas in the Barcroft differential manometer each

limb of the U-tube manometer is attached to a flask and the difference in pressure

developed in the two flasks is measured. Inthelatter case differences in temperature

and atmospheric pressure are automatically compensated, but since there are variations

in both the pressure and volume of the flasks the theoretical treatment of the signifi-

cance of the manometer readings is more complicated. In either case the apparatus

is cahbrated before the experiment begins.

The amount of oxygen absorbed by the respiring system may be determined

directly by absorbing the carbon dioxide produced in alkali so that the pressure

changes are due entirely to the oxygen absorption. By carrying out the same

experiment in another flask without absorbing the CO 2 some measure may be obtained

of the CO 2 output since the difference between the two flasks should give the volume

of CO 2 liberated. In order to avoid complications due to CO 2 absorption by the

contents of the flask, acid may be added from a side tube at the end of the experiment

and all the CO 2 liberated.

The production of lactic acid by glycolysis may be measured manometrically by

carrying out the experiment in a bicarbonate medium when any lactic acid produced

will liberate an equivalent amount of carbon dioxide. By using an atmosphere of

either oxygen or nitrogen the aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis can be determined.

A micro-manometric method based on the Cartesian diver has been worked out

by Linderstr5m-Lang, Boell and Needham. In this method a small bulb is used to

contain the respiratory system and the capillary tube leading from the bulb is sealed

with a drop of oil. The bulb is loaded so that it just floats in a suitable solution. Gas

absorption in the bulb will cause the diver to sink whilst gas evolution will lower the

density and cause flotation. The whole apparatus is enclosed in a larger vessel fitted

with a manometer and the pressure is adjusted throughout to maintain the diver

floating at the same level. The readings on the external manometer reflect changes of

pressure in the diver and the respiration of minute amounts of tissue can be followed.

In consideration of respiratory changes the symbol Qo 2 represents the volume of

oxygen (in cubic millimetres at 0°C and 760 mm. pressure) absorbed in an hour by one

milligram of tissue or cells. QCO2 represents the volume of carbon dioxide evolved in

the same units. The respiratory quotient is the ratio of carbon dioxide evolved to

oxvgen absorbed :

—

KQ = ^'
Q02

When carbohydrates are oxidised completely :

—

CeHi206 + 6O2 -> 6C62 + 6H2O
the RQ is 1. In the case of fat oxidation the RQ is 0-7 and it is 0-8 when proteins are

oxidised.

The symbols Q^ ^^ and Q^ ^2 represent aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis respectively,

being the amounts of CO 2 liberated from bicarbonate by the lactic acid produced

during glycolysis in atmospheres of oxygen and of nitrogen, (Volumes are in cmm.
per 1 mg. of cells per 1 hr.)
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The manometric technique is capable of an almost infinity of variation. Changes

can be made in enzyme systems, substrates, conditions of pH, gaseous environment

and temperature, inhibitors (such as cyanide, fluoride, iodoacetate) can be added, and
at the end of the experiment microanalyses can be carried out on the reaction products.

Discretion in the interpretation of results is necessary and confirmatory studies by
other methods are desirable, but the insight gained into many biological processes by
the mere recording of the movement of the meniscus in a capillary tube is almost

incredible.

Summary of Chapter IV

Many substances of biological importance including enzymes, vitamins, hor-

mones and pigments behave as oxidation-reduction systems and in a number of cases

the biological activity has been correlated with electrode potential behaviour. Oxida-

tion-reduction conditions in cells and tissues, in cell suspensions and in tissue cultures

have been investigated.



CHAPTER V

METABOLIC CYCLES AND CHAIN REACTIONS

Such metabolic effects as the conversion of glucose to lactic acid or carbon

dioxide are not simple one-stage reactions, but are made up of a complicated series of

processes which are interrelated and which require at the appropriate stages the

co-operation of many different enzymes, coenzymes and substrates. When the com-

plete enzyme system for each reaction has been assembled at the proper stage in the

cycle the necessary energy relationships required from thermodynamic considerations

must be observed, so that one reaction may be coupled with another to provide and

absorb the essential free energy changes. In addition the coupling together ofreactions

is necessary to provide for the gathering together of the substrates and the removal

of the reaction products to prevent stagnation by the accumulation of products of the

forward reaction.

To summarise therefore : for each of the reactions in the chain to proceed

smoothly it is essential to provide :

—

(1) Suitable pH, temperature, ionic concentrations.

(2) Synthesis of specific enzyme and coenzyme at the right time.

(3) Production of reactants by previous reaction in chain.

(4) Removal of products by succeeding reactions.

(5) Provision or removal of free energy by coupled reactions.

(6) The bringing together in intimate contact in space of reactants, enzymes,

coenzymes, coupled reaction products and free energy simultaneously.

(7) The absence of reaction inhibitors and poisons.

Some of the necessary factors have been considered piecemeal in the preceding

chapter and typical metabolic cycles that have been studied in some detail will

indicate how some of the isolated facts can be synthesised into a larger scheme even

though knowledge is still fragmentary and liable to revision.

Before discussing metabolic cycles it is necessary to consider the important

position active phosphate groups play in energy changes and storage in metabolism.

ENERGY RICH PHOSPHATE BONDS

Lipmann (1941) has been responsible for developing the concept of the importance
of energy-rich phosphate bonds in carbohydrate metabolism.

In the first chapter the free energy of chemical reactions was dealt with. It was
pointed out that the change in free energy in a reaction is the important factor and
not the total heat change. It is possible to have two compounds with the same total

energy content, but the reactivity of the two may be entirely different owing to the

different distribution of the energy among the various interatomic linkings. If in the

breaking of a linkage a large amount of free energy is liberated the group linked will

tend to be highly reactive.

The free energy content of the phosphate linking in phosphate esters is compara-
tively low, of the order of 3,000 calories, and these are designated energy-poor phos-
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phate groups (—ph). On the other hand in adenosine di- or triphosphate energy-rich

phosphate bonds (r-^ph) occur with an energy content of some 12,000 calories. In

adenosine triphosphate the first phosphate is joined by an energy-poor bond, whilst

the second two are joined by energy-rich bonds.

Adenosine—PO2H.O ^ POgH.O r^ PO2H.OH

Creatine phosphate and arginine phosphate contain similar r-^ph linkings.

Acetyl phosphate and phospho-enol pyruvic acid contain r-^ph groups joined to

carboxyl or acidic enol groups.

The importance of these r^pli groups lies in the fact that cells utilise the free

energy of metabolic reactions to build up the linkings, and the free energy can be thus

stored to be available when required. The energy required to generate such bonds

usually arises from the electron transfers in oxidation-reduction reactions, a change of

potential of 0-25 volts giving rise to some 12,000 calories, which is the free energy

change involved in the formation or rupture of one r^ph.

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) constitutes a principal agent in phosphate

transfers ; when one r-^ph is transferred to another compound the diphosphate

(ADP) remains and this can be reconverted to ATP by reaction with creatine phos-

phate. AJ)P still contains one r-^ph.

The free energy available in r-'ph groups can be utilised for muscular work and

for essential metabolic reactions and these r^ph linkings constitute one of the chief

methods of storage of free energy.

The phosphate energy cycle may be diagrammatically represented as follows :

—

1 1,000r
ATP^

-9 3,000

A ^

Ester

I norgon i c I

Phosphate Cycle

Fig. 16

Phosphate energy cycle

Some of the details of mechanism will be discussed in succeeding pages.

ANAEROBIC MUSCLE GLYCOLYSIS

The route by which glycogen is converted to hictic acid in muscle by anaerobic

glycolysis is shown in Table 19. The reactions shown are as follows :

—

(1) Glycogen in the presence of inorganic phosphate is converted by the

enzyme phosphorylase to the Cori ester, glucose-1-phosphate.
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TABLE 19

Reaction Chain in INIuscle Glycoi-ysis

Product
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CH2O—ph.CHOH.CH(OH)0—ph+C0.I->CH20—pli.CH0H.C00^ph+C0.I.2H
The accumulation of reduced coenzyme is prevented because this reaction is

coupled with a later reaction (No. 13) in the chain, for when pyruvic acid is

reduced to lactic acid the reduced coenzyme is reconverted to the oxidised form.

(9) A phosphokinase now transfers the r-^ph group to adenosine diphosphate

and 3-phosphoglycerate is formed.

(10) Phosphoglyceromutase now transfers the ester phosphate group forming
2-phosphoglycerate

.

(11) Enolase (which is activated by Mg and inhibited by fluoride) converts

2-phosphoglycerate to phosphoenolpyruvate which contains one r-^ph.

CH2OH.CHO—ph.COOH -> CH2 = COr^ph.COOH + H^O

(12) A phosphokinase enzyme transfers one ^ph group to adenosine di-

phosphate and by a keto-enol transformation pyruvic acid is formed.

CH2 = CO ^ph.COOH + ADP->CH2 = COH.COOH + ATP -> CH3CO.COOH

(13) The second oxidation-reduction reaction of the chain now occurs. The
reduced coenzyme I formed in reaction 8 together with lactic dehydrogenase
reduces pyruvic acid to lactic acid.

CH3CO.COOH + C0.I.2H -> CH3 CHOH.COOH + CO.I

(See Baldwin, 1948 for a discussion.)

FREE ENERGY CHANGES OF GLYCOLYSIS

The net result of the anaerobic glycolysis chain is that in the conversion of one
molecule of glucose (from glycogen) to two molecules of lactic acid, one r-'ph bond is

absorbed in phosphorylation and four r-'ph bonds are made available. Thus the free

energy of three r^ph bonds or nearly 36,000 calories are accounted for. By calcula-

tion of the difference in the free energy contents of glucose and lactic acid there

should be 58,000 calories. It is not clear where the missing free energy is to be traced.

In the two oxidation-reduction reactions the coenzyme is both reduced and oxidised

so that no free energy is involved, and since the oxidation of diphosphoglyceraldehyde

and reduction of pyru^^c acid occur at similar Eo^ levels there should be no free

energy change here.

GLYCOGEN AND STARCH SYNTHESIS

In animals carbohydrate is stored as glycogen and in plants as starch : in each

case sugar can be brought into the reaction cycle immediately it is required by the

agency of phosphorylase :

—

Phosphorylase

Glycogen + H3PO4 > d-oc-glucopyranose-1-phosphate

The reaction is reversible and equilibrium is established between divalent phosphate

ions of the inorganic phosphate and glucose-1-phospliate. In the case of starch the

long chained (amylose fraction) is formed and probably some other enzyme is required

for the formation of the branched amylopectin structure.
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Presumably in vivo for glycogen synthesis the precursor of hexose-1-phosphate

is hexose-6-phosphate, formed from glucose by the action of hexokinase in the

presence of adenosine triphosphate as phosphate donator. In this case there is a
disappearance of free energy since the r-'ph group of ATP is transformed into the

energy-poor ester phosphate linkage.

It should be noted that an explanation of the function of insuhn is that it inhibits

the effect of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland which antagonises hexokinase,

hence stopping glucose phosphorylation and sugar utilisation in the usual glycolytic

chain (Cori, Colowick, Himsworth, Young).

MUSCULAR CONTRACTION

Szent-Gyorgyi has prepared separate proteins from fresh muscle, actin and
myosin, which together form actomyosin. This reacts with ATP liberating inorganic

phosphate and setting free the energy of the r-^ph bond and providing the energy for

muscular contraction. Thus the whole of the glycogen breakdown chain has been
utilised to build up energy-rich phosphate bonds which are available immediately for

the energy of muscular contraction. For the regeneration of phosphate linkings the

whole glycolytic chain would be too slow for immediate action, but r^ph bonds are

stored in phosphagen which can immediately regenerate ATP from ADP. Meanwhile
glycolysis is set in motion for the regeneration of more r^ph bonds and the glycogen

is converted to lactic acid, which is carried back to the liver for resynthesis to glycogen

by a reversal of the glycol}i;ic chain of reactions.

YEAST ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION

The process of alcohol production from glucose by yeast follows a course closely

similar to that of glycolysis, starting from glucose or maltose instead of glycogen

;

the initial phosphorylation requires hexokinase and ATP. Hexose-6-phosphate is

thus formed directly instead of through the intermediary of hexose-1-phosphate.

The other difference from muscle glycolysis is at the end of the chain in the break-

down of pyruvic acid which, instead of being reduced to lactic acid, is first decarboxy-
lated to acetaldehyde (and CO 2) which is then reduced to alcohol. This reduction is

effected by alcohol dehydrogenase and is coupled with the oxidation of diphospho-
glyceraldehyde to diphosphoglyceric acid, whereby the coenzyme I reduced in the

latter reaction is reoxidised in the acetaldehyde reduction. The final reactions,

therefore, are :

—

Pyruvic acid -> Acetaldehyde + COg
Acetaldehyde + C0.I.2H -^ Ethyl alcohol + CO.I

The energy changes are similar to those discussed in the case of muscle glycolysis.

The flavour, bouquet and some of the physiological effects of alcohoHc drinks are

due in part to side reactions and to reactions involving nitrogenous materials from
the raw materials and yeast cells.
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BACTERIAL GLUCOSE FERMENTATION

In 1901, Harden found that the fermentation of glucose by Bacillus coli could be

represented by the equation :

—

2 Glucose -> 2 lactic acid + acetic acid + ethyl alcohol + 2CO2 + 2H2

Variations are observed under different experimental conditions and it would seem

that pyruvic acid is formed as in the glycolytic and alcoholic fermentation chains

discussed previously, and that the subsequent breakdown of pyruvic acid depends upon

the experimental conditions, a pH below 7 favouring lactic acid formation when
phosphate is present in appreciable amount.

With haemolytic streptococci and pneumococci it was found (Hewitt, 1932) that

about 70 per cent, of the glucose was transformed into lactic acid under a variety of

experimental conditions, but in the absence of inorganic phosphate glucose breakdown

did not occur.

It is evident that the very different enzyme systems possessed by different

micro-organisms will be reflected in different products of carbohydrate metabolism.

NEUBERG'S FERMENTATION SYSTEMS

Other products besides quantitative yields of ethyl alcohol and carbon dioxide

are found as the result of fermentation by yeast, small amounts of glycerol, acetic

acid, etc., being formed. Neuberg's first form of fermentation was a series of reactions

formulated to explain alcoholic fermentation as already described. The " Second

Form " of fermentation occurs when sodium bisulphite is added to the fermentation

system. The acetaldehyde formed instead of being reduced to alcohol (with the

intervention of reduced Coenzyme I) is combined with the bisulphite as an end product

of the fermentation. The reduced coenzyme which normally reduces acetaldehyde is

now available for another purpose and, in fact, phosphoglyceraldehyde acts as

hydrogen acceptor, being reduced to phosphoglycerol, which in the presence of yeast

phosphatase is broken down to glycerol. So in this case acetaldehyde and glycerol

are the fermentation products.

Neuberg's " Third Form " of fermentation occurs when the fermentation

liquors are kept alkaline. In these circumstances the acetaldehyde is not quantita-

tively reduced to alcohol by reduced Coenzyme I, but again the coenzyme produces

glycerol. The acetaldehyde is regarded as undergoing " dismutation," one molecule

being reduced to alcohol and another being oxidised to acetic acid :

—

2CH3.CHO -> CH3CH2OH + CH3.COOH

It will be recalled that this type of Cannizzaro reaction in animal tissues has been found

to be due to two enzyme reactions catalysed by alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenase

respectively, with diaphorase and diphosphopyridine nucleotide as coenzymes.

AEROBIC OXIDATION AND CITRIC ACID CYCLE

When, in place of anaerobic glycolysis, glucose is broken down aerobically the

initial stages are not very different from those of anaerobic glycolysis. Glucose is

not oxidised directly to carbon dioxide, but the chain proceeds as in anaerobiosis until
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pyruvic acid is formed. The subsequent stages have been studied largely in pigeon

breast muscle by Szent-Gyorgyi and much of the modern development is due to Krebs.

The cycle suggested is somewhat as follows :

—

(Aspartic acid)

\r ^ (Alcjair\«)

Pyruvic acia

Succinic acid

Oxaloacetic acid

^
i.r-nk\r- ryr\A Malic acid
Acetic acia

I t
Aconitic acid (^Citric ocid) Fumaric acd

^^

\>

Isocitric acid

i t
Oxalosuccinic acid ^ > a-Ketoglutaric acid

CO2 (Glutamic acid)

Fig. 17

Citric acid cycle

It will be seen that a complete cycle of reactions is visualised : at each turn of

the cycle a molecule of pyruvic acid (from glycolysis, etc.), enters the cycle and three

molecules of carbon dioxide are ejected. So the net result is :

—

CH3CO.COOH + 5 ^ 3 CO2 + 2H2O

Oxaloacetic acid (enol) starts in the cycle reacting with acetic acid from the

pyruvic acid introduced and a molecule of oxaloacetic acid is left at the end of the

cycle.

Coenzymes I and II are concerned in reactions in the cycle, but this is not the

place for a discussion of the evidence for the various reactions and the effect of

inhibitors.

There are important interrelations between the tricarboxyhc acid cycle and other

metabolic processes. For example by transaminase mechanisms, glutamic acid can

give rise to or be formed from a-ketoglutaric acid, aspartic acid from oxaloacetic

acid and alanine from pyruvic acid.

RiCO.COOH + R2.CHNH2.COOH ^ R1.CHNH2.COOH + R2.CO.COOH

The free energy changes involved in aerobic breakdown of carbohydrate are of

some interest and are dealt with in the next section.
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PASTEUR EFFECT

Pasteur (1861) observed that the amount of sugar fermented by yeast was dimin-

ished in the presence of oxygen. In parenthesis, Barron (1943) light-heartedly com-
ments that if Pasteur could have foreseen the misuses and misinterpretations of his

observation he would never have mentioned the subject.

The utilisation of sugar in anaerobic fermentation is a relatively inefficient

process and for the production of the same weight of yeast cells some ten times as

much sugar is consumed anaerobically as in the presence of an abundant oxygen

supply. A crude analogy here might be that of a motor car being driven with the

air choke in action. For starting on a cold morning the use of the choke in cutting

down the air supply and giving a " rich mixture " may accelerate starting ; but if the

air supply is cut down for normal running the petrol consumption will be grossly

excessive for the power developed.

The relative inefficiency of anaerobic fermentation follows from free energy

considerations. In the complete oxidation of glucose to carbon dioxide 686,000

calories of free energy are liberated, but as indicated previously the theoretical

maximum of free energy liberated during anaerobic glycolysis of glucose to lactic

acid can only be 58,000 calories. Aerobic oxidation of sugar, therefore, yields nearly

12 times as much free energy for the performance of useful work compared with

anaerobic glycolysis. As mentioned previously this free energy is stored by organisms

in the form of energy-rich phosphate bonds (r-^ph). Since some 3 or 4 r-^ph are made
available in glycolysis it would appear that 36 to 48 r-^ph appear after aerobic oxida-

tion of each molecule of glucose. Each r-^ph bond accounts for nearly 12,000 calories

of free energy. The mechanism by which these appear during the aerobic tricarboxyUc

acid cycle has not yet been detailed.

The mechanism by which aerobiosis inhibits fermentation has been the subject

of much work and even more discussion.

The Meyerhof quotient :

—

anaerobic fermentation —- aerobic fermentation -^ respiration

gives the number of molecules of glucose which are inhibited from being fermented

by every molecule of oxygen absorbed. Some values (after Lipmann) are given in

Table 20.

TABLE 20

Meyerhof Quotients of Microorganisms

Organism
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The effect of oxygen is probably not a simple one, but an effect on a number of

enzyme systems in the fermentation chain of reactions. For example oxygen may
oxidise SH groups, and these are necessary for the activation of a number of enzyme
systems so that in the presence of air such enzyme reactions will be automatically

inhibited. Michaelis and Sjnythe (1936) found that some oxidation-reduction

potential dyes, by virtue oftheir oxidising effects, inhibit the conversion of the Neuberg

ester to hexose diphosphate and thus bring the fermentation reaction chain to a

standstill. On the other hand Dickens (1936) found that some dyes such as phenosa-

franine inhibited the Pasteur effect in brain and the inhibition was not due to the low

oxidation-reduction potential of the dye. The reason for this appears to be found in

the observation by Mcllwain (1949) that the same dyes and nicotinamide which

inhibit the Pasteur effect also inhibit the breakdown of Cozymase in brain tissue.

The enzyme in brain also breaks down Coenzyme II, but the reduced Coenzymes I and
II are not destroyed appreciably. Thus the oxidation-reduction potential of mixtures

of coenzymes and reduced coenzymes treated with the brain enzyme is lowered and

this affects the many enzymes sensitive to changes in potential. It is evident that if

the coenzymes are destroyed many of the glycolytic reactions linked with them will

come to a standstill and this accounts at least in part for the Pasteur effect, since

under aerobic conditions the coenzymes will be mainly in the oxidised condition and
hence susceptible to attack by the enzyme.

Some of the complicated effects of aerobiosis on fermentation reactions are

indicated in a chart by Barron (1943) which indicates oxidation-reduction potential

levels at which aerobic interference with fermentation appears likely.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS BY PLANTS AND BACTERIA

The abihty to use the energy of light falling on the organisms to effect synthesis

is a characteristic of plants containing chlorophyll, certain bacteria containing

bacteriochlorophyll, green algae, etc.

CARBON DIOXIDE FIXATION

Synthesis of carbohydrate occurs through fixation of carbon dioxide :

—

6(C02 + HaO) -> CeHiaOe + 12

but this general equation gives no information about the mechanism of the process,

which is not yet completely understood although much work has been done. The
mechanism appears to be different in the cases of green plants and bacteria, and also

between different classes of bacteria. The purple and green sulphur bacteria need
hydrogen sulphide or sulphur, which are oxidised in the process whilst the non-

sulphur purple bacteria (Athiorhodaceae) oxidise organic acids, hydrogen, etc., during

the reduction of carbon dioxide. The efficiency of utilisation of light energy by
purple bacteria is over 10 per cent., some 0-12 molecules of carbon dioxide being fixed

for each quantum of light absorbed. The first process in photosynthesis may be the

reversible conversion of CO 2 to carboxylic acids which are then reduced by the

hydrogen liberated by the photolysis of water (see next section).

Another aspect of the utilisation of light for syntheses is the storage of the

energy in the form of energy-rich phosphate bonds and work is already proceeding on
this problem.
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OXYGEN EVOLUTION BY CHLOROPLASTS
Isolated chloroplasts in the presence of light and an appropriate hydrogen

acceptor evolve oxygen (Hill, Warburg, French and others). The energy of light is

utiUsed to produce oxygen and at the same time to effect reductions. Experiments
with water enriched with the 0^^ isotope indicate that the oxygen arises from the

photochemical decomposition of water.

2H2O -> 4H + O2

As hydrogen acceptors, ferricyanide, chromate, quinones and a number of

oxidation-reduction potential dyes have found to be effective. Aronoff found a

relationship between the normal oxidation-reduction potential of quinoid substances

and the rate of oxygen evolution in their presence. The following table is given by
Holt and French (1948).

TABLE 21

Deooloueisation of Dyes by iLLXXMrNATED Chloroplasts at pH 6-6

Dye
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and ethyl alcohol are all part of the glycolytic cycle in plants as well as other organisms.

Zymohexase, carboxylase and a number of dehydrogenases in plants have been

characterised.

OXIDATION CHAIN

As the breakdown of carbohydrate proceeds through the various stages detailed

in previous pages the systems pass from the highly reduced reactants related to

glucose to the completely oxidised carbon dioxide and water. This is reflected in the

oxidation-reduction potentials as indicated in the following table :

—

TABLE 22

Approximate Eq^ Values

System
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But the hydrogen peroxide may itself effect oxidations. In the presence of a

peroxidase the following type of reaction occurs :

—

-\- peroxidase

H2O2 + B > H2O + BO.

Many bacteria possess peroxidase functions and these have been found to be

associated with the presence of complex iron compounds such as cytochrome.

Warburg's (1923) theory is that oxygen activation is the crucial factor in

biological oxidations and he attributes to iron compounds the function of catalysing

oxidations by virtue of the change of valency from the ferrous to the ferric state.

This view derives its main support from analogies with iron systems, regarded as
" models," and their inhibition by means ofHCN and CO. The chief line of argument

against the universal applicability of the oxygen-activation h3rpothesis is the difficulty

of explaining on such a basis the high degree of specificity met with in biological

oxidation-reduction reactions. Fusion of the two mutually helpful views would

appear to promise the most reasonable hopes for progress.

Clark (1926) prefers to regard biological oxidation-reduction reactions in terms

of electron transfer. Since oxidations and reductions may best be defined in terms

of electrons it would seem logical to consider such reactions as electronic rearrange-

ments, and to view the migration of atoms such as hydrogen as merely incidental

to the maintenance of electrical neutrality. In the oxidation-reduction of methylene

blue, for example, the reaction occurs, in accordance with electrode data, as follows :

—

Ox. ® + H® + 2e ^ HR.

Methylene blue (cation) -f hydrion + 2 electrons ^ methylene white.

Methylene blue in this reaction is just as much an " electron acceptor " as a
" hydrogen acceptor " and if the same consideration is applied to the " hydrogen

donator " in the experiment it will become apparent that the reaction may well be

regarded as an electron transfer accompanied secondarily by an exchange of hydrogen

ions. This point of view unifies and simplifies theories of oxidation-reduction pro-

cesses and leaves open the question of how electron transfers are effected in the

presence of the appropriate enzymic activity.

Wieland's (1931) views on biological oxidations may pertinently be quoted

here :

—

" It follows, therefore, that in the metabolism of the cell reduction products

will be formed by the intervention of various hydrogen acceptors in the process

of dehydrogenation. Conversely we may conclude that, whenever vital

reduction takes place, it will be possible to demonstrate the process of aerobic

dehydrogenation. The pre-eminence of oxygen is based not only on its high

hydrogenation potential, but also on the chemical and physical inertness of its

hydrogenation product—water."

Summary of Chapter V
Some of the chains and cycles of closely linked and delicately integrated enzyme

reactions essential to the metabolic systems of living organisms are discussed and

consideration is given to the significance of oxidation-reductions, free energy changes,

phosphate bond energies and energy storage mechanisms.



CHAPTER VI

BACTERIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

Why do bacterial cultures often develop strongly reducing conditions during

growth ? The answer is not perhaps obvious at once, but, as will be seen later,

reduction follows as a necessary result of the metabolism of the organisms. In order

to understand the origin of the electrode potentials developed it is necessary to consider

briefly the nature of the metabolic processes occurring in bacterial cultures and also

how these diifer from the metaboUc systems of highly organised multicellular

organisms.

LAG PHASE

When bacteria are subcultured into fresh media there is usually a lag phase

before the number of bacteria present begins to multiply appreciably. It is imtriguing

to speculate why normal multiplication does not start immediately. It is evident

that the spores of spore-bearing bacteria will require time to " germinate " before

normal multiplication gets into its stride, but it is not so obvious that non-sporulating

organisms should, when freshly subcultured and presented with abundant fresh food,

undergo a phase lasting sometimes several hours before they begin to multiply at an

appreciable rate. It is found that in this initial non-multiplying phase bacteria are

generally increasing in size. Thus Wilson (1926) found the average size oi Salmonella

typhimurium cells to be 2-35 x 0-79 after 4 hours incubation and 1-13 X 0-49 after

26 hours. The volume of the lag phase cells is therefore more than five times that of

their successors. The metabolic activities of the bacteria are intense during the lag

phase (Winslow and Walker, 1939) and the oxidation-reduction potential of the

culture is falling, as is seen in curves given later in this chapter.

At this stage it is necessary to draw attention to a concept that will be returned

to more than once and that is the great difference between the life-problems of

unicellular bacteria immersed in a foreign medium and the cells of multicellular

higher organisms with their carefully adjusted environment with " everything laid

on." The difference suggests that between an explorer setting up his bivouac and a

town dweller returning to his service flat. Modern work of the last two decades has

brought out with remarkable success the similarities and identities of bacteriological

and "physiological " processes, but it appears necessary to emphasise that enthusiasm

for recognising the analogies should not blind us to the differences.

The cell of a higher animal generally is highly specialised and is presented with

nutriment exactly adjusted to his needs ; the unicellular bacterium is faced with

great difiiculties and many things seem badly adjusted for him when he is freshly

subcultured. Glucose may be available in quantity and also oxygen, but many stages

must be gone through before

CeHi^Oe + 6 O2 -> 6CO2 -f 6H2O

The delicately adjusted aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis systems require many
enzymes and coenzymes to function in tune under carefully controlled conditions.

Glucose and oxygen are at the opposite ends of the metabolic chain. The initial

stages of glycolysis tend to be anaerobic and oxygen is required in the later stages.
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As would be expected the lag in multiplication of bacteria newly subcultured is

longer if the inoculum consists of an old culture in which the cells have spent a long

time since multiplying, are therefore themselves " senile," and the enzymes,

themselves proteins, are likely to be partly denatured with labile prosthetic groups

decomposed . In this connection it should also be mentioned that many bacteria possess

a variety of proteolytic enzymes and under some conditions are subject to complete

autolysis. It requires little imagination to visuahse self-destruction of enzymes with

age.

Hinshelwood (1948) in a stimulating discussion emphasises the possibility of

intermediate metabolites diffusing from the cells so that enzymic systems will not

have the necessary substrates preformed for their activities.

Another point that will be developed later is the conditions in which the newly

subcultured bacterial cells find themselves. Their breakdown of carbohydrates

follows a plan roughly similar to that of the metabolic chains of glycolysis and

fermentation developed in the previous chapter. In these the glycolytic system starts

with the " reduced type " of reaction and ends up with the " oxidised type," and

finally oxygen gas itself enters the system through the intermediation of haemoglobin,

cytochrome, etc. The bacterial cell on the other hand is faced with the problem of

starting the metaboHc chain involving reduced reactants with conditions that are

oxidising. The Pasteur effect is relevant here ; the presence of oxidising conditions

inhibits fermentation activities. The bacterial cell, unlike the animal tissue cell has

to alter its environment before it can get into normal action.

Finally the question of bacterial enzyme adaptation occurs ; the old cells

presumably have their enzyme systems adapted to dealing with conditions as they

are in an old partially exhausted culture medium and the sequential development of

enzymes now has to be begun for the utihsation of the substrates as they occur in a

fresh culture medium. This again differentiates bacteria from tissue cells—not only

do the bacteria have to adapt their own environment (they have no organised central

authority to work in concert with them for the delivery of supplies at the right time,

and concentration and no maintenance department for the engineering services), but

they have to adapt themselves to changing environment so that bacteria in cultures

of different ages have to have differently adjusted enzyme systems. This will be

discussed in greater detail later.

There is also the possibility of stale cells producing poisons and inhibitors against

their own enzyme systems, but there is no evidence that diphtheria toxin, for instance,

will poison the cells that produced it.

The lag in initiation of growth shown by aged cells of B. coli in a medium con-

taining ammonia as sole nitrogen source has been traced to the need for the production

from glucose of four-carbon compounds which can be aminated to yield essential

amino-acids. The lag almost vanishes when glutamic acid or a-ketoglutaric acid

is added (Morrison and Hinshelwood, 1949).

LOGARITHMIC GROWTH PHASE

Having surmounted its initial difficulties of adaptation to the fresh environment

the bacterial cell now enters the active multiplication stage. The reproduction rate is

now very high, the reproduction time may be as short as 20 minutes. That is to say
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in 20 minutes the cell has to re-synthesise itself entirely—all the cell structure and all

the enzymes. In view of the complex of proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids and
lipins this seems an incredible feat. At the end of the first twenty minutes 1 cell

becomes 2, another twenty minutes and the 2 become 4. So that after n periods of

20 minutes the original lone bacterial cell will be 2n; in 6 hours one bacterium becomes

1,000,000. (If all the bacteria in the world started multiplying at this rate the earth's

crust would be covered by layers of bacteria a mile deep in 24 hours.) If the number
of bacteria is plotted against time a sharply rising curve soon runs off the graph paper

;

but if the logarithm of the number of organisms is plotted against time a straight

line is obtained, hence the term " logarithmic phase " of multiplication.

The logarithmic growth phase is characterised by intense enzymic and synthetic

activities and, presumably, this phase could be extended indefinitely if the constituents

of the medium could be suitably adjusted. In practice, however, this phase of intense

activity is comparatively short-lived, lasting generally for only a few hours and hence

covering a period of only 10 to 20 generation periods.

STATIONARY AND DECLINING PERIODS

Following the intense activities of the logarithmic growth phase things begin to

slow down, multipHcation occurs less frequently, cells begin to die : soon the death

rate equals the multiplication rate and the population is stationary, then the death

rate overtakes the generation rate and the count of viable organisms decreases. It is

simple to measure what is happening in the culture as a whole, but this is a mere

statistical figure ; it gives no information as to what is happening to each individual

cell. Assuming the logarithmic growth phase of a culture has ceased after 10 hours

incubation what is the history of the individual cells still present after 24 hours

incubation ? What are the ages of cells in an old culture, i.e., how long is it since the

individual cells have undergone sub-division ? Can a cell survive long after it has

ceased to sub-divide and are the surviving cells in an old culture still undergoing the

process of sub-division, albeit very slowly. It is possible that bacteria cannot survive

long after the processes associated with multiplication have ceased. Unlike the

tissues of higher organisms it is possible that bacterial proteins are denatured and

enzymes decay unless they are constantly renewed and take their place in new cells.

It is known, however, that some bacteria which have been rapidly dehydrated, e.g.,

by freeze-drying, survive for many years in the dry (lyophilised) state when cell

multipHcation is impossible, but, on the other hand, protein denaturation is also

slowed down to an almost zero value. Recent observations by Fry and others suggest

that there is an " optimal dryness " for the preservation of live bacteria. It would

seem that if they are not dry enough protein denaturation might occur, whilst if they

are too dry the bacteria are killed by the desiccation. It is necessary, of course, to

emphasise at this stage the danger of generalising too much about " bacteria " as a

class—the individual variations are as great as the differences of diet of lions and

giraffes.

It may be a mistake to class the post-logarithmic growth phase of bacteria with

the decline of the Eoman Empire as a mere slow decay of former glories. Many func-

tions of interest to us happen to occur in this phase—for example, the occurrence of

toxin in cultures of C. diphthericB and the production of penicilhn in stationary cultures

of PeniciUia. The chemical composition of the filtrate changes greatly in this period.
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and presumably cellular enzymes are still capable of activity even though the synthesis

of new cells has slowed down. It is possible that the distribution of enzyme systems in

bacterial cells varies with age. In the logarithmic growth phase the syntheses of brand

new enzyme systems for the multiplying cells must follow one another so rapidly that

it is difficult to conceive or observe a sequence of enzyme distributions, but when the

tempo of multiplication has become less hectic it is possible to visualise a succession of

enzyme distributions, one type of reaction predominating for a time to be followed by
another, perhaps by the unmasking of reaction catalysts previously unimportant on

account of their slowness, but assuming priority when the faster reaction catalysts

have decayed. In many biologically important systems the slow ripening processes in

the autumnal harvesting may be as important as the vernal growth.

REDUCING CONDITIONS IN BACTERIAL CULTURES

It is a commonplace that bacterial cultures develop reducing conditions. Dyes
such as methylene blue added to cultures are reduced ; samples of milk contaminated

with many bacteria rapidly reduce methylene blue (or resazurin) when incubated

—

this constitutes an official test for contaminated milk. As will be seen in many later

curves in this chapter the oxidation-reduction potentials in bacterial cultures begin

to fall soon after the fresh sub-culture is made, the lowest }>otential being reached when
the metabolic activities of the bacteria are most intense in the logarithmic growth

phase. In electrode potentials we have a quantitative measure of the reducing inten-

sities of systems as indicated in Chapter I.

What is the reason for the development of reducing conditions in bacterial

cultures ?

Coulter and Isaacs (1929) discuss the mechanism of establishment of reducing

oxidations in bacterial cultures {B. typhosus). They suggest that during the phases

of active proliferation the organisms exhaust all the free oxygen in the medium
" thus permitting the characteristic potential of the culture medium to become

manifest." When the phase of active multiplication of the organisms is over and

the " rate of dying of the bacteria approaches and exceeds the rate of multiplication,

it is suggested that dissolution of bacteria liberates reductive substances," and more

negative potentials are observed.

However not only are bacteria able to remove free oxygen from the medium
but they are able to effect other reductive processes outside the cell in accord with

their nutritive requirements. Coulter and Isaacs state that " the role of the bacteria

is the establishment of the anaerobic state " and that " this point of view is opposed

to that which regards the potentials of bacterial cultures as a manifestation of

reductive substances liberated by the bacteria." It seems reasonable, however,

to assume that neither of these hypotheses provides the underlying reason for the

reducing conditions in bacterial cultures, but that the bacteria effect reduction as

a natural result of metabolic activities. To obtain the energy necessary for prolifera-

tion, food materials in the broth nmst be oxidised, and for this purpose free

oxygen, combined oxygen, hydrogen acceptors (or electron acceptors) or any

suitable type of oxidising agent will be utilised by the cell. The actual agents

used by the cell for the oxidations will depend on the enzymes and catalysts available,

and one after another of the oxidising systems will be reduced as the cell calls its
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various enzymic activities into play. To assume that the cell can affect the medium
only (i) by removing free oxygen dissolved in the medium, and (ii) by liberation of

reducing substances from autolysed cells is to ignore a number of facts accumulated
from studies of bacterial metabolism. This point of view is one which is steadily

gaining ground amongst students of the subject.

It is a common fallacy in the consideration of the reducing phenomena of bacterial

cultures to confuse symptoms with functions. The utilisation of oxygen in the culture

medium by bacteria is frequently regarded as a function, whereas it is nothing but a

symptom of the dehydrogenation of nutrient materials by the organisms in their

search for sources of energy. A further fallacy is to confuse bacteria with multi-

cellular organisms. Since higher animals eat or absorb food and excrete waste

products, a similar mechanism is frequently ascribed to bacteria. It is more helpful,

however, to regard the micro-organism as an active centre where chemical reactions,

catalysed by the cell enzymes, proceed near the cell surface. The conception that

glucose is absorbed by a bacterium, digested as in the higher animals and then

excreted as lactic acid requires amplification.

It has been calculated that a single bacteriimi may break down some millions of

molecules of glucose in a minute. The transport problem involved in this process

must be considerable even when the glucose molecules have merely to be led up to the

cell surface and the metabolic products to be led away, but if the glucose has to diffuse

into the cell interior and the metabolic products have to diffuse out the movements of

materials must be even more intricate. Surface catalysis presents many analogies

to cellular enzyme effects and the difficulties involved in the assumption of a multi-

plicity of specific enzymes may be lessened by acceptance of the theory that reactive

molecules cannot react unless their configuration is such that they are absorbed at the

surface, and the specificity of surface orientations helps to account for the selectivity

of many cellular activities. The chemical material required for the building of new
cellular material must, presumably, penetrate the bacterial envelope and the energy

liberated in metabolic processes must also be available to the cell, but it would appear
that many aspects of the physiology of cells become clearer if the postulate be
accepted that many bacterial metabolic processes take place not in the cell interior

but at its surface or near the surface.

The emphasis laid here on the distinction between micro-organisms and higher

multicellular organisms has been criticised on the grounds that this ignores the vast

amount of work carried out in the last decade or so showing similarities between the

ultimate reactions of metabolism in bacteria and animals. This, however, is not

intended and study of the previous two chapters will reveal the recurrence in vastly

different organisms of the same patterns and building stones of metabolic processes.

In point of fact the author claims some share of prophetic insight for the following,

written in 1930 for the first edition of this book :

" Such advances in bacteriology are preliminary to advances in other realms of biology
where the investigator has to deal, not with many cells of the same type, but with cells of

countless different kinds. A fuller understanding of unicellular behaviour and its variations

must precede the solution of the more complex problems."

The object then in distinguishing between the metabolic activities of bacteria

and animals is not to discount the similarities of the fundamental reactions but to

underline the differences in organisation. The tissue cell stays in situ, has brought to
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it the reactants it requires and has removed from it the waste products of metaboHsm.
The bacterial cell on the other hand has to make its own conditions suitable for carry-

ing out metabolic reactions, it is faced with the problem of collecting up the reactants

from the medium in suitable quantity and it has no specialised colleagues to carry out

syntheses or reactions for which it is not suited.

The accumulation of such compounds as glutamic acid has been shown by Gale

to occur in bacteria ; but what can we visualise in the case of large molecules. It is

hardly conceivable that molecules as large as starch and some proteins can permeate

through the cell membrane. Surely they must undergo breakdown at the bacterial

surface. Again the lysis of erythrocytes by bacteria from which no soluble haemolysin

can be isolated must take place by the agency of the surface of the bacterium. One
advantage of considering the surface activity theory is that specific absorptive effects

at the cell surface can explain some of the specificities of bacterial actions and cut

down to some extent the already enormous numbers of different enzymes that must
be postulated to explain the many specific reactions observed.

How is one to visualise bacterial glycolysis for example ? Let us assume that

something very like the muscle glycolytic sequence occurs in bacterial cultures and
there is much evidence that some of the steps are similar. In the rapid breakdown
by one bacterium of millions of molecules of glucose each minute it is not easy to

think of the glucose diffusing into a cell, being converted to hexose-6-phosphate and
then diffusing out again. Then the bacterium would have to wait for molecules of

hexose-6-phosphate to diffuse in again and having effected the transformation to the

Neuberg ester again lose the reactant by diffusion. The only explanation would seem
to be a mass production system in which the relevant enzymes are suitably situated

in the cell and the metabolites pass along the row of enzymes on a conveyor belt

principle so that each enzyme system in turn will produce its transformation and pass

the product on to the next enzyme. Presumably there must be some preferential

affinity by an enzyme for its specific substrate. It seems highly probable that much
must occur at the bacterial surface, taken in its widest sense and representing layers

of combined and inter-adsorbed proteins, nucleic acids and lipins.

It is difficult to think about the problems of the bacterial cell without a diagram-

matic picture which is an aid to the visualisation of the mechanisms that have to be

explained. For this purpose the diagram below has been constructed, but it is

reproduced only with great trepidation. It does not represent the author's definitive

views on the subject, but it does indicate the way in which a chemical engineer might
tackle the problem if he were presented with the sort of data we now have available.

Let us try to trace the path of a molecule of glucose in the culture medium that is

due for breaking down. First it has to come into contact with the phosphorylating

system, and for this it has to find its way through the sticky capsule of the bacterium

(if it is a capsulated organism), presumably by diffusion. Then the cell wall, generally

a relatively sturdy structure in most views, has to be traversed. There is controversy

here about the mechanism of transport through the cell wall. Is this a simple osmotic

effect ? Is the cell wall a semi-permeable membrane with interstices large enough to

let through molecules of glucose (and even soluble enzyme proteins) ? Even if it is

diffusion througli the pores of a membrane, free energy must be supplied in some cases

since there may be ten times the concentration of glutamic acid, for example, inside
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the cell, as outside (Gale, Taylor). (An alternative explanation here is that inside the

cell the constituents may be adsorbed on surfaces and not freely diffusible under

normal circumstances ; on the other hand such diffusion against a concentration

gradient occurs only when the cell is actively metabolising and providing free energy.)

TT

Culture /

/

Membrane

C ytoplasm

^* Cytoplasmic

/X/

Fio. 18

Diagrammatic visualisation of Section of part of Bacterial surface

The cell wall, on the other hand, may be some kind of hpoprotein which adsorbs an

entering molecule, produces necessary chemical changes in it (e.g., converts glutamic

acid to glutamine) and then injects it into the cell interior after the inner side of the

cell wall has reconverted it back into the original form (Glutamic acid). If this is so

our diagram should be compHcated by indicating the cell wall as bristHng with enzyme

systems.

Having negotiated the cell wall, by an agreed mechanism, our glucose molecule

is now broken down. The enzymes in the diagram are represented as tethered to the

comparatively fragile cytoplasmic membrane. (Stacey visualises some such arrange-

ment for the magnesium-ribonucleate-protein Gram complex.) The advantage from

our chemical engineer's point of view is that the bringing together of the substrate,

enzyme, coenzyme and free energy is much simpler if the chemical plant and energy

supplies are fixed in appropriate positions for the flow of raw materials, and are not all
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moving at high speed in different directions in his factory and even flying out of the

door and windows.

Continuing to follow the glucose molecule : it will be anchored temporarily to

the phosphorylating enzyme and perhaps the phosphate group and free energy of a

molecule of adenosine triphosphate from the cytoplasmic interior will be utilised
;

then the glucose-6-phosphate is released by the enzyme and is attached by a neigh-

bouring phosphohexose isomerase enzyme system. Thus the metabolite will pass

along the series of enzyme systems until there is no appropriate enzyme system active

enough to anchor it and transform its molecule further. Then the lactate or other

product will be ejected from the cell, having again to traverse the cell wall and capsule.

The whole of this process has to be repeated a million times a minute by each bacterial

cell.

Although the hypothetical breakdown of a glucose molecule has been traced , the

same considerations apply to nitrogen metabolism. During the logarithmic growth

phase when the cells are re-synthesising themselves as frequently as every twenty

minutes the complicated processes of specific protein synthesis have to be effected,

and also that of the nucleic acids which are perhaps the directors and organisers of

specific synthesis.

Again oxidation-reduction reactions effected by the cell are dependent upon
oxidants being brought into contact with the necessary dehydrogenases, oxidases, etc.,

and their coenzymes, and dependent also upon the reduced substances being present

to maintain electrode balance.

The importance of maintaining the reactants in a complex enzyme substrate

system in close contact is emphasised by experiments of Keihn and Hartree (1949)

who found that the presence of denatured proteins and of gelatinous precipitates

formed on addition of various metallic salts activated the succinic dehydrogenase-

cytochrome system. It is suggested therefore that various additions such as proteins

and metal salts may affect an enzyme system quite non-specifically causing activa-

tions and inhibitions which might, quite erroneously, be ascribed to effects on essential

Unks in the catalytic chain. Caution in the interpretation of results is therefore

necessary and it would be well to re-examine a number of phenomena in the light of

this suggestion. It is natural to ascribe all effects to specific catalytic reactions, whereas

the " colloidal state " of the system will effect the contiguity of the components and

hence their ability to react. Especially is this true of bacterial systems where diffu-

sion of reactants from the immediate vicinity of the cell to relatively enormous

distances away in the culture medium will remove them from effective co-operation

in the cell's economy.

The nature of the antigenic complex occurring at the surface of the Shiga

dysentery bacillus is indicated by the possibility of dissociating the polysaccharide-

lipide-protein complex and then recombining the components to form a complete

antigen (Morgan and Partridge, 1941).

BACTERIAL REDUCTIONS

At the risk of repetition it is necessary to emphasise the necessity to avoid

confusing symptoms and functions. The development of reducing conditions in

bacterial cultures is a symptom of the dynamic equilibrium, which is always in a

state of change. In a bacterial culture, unlike a tissue cell's environment, there is not
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only lack of constancy, but also conditions do not oscillate about a mean value. In

muscle although in periods of rest and activity there are ciianges, conditions are

always reverting to a comparatively steady state. The initial problem of a bacterium

inoculated into fresh medium is to make conditions suitable for its metabolism. In a

highly oxidised medium such radicals as SH groups may be unable to remain reduced

so that enzymes activated by SH cannot function. Yet some of the initial reactions

in the glycolytic chain are just the ones which require reducing conditions. The
enzyme systems such as those of cytochrome which tnrive under oxygenated condi-

tions are those which come near the end of metabohc breakdown chains. The volume
of culture medium compared with that of the inoculum of bacteria is enormous. Yet
the electrode potential soon begins to fall ; the oxygen dissolved in the medium is

utilised by the organisms, any oxidation-reduction systems present in the medium are

reduced as the potential falls to the level at which their equihbrium potential lies.

How are these constituents of the medium reduced ? The less likely view is thatn

bacteria eject a stream of reducing agent hke squids squirting out sepia. The aspect ^
in harmony with the metabohc cycles described in previous pages is that bacteria

require energy for their rapid growth and metabolic processes and the most efficient

methods of getting energy are by oxidising food materials. Oxidation or dehydro-

genation, however, comes to a standstill unless there are hydrogen acceptors present,

and there is no blood stream to bring fresh supplies of oxygenated haemoglobin. Once
growth is established in a bacterial culture, therefore, oxygen donators and hydrogen

acceptors must be seized upon avidly by the cells for their metabolism and the culture

medium which started by having a high electrode potential will soon develop a low

reducing potential as more and more hydrogen acceptors will have accepted all the

hydrogen they can accept. The level to which the potential fall depends, of course,

upon the enzyme systems possessed by the bacterium studied. The electrode

potential reached will be governed by what hydrogen acceptors are reduced and this

in turn depends upon the enzymes that are present and able to function.

So the electrode potential indicates the state of the dynamic equilibrium of the

culture, between the activity of the cellular enzymes and the constituents of the

medium. As would be expected Yudkin (1935) found that protecting the electrode

from contact with the bacteria made no great difference to the electrode potential.

It is the effects produced by the bacteria and not contact with the cells themselves

that affects the potential.

The question is sometimes asked : why are intense reducing conditions developed

in many bacterial cultures, and why not intense oxidising conditions or a high oxida-

tion-reduction potential ? The answer lies in the great difference between conditions

of bacterial growth and those of cells in multicellular animals—it lies in the constantly

changing conditions of bacterial growth. At the outset, when freshly sub-cultured, the

bacterium is in a medium which tends to be too oxidising for active growth to start

(i.e., for enzymes in the initial stages of metaboHsm to be activated) and hence one of

the reasons for the bacterial lag phase of gro^vth. In the later stages of growth, when
oxidising conditions would help metabolic processes, there is an oxygen deficit, and
for the purpose of finding hydrogen acceptors every constituent possible in the

culture medium is reduced. Then as bacterial enzymic activity wanes after the

logarithmic phase of growth air slowly diffuses into the culture and the electrode

potential drifts upwards again.

?
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This oxygen deficit at the time of active growth accounts for the success, for

example, of aerated submerged cultures in the production of penicilHn, diphtheria

toxin and streptomycin. Formerly, all these products of micro-organisms were

obtained on a large scale by incubating shallow layers with its growth of organisms at

the surface with maximal access of air. Frequently incubation had to continue for

7-14 days for the completion of the process, but in modern submerged culture plants,

rapid production in 1 or 2 days is secured in cultures receiving an abundant air supply

by a forced pressure feed of air. The oxygen demand of sewage is another example of

the same phenomenon.

There should, however, be a word of warning here and that is the danger of

generalisation. Bacteria vary enormously in the enzyme systems they possess and
hence in their reaction to oxygen supplies and in the oxidation-reduction potentials

developed in their cultures under different conditions. As will be seen, an abundant
oxygen supply at the wrong time may stop the growth of anaerobes ; and lead to

sterihsation of cultures through peroxide formation in organisms deficient in catalase.

Again, it must be emphasised that reducing conditions per se are not the essentials

of a medium suitable for bacterial growth, although, of course, growth may be

impossible when oxidation-reduction conditions are unsuitable. To consider an
analogous case, growth of bacteria is impossible in too acid a medium, but mere
adjustment of any fluid to a neutral reaction does not constitute a satisfactory

culture medium. There has been a tendency rather to over-emphasise the importance

of reducing conditions in the initiation of bacterial growth and to attribute reducing

properties to growth adjuvants on rather slender evidence. In the case of the aerobic

organism M. lysodeikticus better growth and actually more highly reducing conditions

were observed when the oxygen supply was increased by aerating the cultures

(Hewitt, 1931).

In the presence of an abundant oxygen supply, the free oxygen available may be

sufficient for preliminary oxidation processes, but when more anaerobic conditions

are established other means of oxidation must be available ; hydrogen acceptors

must be present, which in the presence of cell enzymes oxidise nutrient materials by
removing hydrogen from them. Anaerobic growth, therefore, requires a more
carefully constituted medium than aerobic cultures. Hence it is frequently difficult

to obtain luxuriant growth of certain organisms anaerobically in a culture medium
which is quite suitable for aerobic growth. It is often observed that anaerobic

cultures are more successful in the presence of glucose. This has been ascribed to

the reducing properties of glucose, but a more probable explanation is that glucose

may be fermented anaerobically, and the energy liberated in this reaction is available

to the organisms, although it is only a fraction of the energy made available in

aerobic oxidation.

Relatively little was known of the oxidation-reduction equilibria in bacterial

cultures, and the study of the electrode potentials developed in cultures under
different conditions has provided a most promising method of studying bacteria, and
the results obtained are proving of value in the case of tissue and otlier cells.

Reducing conditions are established in bacterial cultures during growth owing
to the metabolism of the organisms as mentioned above. The organisms use oxygen,

oxygen donators and hydrogen acceptors to effect the oxidation of nutrient materials
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and hence obtain the energy necessary for life and proliferation. Definite electrode

potentials are established in cultures, but we are not fully aware what substances

are responsible for these potentials in many cases, nor what reversible oxidation-

reduction systems are actually being measured. Nevertheless, valuable conclusions

may be drawn from such results. The effect of some of these systems, present in

minute quantities, may be merely to indicate the potential of the system—the

quantity present may be too small to affect the oxidation-reduction conditions of

Time Time Time

Fig. 19

El, : time curves of hypothetical cultures (continuous lines). (Broken line represents Ei, : percentage
oxidation curve of poising system present.)

the culture. Other systems will have a poising effect and tend to obstruct oxidation

or reduction processes since they themselves have to be oxidised or reduced before

the level of electrode potential can be altered appreciably. It will be seen, therefore,

that the quantity present of such systems, as well as their oxidation-reduction level

of intensity will affect the drift in potential. Thus, in the curves above (fig. 19),

the continuous lines represent the fall in electrode potential of hypothetical bacterial

cultures during growth and the dotted lines represent the ordinary curve of an
oxidation-reduction system, showing the potentials corresponding to different

percentages of reduction. In I, the amount of the oxidation-reduction system is

so small that it does not affect the potential-time curve of the culture ; in II, the

amount is greater, but the culture is easily able to reduce it, so a small kink on the

curve is seen ; in III, the capacity of the system is so large that the culture is

imable fully to reduce it, so that the potential is poised and prevented from falling

to the usual low level. The same effect might be obtained by keeping the oxidation-

reduction system constant and using organisms of different reducing powers, I

being the most intense reducer and III the least.

If the broken line in the figure is taken to represent an oxidation-reduction

indicator dye, then in system I it would be rapidly and completely reduced, in II

slowly reduced and in III it would remain in the oxidised form.

On the views presented bacterial cultures are to be regarded as dynamic, con-

stantly altering systems and not static, fixed systems of unchanging properties.
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Bacterial cultures develop reducing conditions not so much because of the liberation

of reducing substances as on account of the exertion of reducing activities, although,

of course, the potential cannot fall unless a reducing substance is present.

At present our knowledge of the systems present in bacterial cultures is

incomplete, but the data accumulating from electrometric studies are giving us some
insight into the differences between different culture media and different organisms.

The conditions governing the potentials established in bacterial cultures must be

complicated and amongst the important factors are the following :

—

(i) Kind of organism—Class, strain, etc.

(ii) Condition of organism-—Previous history, colony form, etc.

(iii) Growth phase of the culture.

(iv) Nature of constituents and their quantities in culture medium,

(v) Conditions of cultivation.

It is not proposed to attempt a full description of the many publications dealing

with the reduction of dyes in bacteriological cultures. That many dyes are reduced

in bacterial cultures is well known, and the ease and rapidity of reduction varies with

the potential range over which the dyes are reduced. The lower the electrode-

potentials at which the dyes are reduced, the slower, in general, is the reduction of

the dyes by cultures. Differences in ease of reduction of methylene blue have been

used for the differentiation of organisms (Avery, 1922). Applications of dye reduction

phenomena are found in testing milk (Schardinger, Thornton and Hastings, Wilson).

and the putrescibility of sewage (Spitta and Weldert, Wooldridge and Standfast),

detecting traces of oxygen in anaerobic apparatus (Hall, 1921), etc., and the study

of enzvmes in Thunberg tubes.

Before dyes can be used for the study of most of the wider problems of bac-

teriology it is essential that the fundamental facts be established and the initial

difficulties removed by direct potentiometric studies of reducing conditions in

bacterial cultures. At the present stage the disadvantages attaching to the use of

dyes are almost insuperable, and the discrepancies between the results obtained by
colorimetric methods and those by electrometric measurement are considerable.

Although the measurements and interpretations of electrode potentials in

bacterial cultures are still somewhat empirical, the im23ortance and interest of the

subject warrant, in the author's opinion, the space devoted to their consideration.

ELECTRODE POTENTIALS OBSERVED IN BACTERIAL CULTURES

Potter (1911) first noted that the electrode potential of inoculated culture

medium was lower {i.e., more reducing) than the sterile culture medium. The develop-

ment of reducing conditions was observed by following the fall in potential first

by Gillespie (1920). This has been confirmed by Cannan, Cohen and Clark (1926)

and many others. A systematic and comprehensive study of electrode potentials

of bacterial cultures should assist considerably in the understanding of many
bacteriological problems.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in dealing with biological systems generally and
with bacterial cultures in particular is that we have not rigidly defined static systems
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of fixed characteristics but constantly changing systems for ever in a state of flux.

This proves a source of great difficulty to many students of the problems presented.

In a bacterial culture, not only is the oxidation-reduction potential changing (as we
shall show) but also the hydrogen-ion concentration, the chemical composition, the

number and condition of the organisms and so on. To escape from these difficulties,

investigators have tried to fix the hydrogen-ion concentration by means of buffer

salts, to determine the chemical composition by use of synthetic culture media, and
to stabilise the numbers of organisms by the use of thick suspensions of washed

bacteria. These attempts are, however, doomed at the outset. From its very

nature a bacterial culture is a constantly changing system, and if any factor is held

artificially at a fixed level the culture is no longer the natural system with which the

bacteriologist normally has to deal. Attempts to make artificial corrections for

various changes, e.g., to make a correction, arbitrarily fixed for pH changes, are also

useless. Knight (1930) has shown that, in the batch of culture broth used by him,

the curve connecting electrode potential with pH varied between limiting " slopes
"

of 0-03 and 0-12 (a 300 per cent, variation) in the " physiological " range.

In synthetic media cultures of bacteria Ward (1938) finds the oxidation-reduction

potentials more difficult to measure than in broth cultures, probably owing to the

presence of poising and indicator systems in ordinary broth media and their absence

from synthetic mixtures.

Another method of " standardising " conditions, namely, the attempt to fix the

pH of culture media by buffering the broth, is full of pitfalls. A common method is

to use phosphates for the purpose. Apart from the relative inefficiency of phos-

phates for buffering in the usual bacteriological range of pH, there is the fact that

phosphates have other effects on culture media. When autoclaved with phosphates,

broth darkens and valuable constituents are destroyed, and, on the other hand,

phosphates have an accelerating effect on carbohydrate metabolism (Hewitt, 1932).

Thus the attempt to simplify the problem by pH fixation results in the introduction,

of further complications.

Various attempts have been made to imitate the effects produced in bacterial

cultures by bubbling nitrogen through culture media. Boyd and Reed (1931) have

shown, however, that the potentials registered by inert electrodes immersed in culture

media through which various gases are bubbled are the same as the potentials

obtained under similar conditions with electrodes immersed in salt solutions. This

observation, taken together with the obvious fact that the function of proliferating

bacteria is so manifestly different from that of an inert gas, would suggest that little

of significance can be expected from continued studies of the effects of bubbling

nitrogen through culture media.

The bacteriologist frequently has to deal with pathogenic organisms requiring

a rich and complex medium for typical proliferation to occur. The investigator

cannot afford to ignore such systems if he wishes to gain an insight into some of the

major problems of bacteriology and infection.

In the author's experiments and in an increasing number of those of others

the conditions met with in ordinary bacteriological technique have been retained,,

as far as possible, in the study of electrode potentials.
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Typical curves relating the electrode potentials of aerobic cultures of hsemolytic

streptococci and C. diphtherice (Hewitt, 1930, 2) at various stages of development
are given in fig. 20. A small inoculum of hsemolytic streptococci was made into

sterile peptone-infusion broth and even after 30 minutes the E^ had commenced to

fall, a minimum value (
— 0-16 volt) being reached in 12 hours : this is approxi-

mately the duration of the logarithmic phase of growth and is characterised, as can
be seen, by intense reducing activities. After this period the death rate of the
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Fig. 20

Electrode potential : time curves of Infusion broth cultures of hsemolytic streptococci and C. diphtherice

organisms becomes appreciable and the potential rises. Reducing conditions are

not maintained under aerobic conditions when the organisms have ceased actively

to proliferate. This increase in potential after the cessation of active multiplication

is not, however, a general phenomenon exhibited by all organisms. In the case of

C. diphthericB, for example, of which the corresponding curve is given in the same
figure the potential falls to — 0*2 volt, rather more slowly than with hsemolytic

streptococci, but this level is maintained for some days.

When cultures are aerated, it is found, as would be anticipated, that the generous

supply of oxygen prevents to some extent the establishment of intense reducing

conditions. Thus in the case of hsemolytic streptococci (top curves in fig. 20) the

potential in ordinary aerobic cultures falls to — 0-16 volt, whilst in specially aerated

cultures it does not fall below + 0-1 volt, and a marked effect is seen after the phase

of active proliferation. In the aerated culture, the potential rises rapidly and reaches

-f 0*45 volt, a highly oxidising level, and peroxide may be detected in the culture.

In the case of C. diphtheria} the aeration has some effect (fig. 21) in preventing

the attainment of reducing conditions, but the effect is negligible compared with

that observed in the case of hsemolytic streptococci. The electrode potential rises
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somewhat after the logarithmic phase of growth but does not reach the high levels

reached with streptococci and which correspond to peroxide formation.

If, now, two further organisms are studied, namely, pneumococcus and staphy-

lococcus, it is found that the pneumococcus (fig. 13) behaves like hsemolytic strepto-

coccus, whilst the staphylococcus (Hewitt, 1930, 3) resembles C. divhthericB. It

is significant that streptococci and pneumococci can form peroxide in cultures

whilst C. diphthericB and staphylococci do not.
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Fig. 21

Peptone infusion broth cultures of C. diphtherice

This brings us to an important phase in bacterial respiration and one which may
be particularly amenable to study by electrode potential measurements.

BACTERIAL PEROXIDE AND CLASSIFICATION OF ORGANISMS

Hydrogen peroxide is of much more frequent occurrence than has perhaps been

generally realised. The occurrence of hydrogen peroxide is supposed necessarily

to accompany the formation of activated hydrogen in the presence of molecular

oxygen. Much evidence has accumulated to prove the existence of dehydrogenating

enzymes in bacteria. These activate the hydrogen in a hydrogen donator so that it

is transferred to a hydrogen acceptor. Thus, in the presence of B. coli two atoms of

hydrogen may be transferre(] from lactic acid to fumaric acid, whereby the lactic acid

is oxidised to pyruvic acid and the fumaric acid is reduced to succinic acid ; thus :

—

CH3CHOH.COOH + COOH.CH : CH.COOH -> CH3.CO.COOH + (COOH.CHa)^

lactic acid fumaric acid pyruvic acid succinic acid

Oxygen itself may play the role of hydrogen acceptor and hydrogen peroxide

is formed. Thus, in the presence of xanthine oxidase, xanthine is oxidised in the

air to uric acid with concomitant formation of hydrogen peroxide :

—

Xanthine + O2 -> uric acid + HgOa-

The evidence for peroxide formation (Thurlow, 1925) frequently depends on such

reactions as the oxidation of nitrate bv the reaction mixture when peroxidase is added.
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Evidence has also been adduced for the formation of hydrogen peroxide when
sulphydryl compounds, such as glutathione, are oxidised in the air :

—

2 GSH + O2 -> GSSG + H2O2.

Wieland and his co-workers have succeeded in obtaining quantitative yields of

hydrogen peroxide in experiments with milk dehydrogenases, and Bertho and Gliick

-(1931) have obtained high yields of peroxide in bacterial cultures.

Hydrogen peroxide is frequently produced as the result of the co-existence

•of " activated hydrogen " and molecular oxygen. McLeod and Gordon (1922, 1923)

found that pneumococcal cultures produced hydrogen peroxide which inhibited

bacterial growth. Avery with Morgan and Neill (1924) extended the study of

peroxide formation and Neill and Avery (1925) found that sterile extracts of

pneumococci produced peroxide when exposed to oxygen in the presence of

appropriate " hydrogen donators." That the presence of actively proliferating cells

is not essential for the formation of peroxide is in agreement with the author's
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(ii) Peroxide producers. Devoid of catalase. Relatively insensitive to

peroxide. Pneumococci and certain streptococci.

(iii) Non-peroxide producers. Devoid of catalase. Shiga's dysentery

bacillus, certain streptococci.

(iv) Contain catalase. Majority of aerobes and facultative anaerobes.

It is obviously difficult, if not impossible, to establish the essential nature, or

fortuitous arrangement of such a classification. Organisms of class IV might be

sensitive or insensitive to peroxide if they did not contain catalase, and they might

or might not form peroxide if they were without this enzyme. This group, therefore,

may contain organisms of very different respiratory functions masked by their

general property of producing catalase, although it must be conceded that the presence

of catalase in many cells of aerobic habit must have the effect of protecting them from

the destructive effects of peroxide. With regard to class (iii) it is possible that the

absence of peroxide accumulation in cultures of organisms such as B. dysenterice
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Fig. 23

Aerated broth cultures

(Shiga), which do not contain catalase, may be due to the presence of peroxidase

(Hewitt, 1931). It seems reasonable to suppose that when peroxidase is present any
peroxide formed will rapidly disappear and not accumulate.

Two main problems emerge from this survey :

—

(i) Does peroxide formation denote a different mechanism of respiration

from that of non-peroxide forming organisms ?

(ii) Are obligate anaerobes such because, if grown aerobically, they would

form peroxide which would immediately stop growth ?

The alternatives to these are that non-peroxide formation is an accidental

phenomenon due to catalase production, etc... and that anaerobic organisms cannot

grow in air for reasons other than peroxide production and its harmful effects.

To return to the experimental data given above, streptococci and pneumococci

may be sharply differentiated in behaviour from staphylococci and C. diphthericB.

With the two former organisms the electrode potential commences to rise imme-
diately after the cessation of active proliferation, whilst, with the latter organisms,

the potentials remain at a low (i.e., reducing) level long after the logarithmic phase

of growth. In aerated cultures (fig. 23) also the behaviour of the two different types

of organisms may also be readily distinguished. With streptococci and pneumo-
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cocci the potential falls very much less than in stationary aerobic cultures. Under
the conditions employed the fall in aerated cultures of these two organisms is only

some 45 per cent, and 5 per cent, respectively of the fall in aerobic cultures, whilst,

with staphylococci and C. diphtherice, the potential fall in aerated cultures is about

90 per cent, of the fall in aerobic cultures. After the phase of active proliferation

the potential in streptococcal and pneumococcal cultures rises rapidly to the high

oxidising level corresponding to peroxide formation, whilst in staphylococcal and
diphtheria bacillus cultures the potential rises only slowly and never reaches a high

level.

The high level of electrode potential reached by streptococci and pneumococci

corresponds to the formation of hydrogen peroxide, which can be detected in the

cultures by reactions such as the benzidine-peroxidase test. [An acetic acid solution

of benzidine is added to the liquid or solid medium and a sliver of fresh potato is

added. If peroxide is present, the surface of the potato assumes a blue tint of

intensity proportional to the amoimt of peroxide present (Avery and Morgan, 1924).]
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Tryptic digest broth cultures of hsemolj'tic streptococci

The potentials observed in cultures in which the presence of peroxide has been

detected varies from Ei,+0-42 to-f0-51 volt according to the amount present.

It is worthy of note that broth to which, approximately, 0-006 per cent, of hydrogen

peroxide (A.E.) had been added had E^-f 0-48 v. and 0-02 per cent, hydrogen

peroxide in saline had £^+0-52 v. Bacterial peroxide is identical therefore, at

least in its electrode behaviour and chemical reactions, with hydrogen peroxide

(Hewitt, 1930, 1), but reproducible and stable electrode potentials are not observed

with peroxide and traces of peroxide disappear from cultures after reaction with

constituents of the medium. A typical wave is exerted by peroxides on the polaro-

graphic curve. (Chapter VIII.)

It is evident that the potential-time curves of peroxide-forming bacteria are

quite different from those of the non-peroxide producers, but the question whether

the differences can be explained solely by the catalase content of the latter organisms

is not yet solved. Other enzymes cannot be without significance.
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An experiment was performed bearing on the sensitivity of organisms to per-

oxide. Hydrogen-peroxide disappears after a few hours when incubated in low

concentration with some samples of tryptic digest broth. A 0-006 per cent, solution

of hydrogen-peroxide in digest broth (8 c.c.) was inoculated with 0-1 c.c. of a 20-hour

broth culture of heemolytic streptococci. When the culture was incubated, the

potential (Fig. 24) fell gradually from its initial value of -(-0-48 volt and after 18 hours

had reached the value of Ei,+ 0-3 volt, which is the approximate level usually

obtaining in laboratory stocks of broth. From this time the potential-time curve

was similar to that of digest broth inoculated in the ordinary way with hsemolytic

streptococci. The incubation with hydrogen-peroxide had had no appreciable effect

on the behaviour of the organisms. Quastel and Stephenson (1926) found that

incubation with hydrogen-peroxide did not interfere with the ability of the anaerobe

B. sporogenes to proliferate when reducing conditions in the medium were estab-

lished. This suggests that the toxic effect of peroxide is not responsible for the
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Pneumococcus cultures

failure of anaerobes to grow aerobically, but McLeod (1930) criticises their experiments

on a number of grounds. It would seem, therefore, that the question concerning

the essential nature of peroxide formation in inhibiting the aerobic growth of anaerobic

organisms must remain open (see also Johnstone, 1940 ; Kliger and Guggenheim,

1938 ; Holland, 1944 ; Reed and Orr, 1943).

Further observations (Hewitt, 1931) on peroxide formation by pneumococci

indicate the important effect exerted by catalase on the electrode potential behaviour

of bacterial cultures. When an active catalase preparation was added to an aerobic

pneumococcus culture, the potential fell to the same level as in plain broth cultures,

but after the logarithmic phase of growth a marked difference was seen. In plain

broth cultures, the potential commences to rise after the cessation of active bacterial

proliferation, but in cultures containing catalase the potential remained at a low

level long after the cessation of active growth (see fig. 25). The rise in potential

after growth is apparently associated with peroxide formation, although no peroxide
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can be detected chemically under these conditions. In specially aerated pneumo-
coccus cultures, the potential fell to a much lower level when catalase was present.

After a time, however, the potential in these aerated cultures commenced to rise,

and this was due, in part at leasfc, to destruction of catalase under the oxidising

conditions established. This was shown by the fact that addition of a fresh catalase

preparation resulted in an immediate fall in potential (see fig. 25).

The rapid fall in potential on adding catalase to cultures containing peroxide

was noted on several occasions with cultures of pneumococci and of hsemolytic strepto-

cocci. This fall in potential is the more remarkable since, at the very time the

potential is falling, the culture is being oxygenated by bubbles of oxygen liberated

throughout the culture from the decomposed peroxide. Oxygen itself seems, in fact,

to have a stimulating effect on the growth of both pneumococci and heemolytic

streptococci as long as the accumulation of peroxide is prevented. Thus an aerated

fifty-hour culture of pneumococci was completely sterile, whereas in an otherwise

similar culture to which catalase had been added growth was particularly good and
the bacteria proliferated actively when sub-cultured. From the evidence presented

it is clear that the harmful effects of peroxide on some bacteria at any rate are not

due to the tendency to liberate molecular oxygen. The catalase preparation used in

most of these experiments was prepared from liver, but similar results were obtained

using red blood corpuscles and killed aerobic bacteria {M. lysodeikticus) as the source

of catalase ; allowance must be made, of course, for the differences in the gross

properties of the enzyme preparations. Similar results were obtained with both

pneumococci and hsemolytic streptococci.

The experiments present new evidence of the formation of hydrogen-peroxide

in cultures of hsemolytic streptococci and pneumococci, and it is obvious that the

presence or absence of catalase from bacteria has marked effects on their electrode

potential behaviour. Some of the differences between G. diphiJiericB and staphylo-

cocci on the one hand and h8emol}i:ic streptococci and pneumococci on the other

are evidently due to the presence of catalase in the former and its absence from the

latter bacteria. It is probable, however, that there are other differences between

the reducing activities of the two classes of bacteria.

Experiments bearing on the subject of bacterial peroxide formation by bacteria

are described in a later section on bacterial variants.

ANAEROBIOSIS
Given the two postulates :

—

(i) Anaerobes are very sensitive to peroxide which inhibits their growth
;

(ii) They produce peroxide when exposed to air, since they do not contain

catalase
;

an explanation is provided of why anaerobes do not proliferate in the presence of

air. It is difficult, however, to devise experimental proofs for or against this explana-

tion which would be absolutely convincing and free from criticism.

In any case, the problem of anaerobiosis may be regarded from a different point

of view. It has been mentioned that aerobic bacteria such as staphylococci,

streptococci, pneumococci or C. diphtheric^ (Hewitt, 1930, 1, 2, 3, 4) reduce the

medium in which they are cultivated, so that the original level of electrode potential

of the medium (E^==-f 0-3 v. circa) falls to about — 0-15 to — 0.20 volt. When
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obligate anaerobes are inoculated into broth kept under aerobic conditions, no
reduction is effected and the potential remains unchanged at about -j-0-3 v. Lepper
and Martin (1929, 1930) have investigated the meat tubes used for the cultivation

of anaerobes. The pieces of cooked meat placed in these tubes are able to maintain

reducing conditions in such tubes even when the surface of the medium is exposed

to air. In fact, an E^ of about — 0-2 volt is established, the effect being ascribed

to the autoxidation of lipins and to the reversible oxidation-reduction system :—

-

parahsematin ^ hsemochromogen. When staphylococci are inoculated into this

medium no fall in potential occurs, in agreement with the results quoted above,

namely that a minimum level of — 0-2 v. is reached in cultures of staphylococci.

But when anaerobic organisms such as B. tetani are introduced into the medium the

potfaitial falls to a level of ^0-4 v. or even lower. We find therefore that aerobic

organisms are able to reduce ordinary aerobic media to the level E^ — 0-2 volt,

whilst anaerobes are unable to reduce ordinary aerobic culture media, but require

the medium to be partially reduced before proliferation can commence. In addition

some organisms, the facultative anaerobes, are capable of either aerobic or anaerobic

growth.

Time

Fig. 26

Potential-time curve of hypothetical aerobe and anaerobe

The degree of reduction attained (or potential reached) is not necessarily

different for aerobes and anaerobes. Some aerobes, e.g., B. coli, beginning with

ordinary aerobic media, are capable of producing the most intense reducing condi-

tions, even corresponding to the potential of the normal hydrogen electrode. On
the other hand, some anaerobes are incapable of proliferating in ordinary aerobic

media, and, even under anaerobic conditions, they are unable to give rise to intense

reducing conditions or very low potentials. The distinguishing feature of aerobes

and anaerobes, therefore, is not in the potential ultimately reached in the culture,

but in the potential range at which they are able to initiate growth.

Figs. 26 and 27 are intended to illustrate this point of view. Fig. 26 represents

the potential : time curve of a hypothetical aerobe and anaerobe. The aerobe is able

easily to reduce the medium from the level of potential of ordinary aerobic culture

media (E^ about -f- 0-3 v.) to about — 0-2 v. but no lower. The anaerobe, on the

other hand, is unable to reduce ordinary aerobic media, but if the medium is subjected

to a preliminary partial reduction the anaerobe can continue the reduction and reduce
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the medium to a level of potential of —0-4 v. or even lower. The preliminary

reduction of the medium may be effected by various methods, e.g., by :

—

(1) Boiling off the air.

(2) Using 0-2% agar gives a " sloppy " consistency preventing the diffusion of

air back into the medium after expulsion of air.

(3) Sealing the medium with a vaseline seal to exclude air after de-aeration.

(4) Sealing with alkaline pyrogallol which absorbs oxygen.

(5) Including a strip of iron which absorbs oxygen when it rusts.

(6) Adding a reducing agent such as 0-1
'^,{, thioglycollic acid. Brewer's medium

consists of semi- " sloppy " agar ; it is boiled to expel air and thioglycollate

is added. By using such media strict anaerobes can multiply even under

conditions of ordinary aerobic incubation.

(7) Growing an aerobic organism to lower the oxidation-reduction potential.

This method provides the explanation of symbiotic aerobic growth of

anaerobes in the presence of an aerobe.

(8) Eemoving air by burning hydrogen and incubating in a hydrogen atmo-

sphere in a Mcintosh and Fildes jar.

(9) Some anaerobes when inoculated heavily in aerobic media are able to

multiply in ordinary culture media.

(10) Using meat media containing shreds of meat which de-oxygenate the

medium by mechanisms discussed in Chapter III.

Limiting oxidation-reduction potentials for the growth of anaerobic bacteria are

discussed by Aubel, Rosenberg and Grunberg (1946).

In fig. 27 are plotted the reducing activities at different En levels of a hypo-

thetical aerobe and obligate anaerobe. The range of reducing activities of the aerobe

is from about -f 0-4 v. to — 0-2 v., whilst that of the anaerobe is about + 0-05 to

— 0-4 V. Probably no hard and fast line can be drawn between " aerobes " and
" anaerobes," a continuous gradation of properties being observed. In media

exposed to general contamination from the air, one organism after another proliferates

freely as the Ej, level is depressed and reaches the optimum level for the reducing

activities of the different bacteria. This description is intended to give a clear picture

of the difference in behaviour of different organisms, without prejudice to the problem

of peroxide formation, and the definition of the basis of these differences is the next

important point. A reasonable explanation would seem to be that the reducing

powers of bacteria depend on the enzymes they are able to produce. Aerobic

organisms, such as staphylococci, are able to effect reversible oxidation-reduction

processes at a high level (oxidising level) of E^, but not at low levels ;
whilst tetanus

is able to effect reductions at low E^ as its enzymes are able to catalyse reactions

which occur only under intense reducing conditions. A crude analogy might be made
to vacuum pumps—an ordinary water pump is analogous to the aerobes and can

reduce the pressure efficiently from 760 mm. to 20 mm. Mercury pumps are almost

useless when the pressure is 760 mm., but they are able to work efiiciently where the

water pump leaves off and reduce the pressure to 0-001 mm.

Many biological processes for obtaining energy probably consist in large measure

of reactions of the type

enzyme
AHg + B ^==^ A -f BH2
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At different levels of E^ it can well be imagined that different hydrogen donators

(AH2) and different hydrogen acceptors (B) come into use, and that these require

different enzymes ; so that the powers of bacteria to utilise such systems as sources

of energy and hence to multiply at different levels of E^ depend on the enzymic

activities which they are able to call into play.

^^

o
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metabolic reactions. An indirect effect of deficiency of " oxygen enzymes " may be

even more important in that inhibitors of important aerobic fermentations may
accmnulate (e.g., peroxide cannot be rapidly removed in the absence of catalase) and
activators, such as SH compounds, may not be formed in sufficient concentration.

It should perhaps again be emphasised that different classes of bacteria and even
different strains vary so much that all anaerobes do not behave identically and many
shades of difference can be detected from the very strictest anaerobes to the micro-

aerophile, which can multiply slowly even in the presence of air. At the other extreme

to the anaerobes are the obligate aerobes which flourish in an oxygen-rich environ-

ment and are well provided with iron-porphyrin and " oxygen " enzymes, but are

singularly deficient in available fermentation enzymes and in the absence of abundant
oxygen cannot multiply.

EFFECT OF CULTURAL CONDITIONS ON POTENTIALS
In the presence of serum, the electrode potentials of bacterial cultures frequently

do not fall to as low a level as in plain broth (Hewitt, 1930 ; 1, 2, 3, 4). A typical experi-

ment is illustrated in fig. 28. In plain broth, the potential of the culture of haemolytic

streptococci fell to E^ — 0-16 volt, but in 50 per cent, serum-broth the potential

did not fall below + O'^O volt. This represents less than 50 per cent, of the fall in

potential in plain broth. The same oxygen-carrying effect was found to be produced

by the serum proteins prepared by salting out the proteins by sodium chloride and
acetic acid. It has been tentatively suggested that sulphydryl groups in the protein

molecule may have an oxygen-carrying effect.
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Fig. 2S
Cultures of hpemolytic streptococci, showing effect of serum

The presence of sulphydryl groups in proteins has been demonstrated by
Hopkins. In certain cases, these groups can be detected chemically only after

denaturation and reduction (1930), but it is possible that their effect on bacterial

respiration may be manifested in the native proteins. In serum proteins, the sulphur

compounds appeared to be in the oxidised condition, in agreement with observations

of the poising effect mentioned above.

Lepper and Martin (1929) have shown that the unsaturated fatty acids in lipins

and also hsematin compounds are of importance in the reducing effects observed in

culture media. These compounds may well occur in serum together with traces of

haemoglobin, thus making a very complex system.
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The amount of the oxygen-carrying effect varies somewhat for different samples

of sermn, but was observed with all the sera studied to some extent. This poising

effect of serum on the electrode potentials developed in bacterial cultures is of

considerable importance. It may account for the beneficial effect of serum on the

cultivation of organisms such as hsemolytic streptococci and, above all, may account

for the special biological behaviour of organisms freshly isolated from the blood

stream. This subject is dealt with in the next section on bacterial variation. It

is possible that the poising effect of proteins accounts for the non-germination of

tetanus spores in the body. Fildes (1929) has shown that tetanus spores do not

germinate unless the Ef, level is adjusted below that of the subcutaneous tissue.

Fildes and Knight (1930) also investigated the levels of potential necessary for tetanus

spore germination.

18 20 26 as
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Fig. 29

Broth cultures of haemolytic streptococci

Some samples of Douglas's tryptic digest medium have a quite considerable

oxygen-carrying effect preventing the level of potential of bacterial cultures in this

medium falling to the low level reached in infusion broth (fig. 29). It appears possible

that tryptic digestion of flesh may liberate oxygen-carrying substances similar to

those present in serum proteins.

The presence of glucose produced characteristic effects on the electrode potentials

reached in bacterial cultures (fig. 30). With each organism studied the potentials

in 1 per cent, glucose broth fell rapidly at first, but after a few hours' growth the

potential curve showed a short period of rapid increase followed by a slight fall and
then a gradual rise. The sudden reversal in direction of the potential-time curve

occurs at about the time when acid production becomes appreciable, but it is doubtful

if the direct effect of pH upon the electrode potential accounts for the phenomenon,
although it is true that the metabolic processes which give rise to the production

of acid are also responsible for the changes in potential. In order to account for

some of the rapid potential changes it would be necessary to have a pH change of

the order of one unit within a few minutes. However, Gillespie and Rettger (1936)

state, without giving details, that w^ith one strain of a lactobacillus they are of opinion

that the inversion of potential might be accounted for on the grounds of pH change..
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With heemolytic streptococci the potential in aerated 1 per cent, glucose cultures

falls very little despite the very luxuriant growth observed and no peroxide is

detected. No obvious relation was noted between the amount of growth and the

fall in potential of bacterial cultures.

With C. diphtJiericB and staphylococci the organisms are able to utilise inter-

mediate fermentation products of glucose {e.g., lactic acid) in the presence ofa generous

oxygen supply, so that in some cases a vigorously aerated culture may be more
reducing than in an otherwise similar ordinary aerobic culture.
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Fig. 30

Glucose broth cultures of B. coli

The measurement of electrode potentials of bacterial cultures reveals distinct

diiferences between the effects of different media and cultural methods on the con-

ditions to which the proliferating organisms are subject. The characteristic effects

of the presence of serum and glucose on the oxidation-reduction conditions in cultures,

the effect of aeration and the differences betw^een peptone-infusion broth and tryptic-

digest media have already been mentioned. Even differences in the time since

heating a culture medium are reflected in the potential time curve, since it is found

that the potential falls more rapidly with some organisms when the medium has been

freshly heated, and, particularly in the case of tryptic digest medium, the potential

in streptococcal cultures rises more rapidly in the freshly boiled medium, with con-

comitant more rapid production of peroxide. These differences may be correlated

with the observation of Dubos (1929) that smaller implants of organism are necessary

for cultivation in freshly heated medium.

Different batches of the same type of broth vary considerably, as judged by the

potential-time curves of cultures as well as by observations of the luxuriance of

growth, amount of toxin production, etc. Particularly marked were the diiferences

observed between different batches of tryptic-digest broth, which is not surprising

when the difficulties in controlling the processes of digestion are considered. Different

samples of serum have varying effects on the potentials of cultures. These variations
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produced in different, culture media, which are, perhaps, a commonplace to many-

bacteriologists, tend to obscure important generalisations and reveal the need for

systematic scientific investigation of culture media by all available methods.

It might be anticipated that exclusion of air would always accelerate the estab-

lishment of reductive conditions in cultures. Actually, however, it is found with

some aerobic bacteria studied that the potential falls more sluggishly when air is

excluded. The rapid development of intense reducing conditions requires the

presence of oxygen for the reducing activities of the cells to reach their maximum
intensity. Even when cultures are agitated and aerated vigorously, quite intense

reducing conditions may be established, especially in the case of those organisms

which do not form peroxide in cultures. These facts may be regarded in two ways.

They indicate the comparatively slight effect of molecular oxygen on the potentials

of cultures, and they indicate the avidity which aerobic bacteria evince for the

oxygen they require for metabolic processes.
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Fig. 31

Broth cultures of M. lysodeikticus
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When the appropriate bacteriophage was added to cultures of B. dyseMerics

(Shiga) no proliferation of the bacteria was observed and there was no fall in potential.

Addition of bacteriophage to cultures after proliferation had occurred had little effect

except to inhibit any appreciable further fall in potential. {See fig. 33.) In the case

of B. coli communis, the addition of the bacteriophage delayed proliferation of the

bacteria and also delayed the fall in potential but did not affect the ultimate growth

o
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Fig. 33

Aerated broth cultures of B. dysenlerice (Shiga)
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Fig. 34

Aerobic glucose broth cultures of B. coli communis

or potential of the culture. In the case of aerobic glucose cultures the potential fell

initially even in the presence of bacteriophage despite the absence of visible growth
in these early stages. After this early fall the potential rose and did not fall again

until visible growth of the culture was noticeable. {See fig. 34.) The initial fall

in potential was, perhaps, due to activation of the glucose by the non-proliferating

bacteria inoculated into the medium. Rather similar phenomena were observed in

the case of Staphylococcus aureus. This last observation has been confirmed, in a

personal communication, by Dr. Clifton of Stanford University, CaUfornia.
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POTENTIALS OF DIFFERENT BACTERIA

Hcemolytic streptococci and pneuniococci.—^These organisms, as described in an
earlier section, are deficient in catalase activity and hence peroxide is formed in

aerated cultures. For this reason the electrode potential does not remain at a low

level after the cessation of active proliferation, but begins to rise to the high positive

potential characteristic of peroxide. These phenomena are not apparent when
catalase preparations are added to the cultures (Hewitt, 1930, 1931). The bacteria

are deficient in various oxidative mechanisms as well as catalase, and although they

are fairly active in effective fermentations of sugars, they display httle oxidising

activity towards the fermentation products (Hewitt, 1932). Oxidation-reduction

conditions affect the behaviour of the hsemolysin of those hsemolytic streptococci

which are of importance in human infections and the maintenance of the virulence

of these organisms also is apparently related to the electrode potentials of the

cultures as described in a later section.
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Fig. 35 Aerated broth cultures
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Fig. 36 Aerated broth cultures
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C. diphthericB.—Diphtheria bacilli display very marked catalase activity, as

may be demonstrated by letting fall a drop of hydrogen peroxide upon a cultm'e

on solid medium and observing the effervescence which is frequently vigorous enough
to lift the colonies off the surface. It is evident, therefore, that peroxide cannot
accumulate in such cultures, and it is found indeed that the electrode potential

of diphtheria cultures remains at a low level long after the logarithmic phase of

growth, and does not ever rise to the high level characteristic of peroxide formation

(Hewitt, 1930). Diphtheria bacilli are able readily to oxidise substances such as

fatty acids, etc., converting them to carbonates, hence aerobic cultures may become
very alkaUne (well over pH 8*0 or even 8-5). For toxin production it is neces'^ary

to ensure a generous oxygen supply in the cultures as, for example, by using a shallow

layer only of medium. No such conditions have been found necessary for the soluble

toxins of haemolytic streptococci.
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Staphylococcus aureus.—^In general behaviour this organism resembles

C. diphiheriw. The organisms display considerable catalase activity and do not

form peroxide, and the electrode potentials of cultures remain at a low level after

growth (Hewitt, 1930, 1931 ; Clifton, 1933).

B. dysenterice {Shiga).—Although deficient in catalase, these organisms behave

in a manner resembling that of bacteria containing catalase, possibly on account

of peroxidase activity (Hewitt, 1931.) The organisms possess rather feeble reducing

powers, and even these are inhibited in the presence of bacteriophage.

Escherichia coli.—The electrode potentials in Escherichia coli cultures reach a

very low level, as would be expected from the intense enzymic activity displayed

{see fig. 35.) Hydrogen is liberated from cultures, so that the low potentials of the

hydrogen electrode are reached, or even surpassed, especially in cultures containing

glucose (Gillespie, 1920 ; Cannan, Cohen and Clark, 1926 ; Aubel and Genevois,

1927; Hewitt, 1931 ; Boyd and Reed, 1931 ; Clifton, Cleary and Beard, 1934).

Clifton, Cleary and Beard (1934) followed the ferricyanide reducing powers of B. coli

cultures at different stages of growth, the results being as follows :

—

TABLE 23

Age of culture.

(Days)
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TABLE 24

Electrode Potentials in Cultures of Members of Salmonella Group (Eh in volts)

Species
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B. fluorescens and Proteus vulgaris.—In cultures of B. fluorescens the potential

reached a low level, but with Proteus vulgaris the potential fell slowly and did not

attain a low value. (Cannan, Cohen and Clark, 1926.)

Denitrifying bacteria.—Elema (1932) found that the potentials of cultures of

Pseudomonas pyocyanea fell rather slowly to a moderately low level. In a synthetic

medium composed of potassium nitrate, potassium phosphate and ethyl alcohol the

potentials of cultures of B. vulpinum fell to the level —0-116 v. in 7 hours. Similar

results were obtained with M. denitrijicans.

Elema, Kluyver and van Dalfsen (1934) have followed the electrode potentials

reached in anaerobic cultures of M. denitrijicans. The culture medium contained

phosphate, alcohol and nitrite, and as long as nitrite was present there was a poising

effect on the potentials but as soon as all the nitrite had been converted to nitrogen

the potential fell to a low level. Addition of nitrite now caused a rise in potential.

HCN retarded the disappearance of the nitrite and the corresponding fall in potential.

Zobell (1935) investigated the optimum E^ for marine nitrifying organisms.

Brux^ella.—Tuttle and Huddleson (1934) find that in liver infusion broth the

electrode potential of cultures of Brucella fell to a level of E,, between -|-0-09 and
+0*15 v. in 8 days ; the Br. suis potential reached a slightly lower level than that of

Br. abortus, or Br. melitensis. In the presence of the oxidation-reduction indicator

dye thionine Br. abortus failed to reduce the potential of the medium. The potential

did not fall in Br. suis cultures containing basic fuchsine. In the case of Br. meli-

tensis cultures neither thionine nor basic fuchsine interfered with the fall in potential.

In describing their experiments the authors emphasise a point which is evident to

practical bacteriologists but frequently overlooked in theoretical studies. " It is

ob\aous that in making a comparative study of this nature on closely related aerobic

bacteria, the growth conditions that are maintained should closely approximate

those normally used in growing the organism."

Ijactobacillus Casei.—Oxidation-reduction potentials in growing cultures of

Lactobacilhis Casei have been followed by Wilhams and Fieger (1947) with results

strikingly similar to those obtained with hsemolytic streptococci, (Hewitt, 1930)

The original fall in potential was followed by a rise in older cultures, presumably due
to peroxide formation. The stimulation of growth and metabolic activity by certain

non-ionic synthetic detergents containing oleates, and by biotin was reflected in the

electrode potential-time curves.

SULPHATE-REDUCING BACTERIA

It is not possible to survey the history of the investigation of sulphate-reducing

bacteria during the past fifty years, but their ubiquitous distribution, their importance
in the terrestrial and marine sulphur cycle, their nuisance value and the theoretical

problems raised by their metabolic problems are of too great importance to be ignored.

They reduce sulphates to hydrogen sulphide which contributes to the odours of

putrefaction and has resulted in contamination of our coal and oil supplies. The
sulphate reducers are responsible for the anaerobic corrosion of iron pipes in the

ground. Plant needs for sulphur are comparatively small, but are very important.

The autotrophic mechanism of the sulphate reducing strains is not yet clarified.

Hydrogen is oxidised presumably by an hydrogenase system and energy is thus made
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available for the reduction of sulphates and for the fixation of carbon dioxide, of

which the mechanism is not yet explained. Elementary sulphur is reduced to sul-

phides and it is necessary to explain how the sulphur is brought into contact with the

cellular enzymes ; solution of the sulphur in unsaturated fats has been suggested.

Reference should be made to Kluyver (1931), Bunker (1936), Zobell (1937),

Butlin, Adams and Thomas (1949).

MILK TESTING AND GRADING

The importance of being able to assess rapidly the cleanliness and keeping

qualities of milk needs no emphasis. For a comprehensive review Wilson's (1935)

monograph should be studied. One method of grading milk, the plate count, by
attempting to count the number of bacteria present, is time-consuming, and difficult,

leading to fallacious results. The nature of the infecting organisms is of equal import-

ance to their numbers when considering the keeping quality of the milk. It follows

that an oxidation-reduction indicator method by giving a measure of the metabolic

activities of organisms present is likely to give a fair indication of their effect in

milk-spoilage. Hobbs (1939) has studied the part played by bacteria in the reduction

of methylene blue by milk samples. In good samples of milk coliform organisms and

Staphylococcus aureus were the most common contaminants with other staphylococci,

micrococci and streptococci present in smaller numbers. The most rapidly reducing

organisms were the coliform group followed by Streptococcus lactis, faecal streptococci,

Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus albus, Staphylococcus citreus, micrococci, group

C haemolytic streptococci, Streptococcus agalactiae and aerobic spore bearers.

The oxidation-reduction potentials of raw milk incubated anaerobically fell

fairly slowly but the potential fell much more rapidly when the milk contained coliform

organisms or Streptococcus lactis even with aerobic incubation. The potential fell to a

much lower level with coliform organisms than in sterile milk incubated anaerobically.

The question arises whether the reductions effected in milk are due to natural

systems in the milk or to the contaminating bacteria. There are at least four natural

reducing systems in milk. The observation by Schardinger that unboiled milk will

reduce methylene blue in the presence of formaldehyde may be due to xanthine

oxidase ; fat may augment its action both by absorbing the enzyme and substrate

and by dissolving the colourless leuco-methylene blue, hence enabling the reduction

of the methylene blue to go nearer to completion by the usual mass-action law.

The enzyme responsible was found to be associated with the cream but was removed

by churning. Lactose, glutathione and ascorbic acid may also contribute to the

reducing powers of raw milks. When autoclaved milk develops reducing powers

possibly due in part to aldehydes formed from lactose and protein hydrolysis

products. In addition there has been discovered photochemical reduction by both

raw and heated milk activated by exposure to sunlight.

Raw and pasteurised milks do not themselves, however, reduce methylene blue

at any rapid rate under aerobic conditions unless they are contaminated with bacteria.

The reducing activity of contaminated milk is due to the metabolic processes of the

contaminating bacteria and may be followed potentiometrically or, a matter of

greater practical importance, by the reduction of dyes. Methylene blue has been

commonly used and with suitable precautions as to standardisation of reagents and
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conditions, shaking to suspend the cream, etc., has led to reliable official methods

of grading. Recently, however, an official test utilising Resazurin has been adopted

by the Ministry of Agriculture. Resazurin is blue (in the oxidised form) at pH 6-5

and red at pH 5-3. Its first reduction product, Resorufi.n, is pink at pH C-5 and

yellow at pH 4-8, whilst Dihydroresorufin is colourless. Fundamentally Resazurin

is similar to methylene blue both in constitution and behaviour but v/hereas

Methylene blue is reduced at an E^ range of + 0-12 to + 0-03 v., Resazurin is reduced

before the potential has fallen so far, i.e., at a range of + 0-18 to + 0-09 v.

Fresh milk containing dicp^lved oxygen has an E^ of +0-2 v. so that any

reducing system in the milk, either natural or from an infecting organism will reduce

Resazurin more quickly than methylene blue. So that, whilst methylene blue

reduction can be ascribed to bacterial contamination Resazurin reduction may occur

due to pus and tissue cells present in mastitis. Although the methylene blue test

may be a more accurate indicator of the extent of bacterial contamination the

Resazurin test will be a more delicate criterion of udder disease, a common cause of

faults in cheese-making. (Davis, 1939.)

Twigg (1945) has studied the oxidation-reduction potential behaviour of

Resazurin, and Vitucci and others (1946) have reported the effect of the dye on moulds.

CHEDDAR CHEESE
Some interesting observations on the significance of oxidation-reduction

potentials in cheese making have been described by Davies, Davis, Dearden and

Mattick (1931, 1932, 1934). The bacteria most active in the metabiotic stimulation

of the pigment of " rusty spot " are those producing a low electrode potential,

whilst the fault known as " oihness " in dairy products may be prevented by the

growth of suitable bacteria which so lower the potential that fat oxidation is

prevented. These oxidative taints do not appear when the E^ is less than + 0-3 v.

at pH 6-5, whilst " anaerobic " faults, such as rusty spot, do not appear when the

Eh is above — 0-1 v. at pH 5-0. Gassy fermentations are prevented by adding

oxidants such as nitrates. The electrode potentials in the interior of a ripening

cheddar cheese follow a well-defined course and it is concluded that there is first

the establishment of an almost pure culture of Streptococcus lactis, followed by a

lactobacillus in the later stages of ripening.

HEMOLYSIN
Neil and Mallory (1926) have found that the hsemolysin produced in certain

cultures of hsemolytic streptococci is inactivated by oxygenation but is re-activated

by treatment with reducing agents such as sodium hydrosulphite. Todd (1932,

1933, 1934) has extended this study and finds that there are several kinds of strepto-

lysin. Those of greatest interest from the point of view of human disease are the

streptolysins of group A hsemolytic streptococci (Lancefield's classification). These

group A strains produce two kinds of streptolysin. One of these is not inactivated

by oxygenation and does not appear to function as an antigen. The oxygen-labile

hsemolysin is readily inactivated and re-activated by changes in the oxidation-

reduction conditions of the system ; and it gives rise to an antibody wdien injected

into animals. This antibody neutralises the hsemolytic properties of the strepto-

lysin and its presence in the serum of patients is of great value in the diagnosis of

infections with hsemolytic streptococci.
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Some old samples of serum were found to have an exalted power of neutralising

the oxygen-labile haemolysin of Group A hsemolytic streptococci. This was traced

to the activity of a contaminating bacterium which had liberated from the serum a

lysin-neutralising substance, which was found to be cholesterol. Cholesterol suspen-

sions diluted one in a million were found to neutralise the lysin. (Hewitt and Todd,

1939.) An interesting problem, so far unexplained, is why normal serum cholesterol

does not neutralise the lysin since a considerable proportion in normal blood serum
is " free " cholesterol. Evidently normal serum-cholesterol is not free enough to

neutralise the lysin but requires the chemical activities of a contaminating bacterium

to render it capable of combining with the lysin.

Schwachman, Hellerman and Cohen (1934) in an examination of pneumococcal
hsemolysin, which is also subject to reversible inactivation by oxidising agents

(Avery and Neill, 1924), find close analogies to the behaviour of papain and urease.

They conclude that substances containing a thiol group are essential to the hsemolytic

activity. Not only oxidising agents but also heavy metals which combine with

thiol groups inactivate the hsemolysin. The question is left open whether the

hsemolysin itself contains the essential sulphydryl group or whether another substance,

similar to a coenzyme, must be present with a reduced —SH group before hsemolytic

activity can occur.

In the case of hsemolysis by C diphtherice (Hewitt, 1947) reduced thiol com-

pounds inhibit hsemolysis and oxidising conditions favour hsemolytic activity.

STREPTOCOCCAL VIRULENCE

Hsemolytic streptococci grown on solid media can exist in two distinct colony

forms
—

" matt " and " glossy." Glossy colonies contain avirulent organisms and
the matt colonies may be either virulent or avirulent. It should be mentioned

that with these organisms the virulence of the different variants may show over a

millionfold variation. The matt form can be distinguished from the glossy by the

possession of a specific substance which can be detected by precipitin methods
(Todd and Lancefield, 1928 ; Lancefield and Todd, 1928).

Todd (1930) has shown that by cultivation under appropriate conditions, the

matt form may become glossy, the matt attenuated may become virulent, and the

matt virulent be attenuated, thus :

—

Glossy -> Matt attenuated ^ Matt virulent

Specific substance ... — + +
Virulence ...... — —

-f-

When grown on the surface of solid media fully exposed to air, the matt form

may become glossy, and Todd (1931, 1), has found that this effect may be attributed

to peroxide formation. The matt variants produce more peroxide than the glossy

variants and the peroxide produced has a bactericidal effect. Autosterilisation

of the matt forms may, therefore, be effected on solid media, since the matt colonies

produce more peroxide which remains in their immediate vicinity, not diffusing

uniformly throughout the medium as in liquid media. Repeated subculture on solid

media results in gradual elimination of matt colonies, until the culture may consist

entirely of the glossy variant. With some strains of hsemolytic streptococci there

is another relatively rare form of slow, natural selection of glossy forms which

<i
(^ICy

A<^s^
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occurs in liquid media. In these cases peroxide inhibits the proliferation of matt
variants more than glossy variants, so that with repeated subcultures there will be

a gradual predominance of the glossy variants. This method of selection is, however,

very slow, since peroxide does not accumulate in cultures until after the logarithmic

phase of growth, when proliferation is minimal. This process may, however, be

accelerated by addition of hydrogen peroxide to the cultures, in order that the

peroxide may exert its selective action during the phase of active proliferation.

These constitute striking examples of the effect of high oxidation-reduction

potentials on the behaviour of bacteria, and Todd has made the following additional

observations.

It is well known that organisms isolated from the blood stream of infected

animals are frequently of high virulence, but when subcultured in artificial media

the virulence falls. The virulence of hsemolytic streptococci may be maintained

by subculturing in broth containing 50 per cent, of blood serum. Todd has found

that this maintenance of virulence can be secured also by providing plain broth

cultures with an ample supply of oxygen by aeration, especially in the presence of

catalase which inhibits peroxide formation. The maintenance of virulence occurs

only when the cultures have free access to air. That the maintenance of virulence

is due to the same factors in 50 per cent, serum-broth and in aerated broth cultures

is suggested also by the similarity of the potential-time curves of the cultures (fig. 28),

which are entirely different from the potential curves of ordinary aerobic plain broth

cultures (Hewitt, 1930, 1).

Elliott (1945), more recently, has carried the matter further and traced the course

of the fall in virulence of sub-cultured strains. He has isolated a proteolytic enzyme
from hsemolytic streptococci and this proteinase attacks the " M " specific substance

of Matt strains rendering them glossy. Hence a virulent strain under the action of

the proteinase will lose its matt-specific substance and hence its virulence. The
proteinase appears to require sulphydryl groups for its activation. This, therefore,

would appear to explain why matt virulent strains retain their virulence, under

highly aerobic incubation conditions, since the oxidation-reduction potentials are

then maintained at a high level, sulphydryl groups will be oxidised, activation of

the enzyme will thus be impossible and the matt specific substance will remain

unattacked.

BACTERIAL VARIATION, MUTATION, ADAPTIVE ENZYMES, DRUG RESISTANCE

Bacterial variation, mutation, adaptation, etc., may roughly be classified into

temporary effects that are readily reversed on sub-culture, and more permanent

mutations. By their nature and cultural conditions bacteria are peculiarly liable to

mutations and variations. As mentioned already bacteria are forced to adapt them-

selves to varying conditions and in the course of a single culture experience a wide

variety of conditions from an ample air supply to almost complete anaerobiosis, from

alkahnity to acidity, from abundance of carbohydrates to starvation. Cells grown in

the presence of one carbohydrate may readily ferment that carbohydrate, but not

another until gradually adapted by growing in the presence of the second carbo-

hydrate. In other cases it has not been found possible to adapt some bacteria to

some carbohydrates, although closely related strains ferment it quite readily. Again,

some types of bacteria are much more readily adaptable than others.
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Apart from adaptive variation, a large subject which cannot be adequately

discussed here, there is the subject of random mutation. The reproductive rate of

bacteria is so rapid—it can be over 100,000 times faster than man—that random
mutations are inevitably more commonly met than in the higher animals. Aside

from the question of the number of generations, however, bacteria are more susceptible

to detectable variations since variation of one cell in a multicellular organism might
be missed and have negligible effects, neutralised by other cells in contact with it.

In a unicellular organism there is no matrix of orthodox cells to regularise the unruly.

Presumably all bacteria in the world had a common progenitor and the variety to-day

is mostly the result of random mutation followed by natural selection of the fittest

to survive in the relevant conditions.

The form of bacterial variation leading to drug-fastness and resistance to

antibiotics is dealt with in the next chapter on Chemotherapy.

The change of type of pneumococci associated with enzymic changes of nucleic

acids is discussed in the next section.

Another type of bacterial mutation is produced by exposure of the cells to various

damaging agents including X-rays, ultra-violet light and colchicine. The enzyme
systems of bacteria may be altered by these agents so that bacteria deficient in one

or more enzyme systems may be obtained. This becomes of great use in modern
microbiological assay methods (page 133). These changes are probably caused by a

damaging effect on the nucleic acids of the cell.

In the case of nitratase and tetrathionase adaptation Pollock and Wainwright

(1948), have shown that the adaptation occurs in the lag phase before growth occurs.

Anaerobic growth using nitrate and tetrathionate as hydrogen acceptors cannot

occur until the necessary enzymes have been synthesised. It is clear, however, that

not all types of bacterial enzymic adaptation can occur in the absence of multiplica-

tion. Some enzymic adaptations may require mutation and the selection of mutants,

in which case multiplication of the cells is essential. It seems probable that the

increase in nucleic acids during the lag phase (Caspersson) is a symptom of protein and
enzyme synthesis, but it is not known how the presence of the substrate leads to

modification of the nucleo-proteins responsible for the synthesis of the appropriate

enzyme system.

NUCLEIC ACIDS, GRAM STAINING, TYPE TRANSFORMATION
It is becoming increasingly evident that in the nucleic acids reside many of the

secrets of Ufe. Stanley's work in isolating a virus in the form of a crystalline chemical

compound, a nucleoprotein, was a milestone in biological research. In these nucleo-

proteins we have chemical compounds able to reproduce themselves, to effect their

own autosynthesis, when in contact with the tissues of their host. Of course, a

bacterium does the same when it infects another organism or is sub-cultured in broth,

but in the case of bacteria or higher organisms a host of enzymes is known to be present

and to many persons, a half-suspected " vital force " was necessary to give the spark

of life. But when a crystalline chemical small enough to be certainly free of hypo-

thetical enzymes, yet large enough to be seen in the electron microscope, can synthesise

more of itself, a great stimulus is provided for research workers to continue their

prying into nature without the fear that just around the corner they may meet the

elan vital which may render negative all their efforts.
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It seems probable that nucleic acids may be the guide or skeleton on which

protein and enzyme syntheses occur ; always when reproduction occurs nucleic acids

are found, as their name implies, at the nucleus.

The Gram-positive bacteria are fairly sharply differentiated from the Gram-
negative. The differentiation is effected by a staining reaction. The organisms are

first stained with crystal violet, then treated with a solution of iodine and finally

washed with alcohol. In the case of Gram-negative organisms the alcohol

washes out the dye, but in Gram-positive organisms the dye is retained. It is found

that there are marked differences in the behaviour of the two classes of bacteria in

their sensitivity to inhibiting agents, etc.

The cause of this difference in Gram-staining has now been traced to the presence

of ribonucleic acid in Gram-positive organisms. Henry and Stacey have shown that

when treated with bile salts in the presence of oxygen the magnesium salt of ribose

nucleic acid is removed from the cells which then no longer retain the Gram-stain.

The enzyme ribonuclease also removed the Gram-staining complex. Furthermore, if

the cells were kept reduced by formaldehyde they could then be re-plated by mag-

nesium ribonucleate from the same or some other source and thus became Gram-
positive again. Gram-negative organisms are found to contain a much smaller

proportion of ribonucleic acid and they cannot be plated with magnesium ribonu-

cleate to become Gram-positive. Presumably the proteins near the surface of Gram-
positive organisms have groups orientated to combine with the ribonucleic acid.

Another interesting function of nucleic acids in bacteria, this time in the case of

pneumococci, has now been tracked down. It was shown by Grifl&th over 20 years

ago that when R t}'pe II pneumococci which had lost their capsules and type-specific

substance were inoculated into a mouse with some heat-killed capsulated Type I

pneumococci, the organisms recovered after the infection were smooth Type I

capsulated pneumococci. This change-over of type-specific substance was later

carried out in vitro. Avery, MacLeod and McCarty (1944), have now succeeded in

effecting this type transformation by adding purified desoxyribosenucleic acid from

Type III pneumococci to non-capsulated Type II cells, which then became Type III

cells and remained so on sub-culture. Again a nucleic acid has shown itself to be an

organiser of synthesis. Once the cells were presented with the pattern of nucleic

acid subsequent generations of cells continued to synthesise it and in turn the nucleic

acid being present controlled the synthesis of the capsular polysaccharide.

SOILS, SEWAGE AND SEA-WATER
A considerable amount of work has been reported on oxidation-reduction

potential studies on soils especially with regard to orchards and tea-gardens and

the decomposition of vegetable matter. (Buchler, Martin and Parks, 1939 ;
Burrows

and Cordon, 1936 ; Cummings and Reed. 1940 ; Darnell and Eisenmenger, 1936
;

Dirks, 1940; Heintze, 1935; Keaton, 1938; Pearsall, 1938; Peech and Batjer,

1935; Volk, 1939; Stephenson, Schuster and Spulnik, 1938; Sturgis, 1936.)

Oxidation-reduction potential changes in sewage and sludges are reported by

Dickinson, (1940), Moore (1942).

Hood (1948) has examined the oxidation -reduction potentials at the various stages

of sewage purification and points out the differing potentials reached in sedimentation

tanks under varying conditions (Fig. 37).
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He summarises the importance of oxidation-reduction potential measurements in

sewage plant control as follows :

—

(1) Detection of deposits and growths in sewer and pumping systems leading

to septic conditions and sulphide production.

(2) Detection of industrial wastes and toxic conditions.

(3) Establishment of proper sludge pumping schedules.

(4) Detection of stagnation in primary tanlcs.

(5) Determination of internal conditions in filters and activated sludge

aeration tanks.

(6) Detection of excessive sludge blanket in setthng tanks.

(7) Determination of conditions in sludge digestion tanks.

(8) Examination of influents and effluents.

High Ef,

Fluid Sewage

Sedimentation
Tank

Fig. 37

Oxidation-reduction potentials in sewage sedimentation tank

The oxidation-reduction potentials developed in sewage and activated sludge

passing through septic tanks have been followed. When subjected to sHght aeration

the Eb of sewage dropped slightly at first and then rose. When not aerated the

potential dropped from +0-28 to —0-1 volts in 10 hours. When aerated the Eh again

rose, but only to -f-0-24 v, ; after each further anaerobic period in the septic tank
aeration raised the potential less. Activated sludge in a septic tank developed a

potential of volt and after agitation with nitrogen this fell to —0-3 v. (Moore and
Ruchoft, 1943).

The potentials in sea-water and their relation to the decomposition of organic

matter particularly in different depths of water have been studied by Zobell and
by Cooper. (1937.)

MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSAY

It will have become evident from earlier sections that the metaboHc requirements
of bacteria are frequently similar to those of higher organisms. Hence in the assay of

vitamins it is less common to use large, expensive and difficultly controlled animals

for many vitamin determinations. Instead of having to rear animals under standard
conditions and plan supplies for months ahead it is now possible in many cases to

carry out vitamin assays on bacterial cultures. Results are obtained much more
rapidly and imiformly, and so are the statistical requirements of adequate numbers in
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experimental groups. It is easier to prepare a standard bacterial culture than a

standard disease-free colony of rats. It is merely necessary to select a bacterium that

requires the given vitamin for growth and cultivate it in a medium adequate in all

other respects, but deficient in the vitamin ; and then add to different cultures

graded amounts of a standard vitamin preparation and the test sample.

A similar method is used for amino-acid determination using an organism such

as Lactobacillus casei which is exacting in its amino-acid requirements. A series of

culture media is prepared, each deficient in one or other amino-acid ; addition of

graded amounts of the test sample to each of these media before inoculation again

gives a measure of the content of the various amino-acids. Results obtained are

comparable with those obtained chemically.

Purines and many other compounds may be assayed by similar methods. The

use of the mould Neurospora crassa has proved a valuable tool and mutants obtained

from it by X-radiation deficient in power to synthesise a variety of compounds have

been used extensively, not only for assays but for tracking down pathways of synthesis

to investigate what intermediates or combinations of intermediates can act as

substitutes for the deficient component.

BACTERIAL TOXINS

The significance of soluble bacterial toxins to both the bacteria that produce

them and the animals they damage has received some elucidation within recent

years. The extreme potency of some toxins is quite remarkable : Pappenheimer

calculates that 1 mg. of tetanus or botuHnus toxin is sufiicient to kill more than

1,000 tons of guinea pig and that one molecule of toxin per cell is active.

The a-toxin of CI. welchii has been shown to be a lecithinase and its effect in

haemolysing erythrocytes is explicable on these grounds (R. G. McFarlane). Oakley

and his colleagues have found evidence for a number of different proteinases in the

pathogenic Clostridia with toxic effects.

An interesting suggestion has been made by Pappenheimer concerning the

significance of diphtheria toxin in the respiratory system of C. diphtJierice, although

he does not claim that the hypothesis is definitely established. He suggests that

diphtheria toxin, when inside the bacterial cell, forms the protein moiety of the

cellular cytochrome. Diphtheria toxin, on this theory, only occurs in the culture

filtrate as a soluble toxin when there is insufiicient iron in the culture medium to form

the iron porphyrin or protohaematin complex portion of the cytochrome molecules.

One of the chief lines of argument in favour of this view is the inverse linear

relation between the iron content of the culture medium and the amount of toxin

present in the culture filtrate. Although not intended as a contradiction to the theory

some experiments of the author may be quoted as showing the limitations of the

evidence.

In the curve is plotted the toxin found in the filtrates of a series of cultures of

C. diphthericB of the Park-Williams 8-strain (the same as that used by Pappenheimer).

It will be seen that as the iron content of the medium increases the toxin content falls,

and over the portion of the curve studied by Pappenheimer a reasonably straight line

is obtained for the relation between toxin production and iron content. If, however,
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Fig. 38

Effect of Iron on Diphtheria Toxin Production
(Broken line indicates hypothetical linear relationship between iron content and toxin production)
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the study is extended beyoiid the range in which the flocculation method of toxin

estimation, used by Pappenheimer, is possible and the intradermal method of toxin

testing is used, then there is immediate departure from the Unear relationship.

Furthermore, although several hundred different strains have been studied no other

has been found in which there is a linear relationship between toxin production

and iron content. None of these other strains showed the abnormally high toxin

production of the Park-WiUiams 8-strain which has long been habituated to labora-

tory sub-culture. Recently isolated strains do not behave in the same way.

A further interesting point arises from the effect of iron salts on diphtheria toxin

production. Although the lethal effect of C. diphtherice has been traced to the effect

of the soluble toxin (Hewitt, 1947, 1948), and full protection of animals against hve

cultures is given by administration of the specific antitoxin, yet the clinical severity

of the disease has not been correlated with the amount of toxin produced by the

strain when isolated in laboratory culture medium. Some of the strains (hke Park-

Wilhams 8) are most innocuous clinically, yet produce most toxin in laboratory

culture media. It has been suggested that this might be because laboratory culture

media for diphtheria toxin production are carefully adjusted to have a low iron content,

which favours toxin production, whilst the iron content of the tissues is fairly high

and toxin production by different strains may be differently ordered. Although

Mitis strains (clinically mild) produce more toxin generally than Gravis strains

(generally considered clinically serious) in iron-deficient medium the reverse might be

the case in iron-rich media like tissues. This point has been tested by the author in

the case ofseveral hundred recently isolated strains oiC. diphtherice, but no correlation

was found between the effect of iron and the Mitis-Gravis classification. Excess iron

diminished the toxin production of all strains, but Mitis and Gravis strains were not

distinguishable.

Summary of Chapter VI

The study of the oxidation-reduction conditions established in bacterial cultures

has already led to a number of interesting observations. The behaviour of the

peroxide-forming bacteria is entirely different from that of the catalase-containing

organisms. Some of the former type are, however, deficient in other enzymes than

catalase. The relation of peroxide to the obligatory-anaerobic bacteria is discussed

and problems of anaerobiosis are reviewed. The different levels of oxidation-reduction

potential at which different organisms multiply and the different effects they produce

are a reflection of their metabohc effects and the enzyme systems they possess. Some
differences in the behaviour of different bacteria, the effects of differences in culture

media and cultural conditions and some effects of lytic agents are described. The

inter-dependence of oxidation-reduction conditions and bacterial variation in viru-

lence and morphology, is discussed. The reducing conditions observed in bacterial

cultures are regarded as a necessary result of the metabolic activities of the bacteria,

rather than being due to the explosive liberation of reducing substances from the cells.

Bacterial cultures are to be regarded as dynamic constantly altering systems and not

as static stagnant pools.
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CHEMOTHERAPY AND ANTIBIOTICS

On the whole we have been concerned until now with the processes by which

organisms obtain the energy and Bausteine for growth and multiplication, and the

changes occurring during the hfe cycle. The subject of this chapter is a brief descrip-

tion of the agencies by which the higher animals, especially man, can be rid of micro-

organisms which have found their way into parts of the body where they wreak

damage and destruction. Symbiosis, in which different organisms can live together

in harmony for the mutual benefit, has been briefly mentioned, but disease hardly at

all. The pathology of disease, the means by which micro-organisms damage and kill

their host does not concern us here, but only the methods by which the invaders may
be destroyed.

The process of disinfection or killing bacteria outside the body differs in many
respects from chemotherapy in vivo. Not only are many potent in vitro disinfectants

useless in the body owing to their toxicity to the host, but when introduced into the

animal body chemical or even physical changes may be produced in them biologically

which may make them ineffective anti-bacterial agents, or in some cases more
effective.

ANTIBODIES AND IMMUNITY

In addition to this the body has its own armoury of defences which may be able

to deal with an infective agent when the chemotherapeutic agent holds the infection

in check. These defences may take the form of non-specific agencies such as the

white cells which can often engulf checked invaders, or specific antibodies which can

deal with only one closely defined type of foreign body. This plunges us into the

subject of immunity which cannot be dealt with, but, nevertheless, should never be

neglected in considerations of chemotherapy. However much we improve our

chemotherapeutic agents and antibiotics we can never surpass some natural anti-

bodies in their absolute specificity of reacting only with the one toxic agent against

which they have been ehcited, and being completely harmless to the cells of the body.

If a chemotherapeutic agent does no more it may save life if it holds invasive organisms

in check whilst the natural defences of the body are mobilised. Before leaving this

subject it should be emphasised once more that in considering the effects of chemo-

therapeutic agents in the body there are the following internal allies to take into

account :

—

(1) Non-specific rapidly mobihsed leucoc\i:es, etc.

(2) Specific slowly formed antibodies :

—

(a) Antibacterial, acting on the bacteria themselves
;

(6) Antitoxic, without action on the bacteria but neutralising poisonous

products of the bacteria and thus protecting the host from injury.

Even if a therapeutic agent is not bactericidal but only temporarily bacteriostatic

it may enable the body defences to eliminate the infection.

Perhaps the ideal chemotherapeutic agent would have the properties of a

synthetic prosthetic group of an antibody ; it should be completely, rapidly and
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specifically lethal to the invasive agent ; absolutely non-toxic to the host cells or

beneficial symbiotic organisms ; it should rapidly proceed to the focus of infection

and should remain there. As this is not in sight it is necessary to discuss what agents

we have, how they appear to function and hence to attempt to plan improvements

since, despite all theorising most of our advances to date have arisen empirically, by
trial and error and ex improviso.

ORGANIC ARSENICALS

Outside the body chlorine is one of the commonest disinfectants in use and the

problem of our water supplies would be difficult to solve without chlorine. In the

body, however, the oxidising properties of chlorine cannot be utilised for the destruc-

tion of micro-organisms, since the cells of the host are damaged first. The phenolic

anti-septics also are restricted to use in vitro. In the case of arsenic compounds, on

the other hand, not only does arsenite poison the enzymic activities of micro-organisms-

in the test-tube but organic compounds of arsenic are used in the body to eliminate

trypanosomes in sleeping sickness and spirochaetes in syphilis.

Ehrlich and subsequent workers have concluded that when organic arsenicals-

are used for the treatment of protozoal infections the active agents are tervalent

arseneoxides. If quinquevalent arsonic acids (I) are injected they are reduced

in vivo to the oxide (II) and if III or IV are injected they are oxidised in the body
to the oxide :

—

RAsOgH -> RAsO ^ RAs : AsR <- RAsHg
I II III IV

To be active therapeutically, therefore, organic arsenicals should be capable of

reduction or oxidation to the tervalent oxide, but the arsene oxide is also the toxic

agent to the host. The possibility arises that the toxicity of arsonic acids is dependent

upon the ease with which they are reduced to the arsene oxide. This is not an easy

matter to determine since the arsonic acid : arsene oxide system appears not to be a

reversible oxidation-reduction reaction which could be measured by the use of

indicator dyes, since the arsonic acids do not oxidise the reduced dyes. In order

to obtain a measure of the ease of reduction of the arsonic acids Cohen, King and

Strangeways (19-32) adopted an ingenious method. They first concluded that the

ease of reduction of the arsonic acids would be inversely proportional to the ease

of oxidation of the arsene oxide, and this was measured by adding optically active

cystine. The cystine oxidised the arsene oxide and was itself reduced to cysteine

which has a much lower optical rotation so that, by following the fall in rotation,

the rate of reduction of the cystine and hence the rate of oxidation of the arsene

oxide was measured. It was not possible to obtain, however, any correlation between

the rate of oxidation of the arsene oxide and the toxicity of the corresponding

arsonic acid to the host, nor was there any relation to the curative effect of the

arsonic acids in injections. The curative action is naturally dependent upon other

factors such as the rate of excretion. (See also Crawford and Levvy, 1947.)

The toxicity and chemotherapeutic action of organic arsenicals have been

investigated in a different way. The toxic effect has been traced to combination

with sulphydryl groups whereby enzyme systems such as tlie pyruvic oxidase of
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brain are inhibited. Simple monothiols combine with aromatic arsene oxides and

might be expected to protect enzyme sulphydryl groups but the combination is

readily dissociated (Cohen, King and Strangeways, 1931).

Further advances have followed as the result of war-time researches. (Peters

and Wakelin, 1946 ; Stocken and Thompson, 1946 ; Barron, Miller and Bartlett,

1947 ; Danielli et al., 1947.) Arsenic compounds are not only chemotherapeutic

ao'ents but are also potential war gases and vesicants. It has been found that the

toxic effect of arsenic can be neutralised by dithiols such as 2 : 3-dimercaptopro-

panol (BAL or British Anti-Lewisite) or it? glucoside which form much more stable

cyclic compounds than the monothiols with arsenic. The dithiols can compete

successfully with protein SH Compounds for the arsenic and hence can protect

them or even regenerate SH groups which have combined with arsenic. Enzyme-

systems can thus escape inhibition in the presence of arsenical compounds.

A result of these observations is that the possibility arises of reducing the toxicity

to patients of therapeutic arsenicals (e.g., mapharside) without impairing the

therapeutic efficency since the arsenic compound may be dissociated locally to

produce its chemotherapeutic effect. (Peters and Stocken, 1947.) On the other-

hand it has been shown (Webb and van Heyningen, 1947 ; Barron, Miller and Meyer,

1947) that dithiol compounds themselves inhibit some enzyme systems by combining

with heavy metals forming the prosthetic group, by reducing the rate of oxidation

of cytochrome-C. and by inhibiting certain SH enzymes. Thus the dithiol com-

pounds might not only reduce the toxicity of the therapeutic arsenicals to the host

but might themselves have a chemotherapeutic effect by inhibiting enzyme systems

of the infecting organisms. On the other hand the disadvantages of administering

dithiols at the same time as arsenical chemotherapeutic agents would be that they

might both reduce the inhibiting effect on the infecting parasites and yet damage--

the host by interfering with tissue enzyme systems.

TABLE 25

Half Wave Potentials of Phenylarsonic Acids

(volts vs. saturated calomel electrode)

Substance
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BACTERICIDAL DYES

That dilute solutions of some dyes stain bacteria suggested that they might be

effective disinfectants and this was found to be so over fifty years ago. Some dyes

inhibit bacterial growth in dilutions of one in a million. Not only have dyes been

used as chemotherapeutic agents, with results generally only moderately successful,

but study of the constitution of the most active dyes has led to the development of«

more successful non-coloured compounds.

Methylene blue and other effective dyes are in many cases reversible oxidation-

reduction potential indicators. Dubos developed the hypothesis that such dyes may
be bacteriostatic because they poise the potential at a level at which organisms cannot

proliferate. The diffusion of dyes into the bacterial cell followed by oxidation of an

essential metabolite was suggested by Fildes. Such oxidation might well bring to an

end the proper functioning of an enzyme-catalysed metabolic cycle and thus stop

growth. Attempts have been made to correlate the potentials at which the dyes are

reduced with their inhibitory effect on bacteria. In addition some dyes interfere

with the chemotherapeutic activities of arsenicals and organic antimony compounds
(Jancso and Jancso, 1936).

In table 26 are given the oxidation-reduction potentials at which a number of

dyes are 50 per cent, in the reduced state, together with their bacteriostatic effect

against Staphylococcus aureus and their interference with the chemotherapeutic

activity of 3-amino-4-hydroxy-phenyl-arsenoxide and stibophen (Page and
Eobinson, 1943).

TABLE 26

Oxidatign-Redtjction Potentials and Bacteriostasis by Dyes
,
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be the only factor in bacteriostasis. There is, however, some evidence that inter-

ference with the chemotherapeutic activity of organic arsenicals and antimonials is

effected only by dyes within a certain range of reduction potential (—0-05 v. to

+0-11 v.).

There is a marked difference in sensitivity to dyes between the Gram-positive

and the Gram-negative bacteria. Particularly in the case of basic dyes (triphenyl-

methanes, such as brilliant-green and crystal violet, thiazines such as methylene

blue and acridines such as acriflavine) the Gram-positive bacteria are generally much
more susceptible, possibly due in part to the presence of ribosenucleic acid near the

cell surface which may combine readily with the dye.

FURACIN

Cramer (1947) has made a potentiometric study of the mode of action of the

antibacterial agent furacin, which is 2 - (5-nitro) - furaldehyde semicarbozone.

In Staphylococcus aureus cultures the usual fall in oxidation-reduction potentials was
delayed by the smaller bacteriostatic doses of the antibiotic, and inhibited altogether

by the larger bactericidal concentrations. The polarographic method was used to

determine the amount of furacin remaining in the culture after different periods of

incubation and the concentration of drug was correlated with the bacteriostatic

effect as follows :

—

Hours after inoculation
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at pH 7 between —0-10 volt and 4-0-15 volt. These limits of potential are similar, as

mentioned in the previous section, to those found by von Jancso as being necessary

for the interference of various oxidation-reduction potential dyes with the bactericidal

effects of organic arsenic and antimony compounds. It is possible that poising of the

oxidation-reduction potential between these limits has some significant effect on

bacterial inhibitions.

TABLE 27

Bacteriostatic Activity and Oxidation-Reduction Potentials of Quinones
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qntrycide

CI,

Single doses of 1 mg. per kg. were effective in curing infections with Trypanosoma

congolense, etc., and the drug is also prophylactic. If cattle can be reared in tsetse-fly

belt areas of Central Africa the effect on the world's meat supply may be remarkable.

(Curd and Davey, 1949.)

SULPHONAMIDES, ACTION OF DRUGS

In view of the trypanocidal action of certain organic arsenical compounds

containing the peptide linkage CO.NH, it was decided to synthesise and test the

sulphur analogues containing the sulphonamide group, —SOg-NH (Hewitt and King,

1926 ; Hewitt, King and Murch, 1926). Two of the compounds investigated were

3^-amino-benzoyl-4-amino-2 hydroxyphenyl arsonic acid and the sulphur analogue

3^-amino benzene sulphoryl-4-amino-2-hydroxy-phenylarsonic acid :—

NHa OH

( VcO-NH-/ VsOgHs

NH2 OH

/ \-S02-Nh/ VsOgH;

Therapeutic results against Trypanosoma equiperdum were disappointing, the

sulphur analogue being four times as toxic as the peptide, and the investigation of

sulphur analogues was abandoned. In Germany, however, work on these was evidently

continuing since we had an intimation from workers there that patent rights were

involved and in 1932, Prontosil was patented. Domagk in 1935, showed that this

red dye was effective against streptococcal infections in animals, and Colebrook and

Kenny established its value in puerperal septicaemia. Patients frequently developed

a rosy pink colour when treated with Prontosil Rubrum. As a result of the work of

Trefouel, Buttle, Colebrook, Fuller, Hare and their colleagues it was estabUshed that

Prontosil was broken down in the body and the active compound was p-amino-

benzenesulphonamide.
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Prontosil

N=N-/ \sO2NH2

NH2/ \SO2NH2

Sulphonilamide

In 1938, Whitby showed that sulphapyridine prepared by May and Baker was
effective against pneumococcal infections and numerous other sulpha-drugs have

been prepared since. Not only have many lives been saved by these drugs but an
active stimulus was jDrovided for chemotherapeutic research generally and probably

assisted in the rapid development of antibiotics. The successful use of sulphonamide

encouraged workers to investigate its mode of action and here again the stimulus has

been effective outside the realm of the sulpha-drugs and practical therapeutics

stretching into fundamental fields.

It was soon found that the presence of peptones and various cell extracts antag-

onised and inhibited the bactericidal effect of sulphonamide in vitro (Stamp, Green),

and this effect was traced to the presence of p-aminobenzoic acid (Woods). It will be

recalled that p-aminobenzoic acid is a constitutent of folic acid (pteroyl-glutamic

acid) the growth factor for Lactobacillus casei which stimulates blood regeneration in

certain types of anaemia.

STRUCTURAL ANALOGUE INHIBITION

It is established that at least part of the bactericidal effect of sulphonamide is

to interfere in some way with the need of certain bacteria for p-aminobenzoic acid.

The structural relation of sulphonamide (ii) with p-aminobenzoic acid (i) and foHc acid

(iii) is indicated below :

—

NH,

0) (H)

lutamatc
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It cannot be that sulphonaniide exerts its effect by preventing the synthesis of

p-aminobenzoic acid since the antagonism is a competitive one and occurs when the

p-aminobenzoate is already present. Hence the interference is with the utiUsation of

the metaboUte, and at least part of the effect is probably due to interference with the

synthesis of folic acid. It will readily be appreciated that the enzyme system respon-

sible for fohc acid synthesis will have an affinity for the structural groups of p-amino-

benzoic acid and for the closely similar sulphonamide molecule. There is little doubt

that in many enzyme reactions combination between the enzyme and substrate must
occur before activation of the substrate occurs.

Like so many biological phenomena the relation of p-aminobenzoic acid to the

bactericidal effect of sulphonamide is not a simple one. It appears that other meta-

bolites like the amino acid methionine, and the purines apparently unrelated to

p-aminobenzoate, also function as sulphonamide antagonists ; but this may be due

to the fact that p-aminobenzoate (or folic acid) is a coenzyme in the synthesis of

methionine, etc., and when these metabolites are supplied ready-made the coenzyme

and synthetic mechanism are not required anyway, so that sulphonamide inhibition

of the system is ineffective as far as bacterial growth is concerned. Other evidence

also suggests that p-aminobenzoate may have other functions in metabolism besides

being an intermediate in the synthesis of folic acid.

It is interesting to note that sulphanilamide affects plant growth by stopping

nuclei coming into pro-phase so that cell division is reduced, and by an effect on the

spindle mechanism, anaphase movement is inhibited. As with bacteria, so with

plants, the effect of sulphanilamide is reversed by p-aminobenzoic acid (Hindmarsh,

1949).

A number of other cases of bacterial inhibition by sulphur analogues of growth

substances and intermediate metabohc products have been studied. Pyridine-3-

sulphonic acid inhibits the bacterial growth promoting activity of pyridine-3-carboxy-

lic acid (nicotinic acid). The sulphonic acid analogue pantoyltaurine (CsHjgOgN.SOgH)
inhibits bacterial growth, and the inhibition is antagonised by the carboxylic acid

analogue pantothenic acid (CgHigOsN.COOH).
It is not only sulphur analogues that inhibit the gro^vth of bacteria (and other

cells) by selective combination with enzyme in place of the natural substances.

Dichloroflavin (R.Clg) inhibits the growth of organisms requiring riboflavin

(R. (0113)2), and interference with the utilisation of riboflavin was also produced by

dihydroriboflavin, lumichrome.

Harington (1948) has effected the synthesis of the sulphur analogue of

thyroxine.

I I

ho/ y^"^ >CH2.CHNH2.COOH

I I

Thyroxine

H2.CHNH2.COOH

Sulphur analogue
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It will be of interest to determine whether this analogue will inhibit the thyro-

trophic hormone from the anterior pituitary gland (Hewitt, 1929) or the direct action

of thyroxine. The value of such a preparation in controlling hyperthyroidism

•clinically is evident.

Thiourea and thiouracil derivatives have been used with considerable success

for the treatment of hyperthyroidism, despite some toxic effects. The mechanism of

the effect is still obscure ; iodine excretion rapidly follows administration of the

drug, but it is not certain that the effect is directly on the thyroxine-producing cells.

It has been suggested that one or other of the following enzyme systems may be

inhibited by administration of the drug and the enzyme may be concerned in thyrox-

ine synthesis : peroxidase, cytochrome oxidase, phosphatase, tyrosinase. It is

difficult, however, to know why such enzymes in the thyroid tissue should be inhibited

without killing the patient. It has also been suggested by De Robertis that the

oxidation-reduction potential of the follicular cells of normal thyroids is higher than

that of colloid tissue and that activation of the gland increases the potential of the

colloid tissue. Thiourea is said to reduce the potential of both the cytoplasm and
colloid of activated glands.

Some examples of inhibitory structural analogues are given in the table.

TABLE
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their activity to an effect on some enzyme system in the cell it could be argued that

some of them can give rise to structural analogues in vivo. The inactivations of

enzyme systems produced by heavy metals reacting with thiol groups, by carbon

monoxide with haemoglobin, or by phenol with proteins might be ruled out as

analogue inhibitions, but it is possible that the effect of some agents may be due to

vital synthesis of inhibitory structural analogues.

The development of resistance to drugs will be discussed in a later section on

antibiotics.

DIAMIDINES

Following the observation that aliphatic diamidines w^ere active trypanocidal

agents (King, Lourie and Yorke, 1938), Ewins, Ashley, Newbery and their colleagues

have evolved a series of aromatic amidines with promising effects, although their

toxicity limits their use in treating C. diphthericB infections (Hewitt, 1948).

VIRUSES AND BACTERIOPHAGE
Substances inhibiting succinic dehydrogenase have been found to inhibit the

multiphcation of bacterial viruses. One difficulty in this w^ork is to separate the effect

on bacterial multiplication from the effect on bacteriophage development. The
inhibition of development of the Tg phage oi Eskerichia coli strain B has been studied

by Czekalowski and Dolby (1949) who report the following inhibitions :

—
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antibiotics are successful chemotherapeutic agents and one of the most recently

described antibiotics, Chloromycetin, has now been synthesised and re-named
chloramphenicol. Apart from their great therapeutic importance antibiotic chemo-

therapeutic agents are interesting from the structural point of view. The living cell

is able to effect syntheses that tax the resources of the best equipped laboratory and

some of the structures produced appear quite novel to the chemist, some of the

moulds effecting the most versatile syntheses. The soil presents one of the richest

fields for discovering antibiotic-producing micro-organisms, as would be expected

since there must be a remarkable struggle for existence among the myriads of

organisms occupying the earth's crust. Those micro-organisms that have survived

countless ages of race-warfare might be expected to have potent weapons against

each other, although; perhaps unfortunately from this point of view, pathogenic

bacteria are relatively delicate organisms, do not generally inhabit the soil, and if

they did could quickly be over-grown by vigorous competitors, so that it is not often

that a potent antagonist can be found that is specific for human or animal pathogens.

PENICILLIN
Although microbial inter-antagonisms have been known for over fifty years the

development of penicillin has over-shadowed all previous work and opened a new
epoch of chemotherapy. Fleming's (1929) observation of a Penicilliu?n that produced

a soluble substance bactericidal to many Gram-positive bacteria was followed some

ten years later by the preparation of purified penicillin which is a remarkably efficient

therapeutic agent in many diseases (Chain, Florey, Gardner, Heatley, Jennings,

Orr-Ewing and Sanders, 1940). Unlike many drugs penicilHn is non-toxic, and it

has a number of properties that make it an ideal chemotherapeutic agent as outlined

earlier. The search still goes on, however, for other therapeutic agents, for penicillin

has the following imperfections :

—

(1) It is not effective against all micro-organisms, conspicuous failures are

Gram-negative bacteria, the tubercle bacilli and the viruses.

(2) It is rapidly excreted and hence requires frequent administration

preferably by injection.

(3) Organisms develop resistance to its action, and it then becomes

ineffective against such organisms. The mechanisms of this resistance will be

mentioned later.

Several different penicillins exist and R in the following formula may represent

several groups, benzyl, pentenyl, etc. In connection with the mode of action of

penicillin the similarity of the formula to that of glutathione will be evident, but the

mechanism of its bactericidal action is discussed in a later section :

—

H H H V V V

R-cT ^
N—C—C-S^ CH3V R'-C(

\ C-N-CHr\H3 ^O C-N-CH,

O COOH O H COOH

Penicillin Glutathione
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Penicillin is now issued conunercially in ciystalline form, but methods for its

synthesis have not been worked out, one of the greatest difficulties being the four-

membered ring which Penicillmm notatum achieves so easily. The polarographic

behaviour of penicillin derivatives is described in the chapter on Polarography, and
the chemical work carried out is described in a compilation by Clarke, Johnson and
Robinson (1949).

STREPTOMYCIN

The \drtue of streptomycin, produced by an actinomycete Streptomyces griseus

(Schatz, Bugie and Waksman, 1944) lies in its activity against the tubercle bacilli

and against Gram-negative enterococci in urinary infections, etc. Tuberculosis has

remained one of the worst scourges of man whilst one infectious disease after another

has come under control by the use of drugs, immunisation, pubHc health measures,

etc. The exact value of streptomycin in the treatment of tuberculosis is still under

investigation. In the case of tuberculous meningitis it has undoubtedly saved many
lives. Although production has now reached adequate commercial proportions, both

in the United States and the United Kingdom, clinical trials are still in progress, and
treatment with a combination of both streptomycin and p-aminosalicyHc acid is under

trial as this is being written. In passing it may be remarked that p-aminosalicylic

acid is a structural analogue of p-aminobenzoate. Promizole (4 : 2i-diaminophenyl-

5i-thiazolylsulphone) has been used as an adjutant to streptomycin in the treatment

of mihary tuberculosis and meningitis (Lincoln and Kirmse, 1949). There are at

least two streptomycins ; one has the following structure :

—

NH
C'NH2 \ /

CH3

(oh)cho

I Streptonose

H.CH.

N Methyl-
NH-ONH2 CHpH I- glucosamine

,

NH
Streptidine

Streptomycin

Of these three main components of the structure, streptodine is a diguanido

derivative of tetrahydroxycyclohexane and the presence of the two basic groups may
be of some interest. The pentose, streptonose, contains a free aldehyde group, but

streptomycin B, which is less active, contains maltose instead of streptonose. The
remaining portion of the molecule is N-methyl-1-glucosamine.

The rapidity of the bactericidal activity of streptomycin is reported by Garrod

(1948).
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One disadvantage of streptomycin in treatment is the ease with which strains of

bacteria become resistant to it. This is particularly disadvantageous in long-contin-

ued treatment of tuberculosis. Some observations in the case of C. dipJithericB may
be mentioned (Hewitt, 1948, a). Active prophylaxis is reducing the incidence of

diphtheria, but carriers remain and hospital treatment is frequently unduly prolonged

owing to the persistence of the organisms in the throat, so an effective bactericidal

agent was sought. Although inferior to penicillin in its in vitro bacteriostatic activity

against C. dipJdhericB streptomycin proved very much superior in saving guinea-pigs

infected with the organisms. Resistant strains were, however, developed rapidly

in vitro in the case of some strains and these strains were also resistant to strepto-

mycin in vivo, so that adequate initial dosage is necessary to minimise the risk of

development of resistance. The development of streptomycin resistance did not

affect toxin production or the pathogenicity of the organisms.

In view of the two basic guanido groups in streptomycin it was thought possible

that the two basic groups in the diamidines might point to a similar mechanism of

effect. Hence strains of C. diphthericB were made resistant to various diamidines, to

streptomycin and to both (Hewitt, 1948, b).

TABLE 29

Bacterial Resistance to Streptomycin and Diamidines

Strain
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A disadvantage of streptomycin is its toxicity. Especially when administered

over a prolonged period as is necessary in the case of many tubercular infectious

neurotoxic effects are observed. The reduced compound dihydrostreptomycin is,.

however, less toxic and this is now undergoing clinical trial.

MECHANISM OF ESTABLISHMENT OF DRUG RESISTANCE
Bacteria can acquire resistance to drugs in several ways, for example :

—

(1) By becoming less permeable to the drug so that it cannot gain access tO'

vulnerable systems in the organism.

(2) By the vulnerable part of the organism becoming less sensitive. For

example, if the drug exerts its action by interfering with one enzymic reaction

in a synthetic chain the organism may substitute another reaction which

by-passes the vulnerable reaction.

(3) By developing a mechanism for inactivating the drug. For example,

staphylococci develop an enzyme penicillinase which destroys penicillin when
the staphylococci develop penicillin-resistance, as they do very readily.

There are two methods in which bacteria can develop resistance : they can

develop resistance gradually, each organism in a culture developing by imperceptible

stages greater resistance to the drug, or they can develop resistance by mutation.

In the latter case, which appears to be considered the actual mechanism observed, an

occasional organism, perhaps only one in a million, by a random mutation acquires

resistance to the drug, and wdien the drug is present the resistant organism and its

progeny will survive whilst non-resistant organisms perish. The resistance is inherited

by the cells formed by sub-division of the resistant mutant so that a resistant strain

is established. Of course, a mutant may arise in the resistant strain and the mutant
may not be drug-resistant, but such a mutant would be difficult to detect and if

subcultured in the presence of the drug would not survive. Hence reversion of drug-

resistant strains to drug-sensitive is not commonly observed.

Gale and Rodwell (1949) summarise the action of penicillin on Staphylococcus

aureus as being due to interference with the assimilation of glutamic acid. Resistant

strains do not actively assimilate glutamic acid, but synthesise the amino acid from

glucose and ammonia. Hence the development of resistance to penicillin is associated

with the development of the synthetic mechanism by which an essential amino acid

can be produced in the cell, which thereby becomes independent of external supplies of

glutamic acid and resistant to the assimilation-inhibitory effect of the antibiotic.

It seems possible that penicillin may interfere with the cell membrane by inhibiting

the enzymes responsible for the deamination-reamination process which, it has been

suggested, is necessary for passage through the cell wall. Reverse mutation of resis-

tant cells by which synthetic ability is decreased leads to increased penicillin resis-

tance. Hence a consistent scheme of explanation of the phenomena has been provided.

The additional method of developing resistance by production of a penicillin-destroy-

ing enzyme, penicillinase, is presumably entirely a separate phenomenon.

A rather remarkable feature of some bacteria which develop resistance tO'

streptomycin is that they become streptomycin-dependent. That is to say they will

only grow in the presence of streptomycin and streptomycin has become a necessary

growth factor for such bacteria. Apparently some micro-organisms never exposed tO'

streptomycin also utilise it as a growth factor.
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CHLOROMYCETIN, CHLORAMPHENICOL

Chloromycetin has several special claims to interest. It is the first useful anti-

biotic to be synthesised so that we shall not be dependent upon very costly fermenta-

tion methods of production. Fermentation methods are not necessarily expensive,

but the very small yields and delicate nature of many antibiotics have made their

bulk production difl&cult. The distinction between chemotherapeutic agents and

antibiotics is rapidly disappearing and " chloramphenicol," the name given to the

synthetic product, has made the distinction between them even more narrow.

Chloromycetin is remarkable in being a nitro-benzene derivative, hitherto not described

in a natural product. It also contains dichloracetic acid in a side chain, an unusual

but not unique occurrence. The structural formula of this relatively simple com-

pound is •—

NO2

CHOH
(!:h.nh.co.chci2

Chloromycetin

Its full name is (l)-,//-l-p-nitrophenyl-2-dichloroacetamidopropane-l : 3-diol.

The chief value of Chloromycetin at present is in the treatment of louse-borne

typhus (due to infection with Rickettsia -proivazeki) and scrub-typhus. A team of

workers in Parke-Davis laboratories have been responsible for this interesting work
(Ehrhch, Bartz, Smith, Joslyn and Burkholder, 1947 ; Smadel and Jackson, 1949).

The drug may also be of value in typhoid fever.

OTHER ANTIBIOTICS

In view of its interest and importance frequent further developments in this

field may be anticipated, but a few of the many products described to date may be

briefly mentioned.

GRAMICIDIN AND TYEOCIDINE
Isolated from Bacillus brevis with the idea of finding an agent active against the

Gram-positive complex (Dubos and Cattaneo. 1939), these polypeptides contain

many d-(unnatural) amino acids (Hotchkiss, 1944). Their composition has been

determined by differential hydrolysis and the order in which they occur determined

with the aid of chromatographic analysis. The polypeptides are too toxic for

parenteral use.

LICHENIFORMIN
Callow and Hart (1946) isolated this group of polypeptides from B. licheniformis.

Licheniformin is very active against C. diphtherim and other bacteria in vitro, but is

rather toxic to guinea-pigs (Hewitt, 1948).
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KNAPWEED
It is of interest to note the variety of sources from which antibiotics are being

obtained. The synthetic activities of moulds and mould-like bacteria are so diverse

that they have constituted a prolific source of new compounds, but plants are also

contributing to the store. Cavalhto and Bailey (1949) have obtained from the leaves

of the spotted knapweed an unsaturated lactone with antibacterial activity which is

rapidly destroyed by cysteine and thioglycollic acid. It is concluded that lipophilic

antibiotics are more active against Gram-positive organisms.

POLYMYXIN
This group of polj^eptides investigated by Stansly, Shepherd and White (1947),

and Ainsworth, Brown and Brownlee (1947) contains the amino acids 1-threonine,

1-ay-diaminobutyric acid, d-leucine, phenylalanine, d-serine and an unidentified

fatty acid. Chromatographic absorption has facilitated characterisation of this group.

STREPTOTHRICIN
Streptothricin is a basic substance obtained from Streptomyces lavendulce

(Waksman, 1943).

AUREOMYCIN
Described by Duggar (1948) this antibiotic with the trade name, Duomycin, is

obtained from Streptomyces aureofaciens. Its chief advantages are that resistant

strains are not readily developed and it has proved of value in urinary infections and
some virus diseases (psittacosis-lymphogranuloma group and rickettsiae).

NEOMYCIN
Waksman and LechevaUer (1949) obtained neomycin from a soil organism

Actinomyces (or Strejptomyces) fradii {ov fradice). It inhibits the growth of strepto-

mycin-resistant tubercle bacilli and salmonellse, and hence its potential value. It

is basic in nature and thermostable, and organisms appear not to develop neomycin-

resistance readily.

Summary of Chapter VII

The mode of action of chemotherapeutic agents and antibiotics, their relation to

metaboHc processes and enzyme systems, and problems of bacterial resistance and
drug fastness, are discussed.



CHAPTER VIII

THE POLAROGRAPH

PolarograpMc methods like oxidation-reduction j)otential measurements depend
upon electrode potential relationships but they are applied in a different manner.

As already indicated in Chapter I, to measure an oxidation-reduction potential

an inert electrode is immersed in the system and an equal and opposite external

potential is applied so that no current flows in the system. With the Polarograph,

however, various potentials are applied to an electrode in the system and the current

flowing at each potential is measured. As the current flows hydrogen is liberated

at the cathode effecting reduction whilst an equivalent amount of oxidation occurs

at the anode if any oxidation-reduction systems are present. The magnitude of

the current flowing is a measure of the rate of these oxidation-reduction reactions and
hence, as will be shown later, of the concentration of oxidation-reduction systems

present. With the Polarograph therefore, there is the possibility not only of

recognising the qualitative nature of the oxidation-reduction systems present but

MA

Fig. 39

Simplified diagram of polarographic apparatus, showing dropping mercury electrode, milliammeter

(MA) to measure current and source of variable applied electromotive force (V). Amplifying circuits

are omitted

also of their amount. When electrolytic current flows through such systems polar-

isation occurs and a small uniform electrode is required. Generally therefore the

inert metal wire or foil electrode used in oxidation-reduction potential measurements

is abandoned, and in its place drops of mercury continuously dropping from

a fine capillary tube are used. In general the mercury drops form the

cathode whilst the pool of mercury formed by the drops at the bottom of the vessel

can be used as the anode. Since any oxygen present in the system may be reduced at

the cathode and upset results the system is often deaerated by passing nitrogen or

hydrogen before measurements begin.

Digrammatically the arrangement is represented in Fig. 39 ; by means of the

potentiometer P different potentials can be applied to the Cathode C and the current

flowing at each value of the potential can be measured by the galvanometer MA.

If a hypothetical oxidation-reduction potential system is considered the voltage-

current curve obtained in the polarograph might be as given in Fig. 40.

As the negative voltage applied is increased from a zero value the current

flowing increases very little until the point A is reached. The small current flowing
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until now is dependent upon the electrolytes present and is known as the Residual

Current but when the voltage applied exceeds A (known as the Decomposition

Potential) the current flowing increases considerably, until the voltage C is reached
when the current settles down to a nearly constant value. The current

represented by the vertical distance between the curves at C and A is known as

the Limiting Current and gives a measure of the amount of the oxidation-reduction

system present. At the voltage corresponding to point B (i.e., the Half Wave
Potential) half the limiting current flows. This Half Wave Potential is characteristic

of the oxidation-reduction system and is in fact the potential of the half oxidised

system. This, as we have already seen, is the characteristic electrode potential or

Wq of the system. It will be seen at a glance that the Polarographic curve is of the

same S-form as the curves on page 25 relating the electrode potential to the

percentage oxidation or reduction of an oxidation-reduction system.
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vicinity of the small drop of mercury issuing from the capillary tube of the cathode that

determine the " voltammetric curve." Under the conditions of the polarographic

method, with a minute cathode and a current flowing through the circuit conditions

throughout the system are not uniform as in the ordinary methods of measuring

electrode potentials, described in previous chapters. In the immediate vicinity of

the drop of mercury the oxidation-reduction system may be almost completely

reduced whilst in the main bulk of the solution the system is entirely in the oxidised

condition, so it is important not to confuse conditions at the cathode with the

general condition of the system.

When low potentials are applied to the system no current flows until the

decomposition potential is reached. But at potentials above this the system is

reduced at the cathode, that is it loses its negative charge to the cathode and a

current flows. It will be evident that at any given electrode potential a characteristic

proportion of the system will be reduced in the immediate vicinity of the cathode.

Eventually when the limiting current is reached the solution immediately surrounding

the drop of mercury is completely depleted of oxidised form and the current

flowing is dependent only on diffusion of the non-reduced form from the

body of the solution to the layer of the mercury drop. Now the rate of this

diffusion can be shown to be dependent only upon the concentration of the oxidation-

reduction system in the body of the fluid and to be independent of the applied

potential, so the current-voltage curve becomes flat.

The Ilkovic equation giving the value of the diffusion current (Id in amperes)

at any time is as follows :

—

I, = 0-732n FD^ Cm^ t«

where n is the number of electrons concerned in the oxidation-reduction reaction,

F is the Faraday (96,500 coulombs), D is the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive

material (in cms. per second), C its concentration (in moles per ml.), m the weight

(in g.) of mercury flowing from the capillary per second, and t the time (in seconds)

of the period of life of the drop. The Ilkovic equation can be simplified and the

following equation gives the mean current flowing :

—

I^ = 605n D* CmS t^^

where the current is in microamperes and the concentration is in millimoles per litre.

It is interesting to note that the mean current flowing during the whole life of the

drop is equal to six-sevenths of the maximum current flowing just before the drop

falls. Although the current flowing fluctuates throughout the life of the drop it

is possible, as mentioned above, to obtain a steady reading by using a galvan-

ometer with a long period of vibration.

In the above equations all the factors for any system are constant except

the concentration so that the current flowing is proportional to the concentration :

—

Id = kC.

Hence with any particular oxidation-reduction system once the current for any

known concentration has been determined the measure of the current flowing in

other solutions will give the concentration of the system.
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It should be mentioned that the current flowing varies with the life of the drop
of mercury falling from the cathode capillary tube ; as it becomes larger the current

rises and when the mercury drop falls a new and smaller drop begins to form and
the current decreases again (curve T in fig. 41), but by using a galvanometer of long

period and incorporating a condenser in the circuit the variations in the current

with the life of the drop are largely eliminated and a relatively smooth curve (G)

is obtained. The mean current (M in fig. 41) is equal to six-sevenths of the maximum.

Seconds

Fig. 41

Current- time curves during life-time of drops of mercury

T—true curve
G—galvanometer readings

M—mean current

Of course, when more than one oxidation-reduction system is present, there is

a number of steps on the voltammetric curve each corresponding to one of the

oxidation-reduction systems.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The apparatus required for polarographic work consists first of the dropping

mercury electrode which is merely a container of mercury to which is attached a

capillary tube from which mercury drips continuously. The tip of the electrode

dips under the surface of the solution investigated contained in the electrode vessel

which has provisions for de-aeration, generally in the form of inlet and outlet tubes

through which nitrogen or hydrogen can be passed. Occasionally a small stationary

rotating or platinum electrode is used instead of the dropping electrode. The station-

ary electrode may be in the form of a pool of mercury at the bottom of the electrode

with a wire making contact and projecting from the vessel or a salt bridge attached

to an external half cell. By means of a convenient bridge circuit a variable, measured

voltage is applied across the electrodes and the current passing at different voltages

is measured by a sensitive galvanometer of long period to damp out the variations

in current during the life of the drop of mercury at the capillary tip of the dropping

electrode. The voltage applied is generally between -2 and + 2 volts and the

current should be measurable to 0-01 microamperes.

In the simplest manually operated form of the polarograph a slide wire

potentiometer is used to apply the e.m.f. and a suitably shunted galvanometer

is used to measure the current flowing through the cell at each value of the applied

e.m.f. Generally, however, automatic recording devices are incorporated in the

polarograph. The voltage applied is varied continuously by means of a small electric
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motor, the voltage is recorded and the current passing is also recorded. The record

is in the form of a voltage current curve. Apart from the rapidity of measurement
with an automatic polarograph, the results are obtained in the form of a permanent
record and as a continuous curve on which small waves may be seen which would
possibly be missed with a manually-operated apparatus. In most polarographs the

recording is photographic {e.g., in the instrument of the Heyrovsky type made by the

Cambridge Instrument Company of London, the Nedjedly Company of Prague and the

E. H. Sargent Company of Chicago), but in the instruments made by Tinsley in this

country and by Leeds and Northrup in the U.S.A., the recording is by a mechanical

pen. The cathode ray oscillograph is being applied to polarographic measurements

with interesting results in the case of slow electrode reactions.

Fig. 42
Suppression of " maximum wave " by dye

When the metal after reduction is absorbed at the dropping mercury electrode

there is a peak on the polarographic curve. If surface active substances such as dyes,

protein, starch, etc., are added in small amounts the peak disappears. The pheno-

menon has been used for determining traces of surface active compounds. In the

figure is shown the effect of fuchsine in abolishing the peak on the polarographic

curve of copper.

It is essential in polarographic work to ensure that the solution is adequately

buffered otherwise the hydrogen-ion concentration near the electrode will not be that

of the bulk of the solution owing, probably, to diffusion of hydrogen or hydroxylions

away from the immediate vicinity of the drop of mercury. Unstable potentials and
variation of the half-wave potential may be due to inadequate buffering and much of

the earlier work on the subject has been criticised for this fault. It is suggested that

the buffer concentration should be one hundred times that of the reactant investigated.

It i s important to note that in many papers on polarographic methods potentials

are given not with reference to the normal hydrogen electrode as in oxidation-

reduction potential measurements, but are referred to the saturated calomel electrode

(S.C.E.) which is 0-25 v. more positive at 20°.

SYSTEMS OF BIOLOGICAL INTEREST

Although much of the work with the ])olarogra]ih has been applied to the

detection of traces of metals there has been a considerable volume of work on
other biologically interesting substances.
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OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

Dissolved oxygen in solution gives a typical polarogram and this may be of

importance in determining traces of oxygen in biological systems such as bacterial

cultures. There are two waves corresponding to the two stages of reduction of

oxygen, first to hydrogen peroxide and then to water :

—

02 + 2H+ + 2e->H202

H202 + 2H++2e-^2H20

The second wave, which is less sharp than the first is identical with that observed

in an air-free solution of hydrogen peroxide.

volts

2-0

Fig. 43

Polarographic oxygen waves in presence of maximum suppressor

The reactions are irreversible at the electrode and are subject to over-voltage

effects. The fact that dissolved oxygen gives waves on the polarographic curves

accounts for the necessity of removing the oxygen by passing inert gases or by
sulphite reduction when investigating other systems.

The polarographic method has been used for the study of respiration of green

algae and in studying soils.

POLAROGRAPHY OF THE CYSTINE-CYSTEINE SYSTEM

In Chapter III it was pointed out that the electrode potentials of the cystine-

cysteine system could not be explained on the basis of the equation :

—

2 RSH ^ RSSR+2H++2e

since the potential depended only upon the concentration of cysteine (RSH) and
hydrogen ions and not upon the concentration of the oxidised form, cystine

(RSSR). When the dropping mercury electrode is used the mercury reacts with

cysteine and does not behave as an indifferent electrode.

Studying the anodic waves of cysteine Kolthoff and Barnum (1940) found

that the results indicated not oxidation to cystine but to the reversible reaction :

—

RSH+Hg ^ Hg RS+H++e

a compound of cysteine with mercury being formed.
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The experiments were conducted in the presence of perchloric acid in order to

keep the mercury compound in solution.

When a platinum micro-electrode was used instead of the mercury dropping

electrode, the curve obtained indicated irreversible oxidation of cysteine to cystine.

At the cathode reduction of cystine appeared to depend upon favourable

orientation when adsorbed on the mercury droplets of the electrode, and to be

affected by surface active substances such as thymol and camphor.

An interesting development of the behaviour of sulphydryl compoimds at the

polarographic electrode is found in the behaviour of proteins.

SULPHYDRYL-CONTAINING PROTEINS

In ammoniacal protein solutions containing a trace of a cobalt salt a characteristic

catalytic cathode wave was observed by Heyrovsky, Brdicka and their colleagues.

Sulphur containing proteins cause a double hump on the voltammetric curve obtained

at the cathode and the magnitude of the deflection suggests a catalytic effect of

the protein. The effect can be used for the quantitative determination of traces

of protein and has even been suggested for the diagnosis of cancer.

The determination of SH groups in proteins by amperometric titration is

described by Benesch and Benesch (1948). The protein, or denatured protein, solution

is titrated with dilute silver nitrate. The galvanometer deflection obtained at a

rotating platinum electrode (the cell being completed by a salt bridge and mercury :

mercury iodide electrode) remains constant whilst silver mercaptide is precipitated,

but increases immediately excess silver nitrate is present. When all or part of the

SH groups are combined with p-chloromercuribenzoate the titratable SH groups

show a corresponding decrease. The results in the case of egg albumin were in good

agreement with previous amino acid analyses, but were lower in the case of serum

albumin. It is in line with common experience that the SH groups in serum albumin

are more " masked " and less " available " even after denaturation than in the case of

egg albumin.

Cysteine and cystine give a single catalytic wave in ammoniacal solutions

containing divalent cobalt or nickel. The magnitude of the wave is much greater

than can be accounted for by the reduction of cystine to cysteine and appears to be

catalytic in nature. It is suggested that cysteine forms a complex with divalent

cobalt and the co-ordination bond with the sulphydryl group weakens the linkage

with hydrogen which is deposited at the dropping electrode. Some dithiols behave

similarly (Danielli et al, 1947).

These waves have been used to determine cystine in protein hydrolysates and

as little as 0-001 g. of human hair is sufficient for an analysis. Some other sulphur

compounds have been found to behave similarly. It appears to be necessary to

hydrolyse glutathione and mustard gas before they react in this way.

Apphcations of these phenomena have been the determination of protein in

insulin and in cerebro-spinal fluid, and in the diagnosis of cancer but other inflamma-

tory conditions are indistinguishable by the methods used.

ENZYMES
The catalytic waves of cytochrome C and other enzymes have been studied by

Carruthers (1947). The cytochrome is dissolved in a solution of pH 9-35 containing
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ammonia, ammonimn chloride and dilute (10""^ M) hexammino cobaltic chloride, and
a small amount of gelatine is added to suppress the " maximum " wave. Small

amounts of cytochrome (18 y per ml.) produce a sharp wave with the peak at

—1-5 V. (versus saturated calomel electrode). By subtracting the current due to

reduction of cobalt a quantitative measure of the cytochrome present can be obtained,

and the progress of purification through a refining process can be followed. The wave
is due to cystine, cysteine, etc., and no other amino acids give a catalytic wave. With
cysteine and cystine the peak is at —1-75 volts and with glutathione at —1-1 v.

The enzymes, ascorbic acid oxidase, tyrosinase, d-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase and aldolase also give catalytic waves with a peak at about —1-45

volts. On the other hand prolactin, papain, pepsinogen, desoxyribonuclease and
carboxypeptidase under the same conditions give two peaks at —1-1 and —1-7 volts

respectively.

HEMOGLOBIN AND HEMATIN
Hydrogen peroxide is reduced irreversibly at the dropping mercury electrode,

and the reduction wave is flat but in the presence of haemolysed erythrocytes,

haemoglobin or hsematin, the peroxide wave approaches the first wave of oxygen.

Curves are obtained in air-saturated solutions which make it possible to determine

quantitatively haemoglobin, haematin or coproporphyrin I, but cyanide inhibits

the effect. Bilirubin gives reduction curves at the dropping electrode which have

not yet been fully explained.

SEMIQUINONES

The formation of intermediate compounds in reductions involving two electrodes

has been discussed in Chapter III :

—

R + e->R-
R- + e->R--

The semi-reductant R~ may be recognised in the case of pigments by differences

in colour. Miiller (1942) has found two waves in the polarogram of a -- oxyphena-

volts

volts

Fig. 44
Polarographic curves showing formation in acid solution of intermediate semiquinone in reduction ol

a-oxyphenazine (after Miiller)

zine in acid solution, the two points of inflection on the voltage-current curve corre-

sponding to the two stages in the reduction. The half-wave potentials of the two
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stages of reduction are in agreement with results obtained by the measurement
of the oxidation-reduction potentials of the systems. Anomalous waves often

encountered in polarograms have been attributed to adsorption effects at the

electrode which are sometimes removed by adding surface active substances to the

system or varying the mercury-dropping time. In the case of pyruvic acid some of

the effects seen have been attributed to keto-enol tautomerism and polymerisation.

ANTIBIOTICS

In an investigation of penicillin derivatives du Vigneaud and Melville (1949)

studied acylated and non-acylated thiohydantoins polarographically. Acylation

has no effect at the anode, both types of compounds giving a small wave between

and —0-2 volt. At the cathodically polarised dropping mercury electrode the non-

acylated thiohydantoins have no effect, but the acylated 2-thiohydantoins have a

pronounced double wave with half-wave potentials at —1-55 and —1-7 volts respec-

tively, in an ammoniacal buffer at pH 9-2
; neither type of compound produces a

catalytic cobalt wave like cysteine.

Penicillin has been assayed polarographically (Scudi and Woodruff, 1949).

Cook, Hall, Heilbron and Roberts find that when penicillin is inactivated by alkali

there is a marked SH wave in the polarograph proportional to the original biological

activity. Hens, Page and Robinson use the catalytic wave in the presence of cobalt

to assay penicillin after alkaline degradation.

MOULD PRODUCTS AND QUINONES

The half-wave potentials of a number of mould metabolites and related quinones

have been measured by Page and Robinson (1943). The results are summarised in

Table 30. The measurements were made at pH 6-24, except in the case of citrinin

and penicillic acid which were examined at pH 4-63.

TABLE 31

Half-wave Potentials of Quinones
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VITAMINS

Vitamin C yields an anodic wave and this has been used for determination

of the vitamin but the oxidised form is not reducible at the dropping electrode.

Lingane and Davis have obtained some interesting results with the vitamin B
group. Half-wave potentials (with the saturated calomel electrode as the reference

value) in 0-lN KC2 or 0"1M tetramethyl ammonium bromide were as follows :

—

Kiboflavin -0-35 v.

Thiamin
Nicotinic acid

Pyridoxin . .

.

Pantothenic acid

-1-25
-1-7
-1-8
-2-0

Anomalies in the case of riboflavin have been ascribed to the presence of surface

inactive tautomers. Brdicka (1941, 1942), has studied the polarographic behaviour

of riboflavin.

SEX HORMONES

Sex hormones containing a double bond conjugated with the ketone group

(CH : CH.C : 0) give a wave at —1 -7 volts, the height of the wave being proportional

to the hormone concentration. These experiments were conducted in 90 per cent,

ethyl alcohol containing lithium chloride. The half-wave potential of cholestenone

in ammonium chloride solution is —1-25 volt (versus normal calomel electrode)

(Adkins and Cox, 1938.)

It has been shown by Wolfe, Hershberg and Fieser (1940), that 17-ketosteroids

treated with tetramethylammonium acethydrazide chloride (Girard T reagent) give

hydrazides with a characteristic polarographic wave (half-wave potential at —1-4

volts). This has been used for the determination of urinary ketosteroids (Barnett,

Henly and Morris, 1946).

The polarograms of the steroid hydrazones are all similar to that given with the

Girard T reagent (with a half-wave potential at about —1 -3 volt) except in the case

of sulphur-containing analogues which have a lower potential (Barnett and Morris,

1946).

FISCHER TITRATION METHOD FOR WATER DETERMINATION

The Fischer (1935) reagent provides a convenient method for the determination

of small amounts of water. In an anhydrous solvent iodine and sulphur dioxide do

not react, but when water is added reaction occurs :

—

2H2O + SO2 + I2 = H2SO4 + 2HI

pyridine is added to combine with the acids formed and the reagents are dissolved

in anhydrous methyl alcohol. Excess of the Fischer reagent is generally added to the

liquid which contains water and the excess of reagent is back titrated with a standard

solution of water. The end point can be determined potentiometrically (Carter and
Williamson, 1945). Two bright platinum electrodes are immersed in the liquid and a

small potential difference is applied. The small current flowing between the elec-

trodes remains constant during the titration whilst there is any moisture present, but

rises suddenly directly there is excess of reagent. In the alternative method involving
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back titration of excess reagent with water a small current is passed between the

electrodes. In a moist solution the electrodes are polarised and a potential difference

characteristic of the system can be measured, bub immediately there is a slight excess

of reagent present the cathode is depolarised and the potential difference disappears.

The sudden fall in potential can be observed with the aid of a galvanometer or by the
" magic eye " of a cathode ray tube.

TOXICOLOGY

In view of the possibiUty of detecting traces of compounds the polarograph is

valuable in toxicology. As an example it may be mentioned that aromatic nitro-

compounds give characteristic polarograms and in nitro-poisoning investigations may
be made directly on the serum of patients or on ether extracts.

The polarographic half-wave potentials of nitrobenzene derivatives have been

studied by Dennis, Powell and Astle (1949). Toxic oxidation products of the chemo-
therapeutic drug arsphenamine have been detected with the polarograph.

SUMMARY
The general theory of polarographic methods is briefly described together with

some experimental considerations. Applications of the polarograph to systems of

biological interest such as dissolved oxygen, cysteine, proteins, enzymes, vitamins,

hormones, chemotherapeutic agents and antibiotics, are discussed.



CHAPTER IX

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Now that we have come to the end is it possible to arrive at any generaHsations,

or to detect any pattern in the complexity of data ? It is evident that in addition to

the wide variety of physiological processes that are primarily oxidation-reduction

reactions there are a host of others which are governed or modified directly by
oxidation-reduction conditions. The few reactions that do not fall into these two
categories are linked with other reactions in which oxidation-reduction potentials

play a supreme role.

Perhaps one of the outstanding conclusions one can draw from the trend of

modern work is the accumulating evidence of the inter-dependence of apparently

independent processes. Reactions occur in chains and interference with one link

ruptures the whole chain ; a reaction occuring early in a chain is closely linked with

another near the end. The catalytic effects of enzymes are so nicely balanced and
the partnership of coenzymes so close-knit that incredible feats of synthesis or break-

down occur almost isothermally at amazing speed.

Whereas a few years ago metaboUc reactions were being studied in detail

separately, it now begins to be possible to visualise broader plans of free energy

changes, of cell synthesis, of phosphate cycles, of the oxidation-reduction balance.

The harmonies are so finely adjusted that it is disconcerting to find an organism

producing a substance that is not purely utilitarian and designed exclusively for the

most efficient functioning of a metabolic process. The beauty of the pigments of

wild flowers seems excessive for mere survival and the synthetic galaxies of the moulds
appear to be exclusively for the humbhng of organic chemists.

It is not surprising to find so many mould pigments and products to be related

to the quinones, naphthaquinones and anthraquinones, all subject to study by
oxidation-reduction potential methods and possibly of metabolic significance, but it

is more surprising to find closely related compounds of significance in widely different

organisms far distant in the genealogical tree. Frequently the metabolic process of

the bacterium, the yeast cell and the mammahan muscle follows a similar course,

despite the difference of medium and of organisation.

Nucleic acids play their predominating role of directing synthesis and differen-

tiation in virus multiphcation, in bacterial type differentiation and in animal

chromosomes. The clue to the puzzle of self-multiplication is bound up in the nucleic

acids and their role of providing patterns for the shaping of protein syntheses.

The same vitamins and growth substances are needed forman and microbe, and a

vitamin assay is now more the task of a bacteriologist than a physiologist. But all

these harmonies must not blind us to the differences. Possibly, just as the last two
decades have shown us the similarities of widely different organisms, the next two
may make plainer the differences—the control of cancerous growth, the defeat of the

virus and the checking of infectious diseases depend upon our finding agents lethal to

one type of cell, but harmless to another. Possibly hormonal control too may result

from our finding antagonists to hormone production, as indeed is already suggested
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in recent work by Harington. Advances in our knowledge of diabetes have already

shown us the possibilities of complex interhormonal control.

Antibiotics are rapidly becoming mere chemotherapeutic drugs now that

Chloromycetin has been synthesised, and chemotherapeutic drugs have already become
metabolite analogues. Unless we are vigilant the gulf will widen between the general

practitioner who prescribes the tablet and the laboratory worker who studies a dye
that inhibits an enzyme that destroys a coenzyme that is necessary for the functioning

of an enzyme system that is part of a chain of processes in the brain. The complexities

of each speciahty are multiplying so rapidly that it is not easy to ensure that members
of research teams are working intelhgently. It is not sufficient that senior members
of the team should supply all the intellectual stimulus, leaving it to the junior members
to be cogs on a wheel. For the maximum effect all should be mental as well as

physical contributors. It is desirable that workers in the biological sciences should

have as wide an understanding as possible of advances in other discipUnes, and the

problem of keeping up-to-date with scientific literature is becoming more formidable

month by month. When the original literature became too bulky abstract journals

solved the problem temporarily, and when these became too swollen Annual Reviews
and Recent Advances proved a boon to research workers. These are now themselves

so numerous and well filled that the rapid production of books summarising and
co-ordinating recent advances is necessary and the debt owed to the compilers of

stimulating scientific books is very considerable, since the labour and leisure devoted

to their preparation cannot easily be spared. In previous chapters, therefore, full

advantage has been taken of the ideas of many brains and although due acknowledg-

ment of contributions to our understanding of biological phenomenon cannot be

counted upon, the contributor of a valuable point of view has, at least, the satisfaction

of feeling that he has permanently affected the course of investigations. The close

interweaving of experiment and interpretation with ideas from as broad fields as

possible is the best guarantee of rapid progress and the saving of waste labour and
time in pursuing fruitless quests.

Although widely divergent topics have been incorporated in the later chapters of

this book, the unifying influence of the effect of oxidation-reduction conditions on
biological functions impresses a pattern on the complex of data.

Biological electrode potentials have received an increasing amount of attention

from investigators. Quantitative data are accumulating and interpretations of

experimental results are becoming accepted as necessary accompaniments to

progress. There was, a very few years ago, a great danger of stagnation and
immobilisation, owing to the feeling on the one hand that experimental data could

not be obtained until the theoretical side was in a more advanced stage of develop-

ment, and, on the other hand, that no theories could be developed until more data

had accumulated. The danger of stalemate was a very real one, but, fortunately,

the subject has now opened out, and advantage can be taken of assistance forth-

coming from very different directions.

Notwithstanding the initial difficulties, most encouraging progress has been made
in the study of biological oxidation-reduction conditions, particularly in the realm

of bacteriology, and it is remarkable how well deductions drawn from electrode

potential measurements agree with the conclusions reached by workers proceeding

along totally different avenues of approach.
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The more or less qualitative results on the reduction of dyes by tissues, yeast

cells, bacteria, etc., have been generally corrected, extended and placed on a quantita-

tive basis by the investigations of many workers on biological electrode potentials.

Many constituents of living organisms when isolated have been shown to be

subject to reversible oxidation-reduction reactions. In a large number this reversible

oxidation-reduction is essentially related to their vital function. Many biological

pigments are known to constitute oxidation-reduction systems and their electrode

potential relationships have been investigated. Respiratory functions have been

attributed to some of these pigments.

A number of vitamins of the B-complex and ascorbic acid constitute oxidation-

reduction systems. It becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish between vitamins,

enzymes, coenzymes, hormones and even toxins. All appear to function as biological

catalysts and increasing numbers have been purified and crystalUsed. Their composi-

tion and mode of action have been made clearer and synthesis of some of them is

within sight. Chemical methods of synthesis still appear crude, however, compared

with the refined methods of the cell. Antibiotics such as penicilhn and streptomycin

are still produced commercially by the organisms themselves, but Chloromycetin, one

of the simpler antibiotics, is now a product of chemical synthesis.

As Michaelis has pointed out many of the enzymes and co-enzymes of significance

in cellular respiration constitute two-stage oxidation-reduction systems, and it is

possible that this type of reaction is essential for many biological enzymic oxidations.

The vitamins are by no means alone in their dependence upon oxidation-

reduction potentials, and some of the hormones, including adrenaline and the

oxytocic hormone of the posterior pituitary gland, may also be oxidised and reduced.

In the latter case disulphide or sulphydryl groups appear to play an important

part, and in this it resembles certain of the enzymes, namely, papain and urease,

which function only in the presence of the reduced group—SH.

In their turn, these enzymes resemble two bacterial products, pneumococcus

hgemolysin and one of the haemolysins of haemolytic streptococci, which are also

inactivated by oxidation, etc. Study of the reduced streptolysin has led to interesting

results in cases of streptococcal infection.

Whether the interior of a cell can be said to possess a characteristic electrode

potential is a matter of some controversy. This, however, is an internal matter

which primarily concerns the cell ; a matter of more immediate interest is the study

of the oxidation-reduction changes effected by the cell in its environmental mediimi

and of the effect of different environmental conditions upon the behaviour of the

cell. These investigations are in a very healthy state of development, and progress

is being maintained, despite the difficulties inherent in the study of living organisms.

For exact physico-chemical measurements the investigator would prefer to deal with

a pure compound of known chemical constitution under fixed conditions, precluding

the possibility of any change during the measurement. In practice the biochemist

frequently can arrange for none of these ideals to be attained, and, to quote W. M.

Clark (1934), the investigator by necessity " makes painfully exact measurements

upon frightfully impure compounds." In a living organism and all its complexities we

have the very antithesis of a pure chemical compound and it would be difficult for a

chemist to prepare or even imagine a more heterogeneous and complicated mixture
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than is to be found in even the simplest unicellular organisms. In the matter also of

keeping conditions constant during an experiment, faint hope can be entertained by
the biochemist, for hving imphes constant changing ; directly the dynamic state gives

place to the static, we have not life but death, or, at least, a moribund state of

suspended animation.

In studying the electrode potentials of biological systems, therefore, there are

great difficulties, (1) in obtaining reproducible results, since no two organisms can
be absolutely identical, and no organism can be quite the same on two different

occasions
; (2) in knowing what constituents of the system are responsible for the

potential changes observed, and (3) in realising the effects of components of the

system which do not directly affect the potential, but which do so indirectly by
catalytic, poising or other activities. In the presence of appropriate cellular enzyme
functions reversible oxidation-reduction processes occur which are unknown in

their absence. Other oxidation-reduction systems which are irreversible or only

semi-reversible affect the equilibria of reversible systems and complicate the results.

In view of these difficulties, it is not surprising that many problems remain unsolved,

but they need not be regarded as insuperable obstructions to progress. Even in the

short history of the subject numbers of successful circumnavigations round the

obstacles are already reported.

Interesting facts emerge from a study of the changes in oxidation-reduction

conditions produced by bacteria in the medium by which they are surrounded.

The metabolic activities of bacteria and their obtaining energy by oxidation

of nutrient material result in a general development of reducing conditions in their

cultures. Conclusions of considerable interest and of practical importance in the

use of culture media are resulting from studies of the electrode potentials developed

in bacterial cultures growing under conditions as nearly as possible identical with

those used in bacteriological laboratories. It is evident that the conditions required

for the manifestation of their characteristic properties must be the conditions chosen

also for the study of electrode potentials if any correlation of the different bacterial

activities is to be attempted.

The reducing conditions established in bacterial cultures during the logarithmic

phase of growth vary from organism to organism. Different ranges of reducing

effect may be seen ; for example, the aerobes in general are able to reduce ordinary

aerobic culture media until a moderately intense reducing level is reached, but

many are unable to effect further reductions. The anaerobes, on the other hand,

are unable to effect any reduction in ordinary aerobic cultures, but if the medium
is partially reduced to begin with, e.g., by exclusion of the oxidising effect of air,

they are able to establish and maintain quite intense reducing conditions.

Anaerobiosis like other properties of bacteria can be traced to the metabolic

pattern of the organism and depends upon the enzyme systems that can be called

into play. Being capable of adaptation and mutation with comparative ease the syn-

thetic and catabolic functions of a strain of bacteria are susceptible to very wide

variations, some of which are direct and fairly rapid adjustments to the environment
and others only produced by considerable alteration to the " genes " or their nucleic

acids.
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The importance of nucleic acids in biology is becoming increasingly evident.

Nucleoproteins appear to be the self-reproducing units of living matter and an

alteration to the nucleic acid results in a permanent alteration to the reproducing

units. Just as an alteration to a dye or mould will affect all the subsequent productions

cast in that mould so nucleic alteration affects the properties of the progeny of the

cell or nucleoprotein molecule.

Apart from the range of reducing activities, other differences can be traced

between different organisms. With some organisms, such as pneumococci, the

level of reducing intensity reached is not maintained after the logarithmic phase of

growth ; but, on the other hand, highly oxidising conditions are gradually established.

This is associated with the peroxide-forming function of these organisms and is a very

characteristic property. The measurement of electrode potentials has proved of

value in the study of peroxide formation by bacteria, and of the protective effect of

the presence of catalase. '

An apt quotation appears in a paper by Wieland :
" The living cell is no furnace

wherein all materials may be indiscriminately oxidised." Some substances may
be utihsed by one organism and not by another, hence differentiation of organisms

may be accomplished by studying the development of reducing conditions in the

presence of different possible nutrient materials, as in the Thunberg vacuum-tube

method. The most probable explanation of the differences encountered between

different organisms seems to lie in their possession of different enzymes. It seems likely

that systematic classification of organisms will result from studies of oxidation-

reduction conditions in bacterial cultures.

The recognition of the effect of cultural conditions on the electrode potentials

of bacterial cultures is leading to a wider problem, that of the relation between

the oxidation-reduction conditions under which the cell is grown and its consequent

biological behaviour. For example : hsemolytic streptococci are frequently extremely

virulent when isolated from the blood stream of infected patients or animals, but when
sub-cultured in broth in the ordinary way the organisms lose their virulence. The

virulence may, however, be maintained by sub-culturing :

—

(1) In broth to which blood-serum has been added ;

(2) In aerated broth cultures.

The maintenance of virulence is effected by opposing the reducing effects of

'the organisms, by increasing their oxygen supply and this postulate is supported

by the measurement of electrode potentials of cultures of hsemolytic streptococci.

Both in serum-broth and aerated broth cultures the potential is prevented from

falling to the low level reached in plain broth.

Furthermore, the matt form of haemolytic streptococci may be transformed into

the glossy variant at the high electrode potential produced by hydrogen-peroxide.

This effect has been traced to two factors, the inhibition of proliferation of the matt

form by the peroxide, and auto-sterilisation of the matt form, on solid media, by
production of peroxide by the organisms themselves.

The mechanism of the effect is now apparent for the loss of virulence is due to the

proteolytic effect of an enzyme produced by haemolytic streptococci. This proteinase

which digests the specific substance present in virulent organisms, requires reduced

sulphydryl groups for its activation and under conditions of high oxidation-reduction
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potential no reduced SH groups are present. Wilson (1930) found that variations in

virulence and colony form of B. aertrycke accompany alterations in the oxygen
content of the gaseous environment of cultures.

The ripening of cheddar cheese without the occurrence of deleterious faults

is apparently dependent upon the development on the correct series of electrode

potentials at different stages Beer is said not to keep and tissue cultures not to

proliferate at inappropriate electrode potentials. Milk is tested by the use of oxida-

tion-reduction potential dyes. So that in the practical applications of biochemistry

and bacteriology, as well as in the laboratory, electrode potentials have assumed
prominence.

Potter (1911) observed the potential difference between a culture medium
inoculated with bacteria and a sterile control, but Cohen (1931) has carried the

matter to an extreme point. He has built up a bacterial battery by connecting in

series a number of cells each composed of 10 c.c. of culture coupled to a sterile control.

The culture medium contains a poising agent such as potassium ferricyanide or

benzoquinone. Each unit " yields about 0-2 ma. at a pressure of 0-5 volt with very

small polarisation for at least 5 minutes. By this means we have been able to build

up a bacterial battery furnishing current of about 2 ma. at a pressure of 35 volts."'

" The human body at rest uses about the same amount of energy as a 100-watt

electric light bulb. Like the bulb, the body obtains this energy by a process which
involves the flow of an electric current. In the living cell, electrons flow from the

foodstuffs we ingest to oxygen, thus reducing the oxygen to form water. The
' filament ' of the cell over which these electrons flow is not of uniform composition

as is a light bulb. The electrons in the cell are passed along over a chain of

compounds composed of iron-containing proteins, the cyt.ochromes, and vitamin-

containing units named coenzymes. The over-all j^rocess involves a potential

change of about 1-17 v. and a total flow of current in all the body cells which
amounts to about 76 amps. The process occurs, however, in a stepwise fashion

which involves five or six successive transfers of electrons between the various

components comprising the cellular ' filament ' or oxidative chain. Each pair of

components may thus be looked upon as forming a battery, the pairs being

connected in series. A drop in voltage occurs with the interaction of each pair in

this series ; its magnitude may be estimated from our knowledge of the oxidation-

reduction potentials c>f each of the systems involved. How the energy is utilised

by the cell is not exactly known. A good portion of it, however, seems to be
converted into high-energy phosphate bonds which, in turn, directly supply the-

driving force for many of the various physiological processes which constitute

life." (Ball, 1947.)

The intense reducing activity of bacteria, associated necessarily with their

metabolic functions, is illustrated in a calculation by which it is shown that during the

active logarithmic phase of growth a single cell of B. coli can reduce fifteen million

molecules of oxidant each minute. The transport problem alone, of bringing millions-

of molecules up to the cell surface and removing them after reduction, must be
considerable.

Developments in chemotherapy and the rapid advances in the use of antibiotics

stimulated by the work of Fleming and Florey raise questions which impinge upon the
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subject of oxidation-reduction potentials. An abundant oxygen supply is necessary

for penicillin production, which was originally carried out in surface cultures, but is

now effected in aerated tanks. The similarities in the chemical formulae of penicillin

and biologically important compounds such as glutathione suggest possible mechan-
isms of action. The mode of action of sulphonamide drugs suggests that preliminary

oxidation-reduction changes may be necessary, and the same holds with the organic

arsenicals, the use of which has been simplified recently by the development of

dithiols of the B.A.L. type.

A useful adjunct to electrode potentials for the study of biological oxidation-

reductions is found in polarography, which is of value in some systems with unstable

potentials and which are not completely reversible. Once the current flowing in

the system is measured it is possible with the Polarograph to obtain information

concerning the amount of an oxidation-reduction system present as well as its

qualitative nature. Substances present in minute amount may sometimes be detected

polarographically.

We begin to realise the important part that the study of electrode potentials

may play in the explanation of bacterial problems and in the scientific development
of bacteriology. The introduction of pH measurements has led to considerable

improvement in bacterial technique, and it seems probable that electrode potential

studies will play an important part in elucidating problems of bacterial behaviour.

Such advances in bacteriology have preceded advances in other realms of biology

where the investigator has to deal, not with many cells of the same type, but with

cells of countless different kinds. A fuller understanding of unicellular behaviour

and its variations must assist the solution of the more complex problems. A striking

example of this has been the contribution of bacteriology to the study of the vitamins

during the past fifteen years and the development of microbiological methods of assay.

It appeared to be the function of the nineteenth century to observe the simplicity

and unity of natural phenomena ; the twentieth seems rather to discover the

complexity and intricacy of the pattern.

Closer understanding of the processes of metabolism and inheritance should now
lead to a rational approach to their control and to the mitigation of suffering due to

malnutrition, to infection, organic disease and perhaps old age. It may first be
necessary, however, for man to differ from other organisms and avoid competitive

inhibition.

The biologist has long studied living organisms as wholes and will continue to do so

with ever-increasing interest. But these studies can tell us nothing of the nature of the

"physical basis of life,'' which no form of philosophy can ignore. It is for cheynistry

and physics to replace the vague concept of "protoplasm''—a pure abstraction—by
something more real and descriptive. I know of nothing which has shown that current

efforts to this end do not deal with realities. It is only necessary for the biochemist ta

remember that his data gain their full significance only when he can relate them with the

activities of the organism as a ichole. He shoidd be bold in experiment but cautious in.

his claims. His may not be the last word in the description of life, but without his help

the last word will never be said.—Hopkins (1931).
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Haemoglobin-methaeglobin, electrode poten-
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„ oxyhaemoglobin system ... 48

,, polarography ... ... 161

Haemolvsin, oxidation-reduction ... ... 128
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Helminthosporin ... ... ... ... 67
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Hermidine, electrode potentials of ... 63
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„ activation ... ... ... 93
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„ peroxide, see Peroxide.
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Nile blue. Eh of

Nile blue in Tliunberg technique
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Noradrenaline
Norhomoepinephrine, Eh of
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Obligate anaerobes...
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„ definition
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grading of

Oxygen, activation...
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„ „ „ „ enzymes
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Paludrine ... ... ... ... ... 142
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of 49

»» 95 >> in

meat media 49
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Pasteur effect ... ... ... ... 90
Penicillin 148
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Peroxidase ... ... ... ... ... 53

„ bacterial 53, 111
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bacterial 109-118
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effect on bacterial variation ... 129

„ ,, electrode potential ... 112
formation in cultures ... 100 et seq.
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Phosphorylation ... ... ... ... 85
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Photoflavins... ... ... ... ... 5o
Photosynthesis ... ... ... ... 91
Phthalate buffer 33
Phthiocol 69
Pituitary hormone ... ... ... ... 67
Plant growtli, ascorbic acid ... ... 61
Plant respiration ... ... ... ... 92
Platinum electrode, preparation ... ... 31
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Pneumococcus cultures, electrode potential
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„ type transformation ... 132
Poising effect 7,27,105
Polarisation of electrodes ... ... ... 35
Polarograph . . . ... ... ... ... 154

„ apparent reduction potential 155

„ experimental methods ... 157
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„ hydrogen peroxide ... ... 159

„ limiting current ... ... 155

„ mould products ... ... 162
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,, sulphydr}'! compounds ... 159

„ vitamins ... ... ... 163
Polymyxin ... ... ... ... ... 153
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,, standard... ... ... ... 14
Potentiometer, choice of ... ... ...34,40

Potentiometric, apparatus... ... ...29,40

,. circuit ... ... ...30,35

methods ...29,40

Practical methods ... ... ... 19 et seq.

Proteins, denatured ... ... ... 46

„ effect on bacterial virulence ... 130
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Pyridine nucleotides ... ... ... 57
Pyridoxal phosphate ... ... ... 59
Pyridoxin 59, 163

PyrogaUol, Eh of 72

Pyruvic acid ... ... ... ... 46

„ acid production ... ... 85

,, oxidase ... ... ... ... 138

Quinhydrone electrode ... ... ...33,38

,, reasonance complex ...20,38

Quinine 142

Quinone-hydroquinone system ... ... 2, 20
Quinones bactericidal ... ... ... 141

„ polarographjf ... ... ... 162

R (gas constant) ... ... ... ... 7

RaveneUn ... ... ... ... ... 67

Redox potential, see Electrode potential.

Reducing agents, definition of

„ » grading of

„ substances from bacterial dissolu

tion

Reduction, accompanies oxidation

„ biological

„ definition

,, in bacterial cultures ...

„ intensity of bacteria ...

„ of broth
of dyes

„ percentage, relation to Eh 22, 105

„ potential, see Electrode potential 2
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74, 88, 102

3, 7, 17
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98 et seq.

... 102
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Resazurin
Resistance, bacterial

Respiration, bacterial

Respiratory enzyme, Warburg's ...

Respiratory quotient
" Resting " bacteria

Reversible reactions

rH, criticism of use of

,, derivation

Rhotanium alloy electrodes

Riboflavin ...

Ribonuclease
Rickettsial infections

Robison ester

Rosindone sulphonate

Saccharomyces cerevisice. Eh of

„ marxianus. Eh of ...

Safranines ...

Salmonella group. Eh of ...

Salt bridges ...

Selection of bacterial variants

Semiquinones
poliirograpliy

Serum, effect on Eh
,, „ „ bacterial virulence

„ oxygen carrying efl'ect

„ SH groups in

Sewage sedimentation tanks
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102 et seq.
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Sewage testing

Sex hormones
Shiga's dysentery bacillus, see B. dysenterioe

Sign of potential

Sludge sewage
Slugs, orange pigment of ...

Soil antibiotics

„ corrosion

Soils

Solid media, peroxide formation in

Specific substance of bacteria

Specificity of enzymes
Spectroscope, micro-ceU for

Spinuloftin ...

Spores, see Tetanus.
Standard half-cells ...

Standard potentials

Staphylococcal cultures, electrode

tials of

Starch, fractionation

„ iodine potentials ...

„ sjTithesis ...

Starfish eggs...

„ sperm
Streptococci, see Haemolytic strept'

Streptococcus lactis in cheese

Streptomycin
Streptothricin

Structural analogues
Subcutaneous tissue. Eh of

Succinate-fumarate system
Succinic dehydrogenase
Sulphate reducing bacteria

Sulphonamide drugs
Sulphydryl systems

„ and enzymes ...

„ and h?emo]ysins

„ and oxytocic activity..

polarography
Summaries of chapters 17, 36, 44, 82, 94, 136,

153, 164
Suppressors, maximum ... ... ... 158
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... 148

... 126

... 132
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86
75
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149
153
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70
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45
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129
72
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ococci.

133

Symbiosis

T (absolute temperature) ...

Tetanus spores, germination of

Tetrathionase
Tetramethylsafranine, Eh of

Thermostable residue

Thiamin
Thionine, E^q curve

„ „ and bacteriostasis

Thiourea, Thiouracil

Thunberg technique

Thyroxine ...

Time factor in dye equilibria

Tissue cultures

Tissues, electrode potential of

Tocopherol ...

Toluylene blue, E^q data ...

Torula Candida, Eh of

Toxicity of dyes
Toxicology ...
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79
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Toxins
Tricarboxylic acid cycle

Triphenyltetrazolium chloride

Tryptic digest broth
Trypanocidal agents

Tubercle bacilli pigment ...

Tumours
Tungsten electrodes

Turacin
Two-stage oxidations

Type transformation, bacterial

Typhus
Tyrocidine ...

Tyrosinase ...

Unattackable electrodes, definition

„ „ materials of

Unicellular organisms
Units of measurement
Unstable systems ...

Urease and thiol groups
Urechis eggs pigment

Valency bonds and electrons

Valves, thermionic, for potentiometric
measurements
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